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ABSTRACT
The field of environmental ethics was studied in
preparation for the development of an environmental ethics
course syllabus for Southern California undergraduate
instruction. The study included an environmental ethics
syllabi research project, an environmental ethics
curriculum development survey of all colleges in
California, and the subsequent development of tables to
compare the results. The environmental ethics syllabi were 
analyzed with a standardized philosophical canon that was
statistically broken down for comparative purposes. The
curriculum development survey of California colleges
includes a listing of all course descriptions of
environmental ethics and related courses.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
General Statement of the Problem
Environmental ethics is a field of environmental
education that is commonly housed under the rubric of
philosophy. The philosophical treatment of environmental
ethics is geared toward the audience of ethicists,
philosophers, and academicians. The need for environmental
ethics education in public education begins at the pre­
school level and reaches up to the graduate level. The
present cultural values reflect a general lack of.
understanding toward ethical protocols for acceptable
environmental behavior. There is a greater need for
environmental ethics education in order to develop future
strategies that are both biogeophysical, as well as
socially effective.
Significance of the Thesis
Environmental ethics is a field typically associated
with undergraduate philosophy coursework. The need for
effective environmental ethics education, however, requires
action that goes beyond the ideas of the undergraduate
classroom and has the potential to transform the physical
1
local environment and ecosystems. The significance of
environmental ethics is that it can be an avenue whereby a
collegiate discipline can also be a venue to advocate,
demonstrate, and actualize effective environmental
activities in the surrounding communities of southern
California. Hence, environmental ethics plays a vital role
as an intermediary between environmental and philosophical
thought, with local ecological restoration arid changing the
broader environmental community.
Research Question
What is an effective way to develop an undergraduate
environmental ethics protocol within the southern
California context? The development of environmental ethics
coursework requires a confluence of a multiplicity of
aspects within one curricular model. Among the more
esoteric subjects, an environmental ethics course should be
able to address and evaluate many topics including, but not
limited to: ethics, environmental thought, ecological
principles, community dynamics, restoration ecology,
reclamation, regenerative principles, political ethics for
resources use, bioethics, deep ecology, international
issues of equity, genetics, natural history, the
2
organization of matter and life, personal human values,
social values, and cultural norms (Society for Ecological
Restoration, 2002). The mixture of both the physical
environmental sciences and the philosophical ethical issues
of human behavior are at the crux of effective
environmental ethics instruction.
How humanity can develop an acceptable and
ecologically conscious ethics in our culture is part of the
process of the thesis research project and survey. The
hurdles to obtaining this goal and answering other
questions require us to dwell into the depths of human and
natural exploration simultaneously. Enmeshed within the
essence of integrating values is the requisite need to
develop a- curriculum that reflects this complexity in a
synthesizing, meaningful, and; inclusive manner. The 
educational precept of interdisciplinary education, as> well
as the metaphor of ecological interdisciplinarity, are
important aspects of creating a theme-based model for
environmental ethics curriculum development strategies
(Roberts, 2001). The thematic model is utilized for the
purpose of bringing "together faculty and students in a
reciprocal and shared teaching and learning relationship"
(Jacobs, 1996, p. ix).
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The overarching question is'' how one' develops an
effective undergraduate environmental ethic? course,
however, the interdisciplinary approach beckons to the fact
that more concise questions must be answered as well. How
effective and appropriate is the interdisciplinary approach
to education in relation to environmental education? How
can environmental ethics ameliorate the strain between
hands-on experience and theory? What are the best, ways to
effectively develop an environmental ethic conducive to the
needs of the local ecology, cultural values of an area, and
educational resources for southern. California? Al,l of these
questions will.be explored by.the research found in the
literature review of the thesis. In order to develop a more
concise strategy for curricular development in
environmental ethics the environmental ethics syllabi
project answers questions in regard to what authors are
typically read in an environmental ethics course. Lastly,
the California environmental ethics curriculum, survey gives
us the answers to the questions of how many schools, offer
an environmental ethics course or program, and what such a
course and/or program looks like.
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General Design 1
The general design of the research was developed with
the single goal of developing an environmental ethics
course for the undergraduate curriculum. The design of the
research is organized by category from an emergent design
protocol of research. The first category of' research is the
literature review which is divided into five parts. The
literature review consists of the five categories of
environmental education, constructivism, interdisciplinary
and outdoor education, college-level environmental
education, and environmental ethics..
In the literature review chapter respectively,
environmental education and its definition is clarified.
Research into educational theories focused cii the
educational theory of constructivism is reviewed, as are
other contrasting educational theories reviewed for the
chapter. Research in the literature review also includes an
overview of the characteristics of interdisciplinary
education, as it applies to collegiate disciplinary
curriculum design. A look into some college-level research
as it pertains to environmental education topics are
reviewed. Lastly, the characteristics and'definition of
5
environmental ethics- are developed . at.-'.thb.' end,’-.of ' the
literature review. \
The design and methodology chapter of research in the
development of an environmental 'ethics course included two
concise research projects. The first project, included the
perusal and accumulation of available environmental ethics
course syllabi retrieved from the Internet'. The second
project was. a comprehensive and thorough review and..
retrieval of all existing environmental ethics coursework
offered at the collegiate .level in the state of California.
This subsequent re.view also posits important findings, in
regards to the field of environmental, studies;, the role of
environmental ethics, and the properties•of
interdisciplinary education related to environmental
education.
The findings / results chapter of the research on the
environmental ethics syllabi project and the. environmental
ethics curriculum survey were- reviewed as part of an
overall understanding of the nature- and role of
environmental ethics' in the college curriculum. Included in
the findings chapter are generalizations in regards to- the
role and needs of an interdisciplinary, outdoor
6
environmental educatloh and the- constructivist approach to
curriculum design.
The conclusion includes the development of the
generalized findings of the two research projects, as well
.1 ■ ’
as the creation of an environmental ethics syllabus. The
development of an'environmental ethics syllabus for the
college level was developed as an' example of the actual 
possibility of writing an environmental ethics course in
the context of a southern Californian interdisciplinary
upper division undergraduate course. Recommendations for
further research are included in the remarks within the
concluding' chapter.
Lastly, accompanying' appendices wei'e used, heavily
throughout the research, The appendices refer fed the
generalisations of. the literature review and to the two
research projects conducted on environmental curriculum
development. The appendices should be referred to in Order
to understand and appreciate the findings and conclusions
of the- research.
Limitations arid Delimitations
The scope of environmental ethics is to develop a
strategy by which the efficacy of educational prowess is
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inclusive toward both/nature and'culture ./The goal of
environmental ethics development is to create a- larger-
educational dialogue within •,students that develops ethical
and.moral understandings in relation to the natural world.
The moral agency of student -reflection and the subsequent ..
development of environmental values towards positive
changes in environmental behavior are the larger goals of
creating an environmental ethics' course, in the.- fese’arch of
this thesis. Achieving these goals, are tasks that go beyond
the scope of the thesis, and associated research topics.;
Limitations
Some of the limitations.- to the research ‘included the.
•fact that there is a large- amount of materials in. regards
to constructivist pedagogy. The narrowing Of the scope of
constructivism only led to the. exclusion of other
.educational theories. Consequently, the fact that there art
so many educational theories that exist today only adds
complexity to the task of developing a concise working
appraisal of Constructivism. Another limitation to the
research is related to the slowly emergent properties of
environmental ethics as a field of academic inquiry.
Environmental ethics is considered ah esoteric
specialization that has its grounding in philosophy, yet it
8
has been found in many other .contexts'1.'i-This •'reality’ adds 
complexity to the fact that the interdisciplinary approach
to curriculum development; can be? an imprecise and messy
approach to curriculum development.
Limitations in regards to the, two research projects
are also clearly relevant. The first project, the
environmental ethics • syllabi-proj ect has several
limitations. First.is that .only 2 D- syllabi wer.e collected 
for the survey. This adds little‘to the statistical 
significance of the survey, Thd syllabi collected: were- 
mostly those available'■’online, arid not from, the. actual
source-or faculty member conducting the coursework,. The
larger limitation'of the syllabi project is related to the
fact the- there- was ■. an arbitrary development of ari
environmental ethics canon on the- part of the author. The
'development .of an assessment, of environmental e.thips . ,
curriculum development is something that has not been
pursued by others yet^ The na,rrowing of environmental
ethics syllabi collection to. schools in California would- 
also help develop, a more concise review of the. resources
needed for the scope of the thesis.
The limitation of the California environmental ethics
curriculum research survey is that there were too many
9
school's to review. The'researchIon this '.topic involved the
collection of environmental ethics curriculum materials
without the" direct reinforcement o'f faculty and staff ■ 
developing the actual curriculum design. Reviews' of 'the
course catalog listings change over time, as do the. course
offerings... This review- offers a mere snapshot perspective
on the state of environmental ethics and environmental
studies programs in California.-
Lastly, there was a lack of time in order* to contact
and collect, syllabi from each-.and' every one of the' 1*0.4.
environmental,- ethics and envirohihenta,l studies dour-se
listings' ■found in, the survey..' Shbis.equenf reviews arid?-
collection of syllabi also would prove significant changes
in .the course offerings and faculty' teaching the.; courses 
over the years. Instituting the- interdisciplinary approach
to educational curriculum development' adds a significant;'
quantity to the research materials heeded to develop a
precise set of. parameter’s as well as. how to develop
curriculum properties for env.irbnmental ethics design,-.
Delimitations
The topic, of developing an environmental, ethics
curriculum for a southern California institution was. the
preliminary goal of the research project. This approach
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would include the development-.'ofj an education..- .theory
Literature review that would have been' too .conclusive for 
■the task of the research. The harrowing of the thesis
subsequently included the rejection of the development of
an environmental ethics curriculum proper, and instead/ the
development of a single environmental ethics course
syllabus-. The two research' projects offer extra information
far the larger goal of devising a comprehensive.and
interdisciplinary environmental ethics curriculum for
southern California.-. The research bn the environmental
.ethics syllabi collection has been taken Up: by others, at 
the national level by- the- Environmental Ethics Syllabus
Project.. The collection of environmental ethics syllabi for •
California alone would prove to be a conclusive, addition to 
this larger project. Nonetheless, this task wad not pursued' 
upon account of a lack of - time and access to the syllabus i .
prdject administrators.
The thesis includes a literature review, a., syllabus, a,
review of relative syllabi, and a comprehensive review of
California environmental ethics programs. The thesis did
nc-t include a comprehensive collection of environmental
ethics- syllabi for California, the development of
interdisciplinary curriculum materials, the collection o.f
11
networking contacts for -the development, of* an environmental
ethics curriculum, or the devising of a. curriculum.
’ s' '■
Instead, the thesis focused on .understanding-' the status of
environmental education, the field df environmental ethics,
and*-, the connections between curriculum theories and the
development of. an environmental ethics syllabus.
J
Assumptions
The research of environmental ethics implies a
particular set of valu.es related to environmental
education, and curriculum development. The following 
assumptions apply for the development of this thesis:.
1. Constructivism as an educational theory is the
correct fit for an • interdisciplinary environmental
ethics curriculum.
2.. Environmental ethics is a field of education that
is isolated in academic acceptance, but. has a broad
scope for applications toward an undergraduate
curriculum.
3 . Environmental education is a subset of education
theory that helps the integration of environmental
issues within the larger curriculum design.
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4. Community involvement ,and outdoor education will
help enhance and provide a-richness as well as
academic excellence to education in general.
5'. The development of an environmental ethics program
will be integrated within a traditional philosophy
program. The expansion of an environmental ethics 
program will be successfully completed within a
collaborative curricular design conducive to
interdisciplinary education themes.
6. Environmental ethics.’ syllabi offer a representative
picture of what are commonly read, 'studied, and 
understood in undergraduate environmental ethics
courses.
7. The review of all collegiate California'
institutions for environmental ethics coursework. .
offers an insightful picture of’ where the status of
environmental ethics, envix'onment'al education, and
environmental studies are .at.
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8. Educational, reform is the first"step, toward making
‘ ‘ ’ ‘.{-I;
a transformation in curriculum design and
alternative methodologies in order to liberate the
public from the vagaries of positivistic or
traditional models .of education and child
development.
9. The needs and intuition of children1is a primary
concern toward creating a sense of wo rider and-
enlightenment toward education.
10. Environmental, ethics- as a discipline will help 
develop and sustain a caring toward1 the earth and 
the universe- that goes beyond the individual arid-
offers an alternative vision to benefit-, all
communities, both natural and cultural, toward an
effective preparation for the- future?
Definition of Terms
1. Behaviorism is the psychological and, educational 
theory that suggests that the actions o.f people are
due to a series of conditioned reflexes.
superimposed upon one another in a series of planes
at ever higher levels.
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2. Biophilia is’ the " innate'. tendency to focus on life
and life-like processes".: (Wilson, 1984, p. 1).
3 Bioregionalism is the idea, of preserving and
conserving the biological and biogeochemical nature
of. ecosystems at a. regional or watershed scale.
4. Constructivism i-s the educational, the’ory that
recognizes that students construct new
understandings by combining previous understandings'
with new discoveries. •
5. Environmental ethids is the philosophical, 
discipline whereby the, study regarding the hhtur'e 
and characteristics of motal relationship^ between
humans and natural entities are. pursued,.
6. Interdisciplinary education, is a curriculum
development technique .whereby the integration of a 
multiplicity of discipline? are. utilized toward, the
creation of a thematic model of curriculum design.
7 . Logical positivism is a philosophical construct 
that presupposes that the world of, knowledge is
organized toward a singular truth of objectivity
that is developed through the evolution of ideas
and language.
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8. Progress ivis'm is the educational theory whereby the
use of classroom lessons are to be used in a.
practical "learn by doing" way toward life in the
real world. '
9. Regenerative principles are< guidelines utilized to
develop resources reuse and source reduction
strategies for natural and cultural resources.
10. Restoration ecology id the activity whereby the
control- of exotic and invasive species is, monitored 
and transformed by re-introducing or reintegrating, 
native endemic species, back to the landscapes, that
they originated .from,.
16
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CHAPTER TWO " •' ■ '■ .
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE'
Introduction
Numerous environmental ethics resources were reviewed
including textbooks, general books, activity books,
journals, websites, and professional presentations. There
are five sections to the literature review, and two
subsections within the third section. The literature review
sections are respectively researched in terms of: the
definition of environmental education, the characteristics
of constructivism in relation to .other educational
theories, the properties- of interdisciplinarity within‘
environmental education related with outdoor curriculum-
design, undergraduate level considerations, to curriculum
design, and a review of environmental ethics as a,
discipline in education. Although considered’ separate
aspects, the issues’are interconnected in curriculum
development and education theory because of the inherent 
properties and interdisciplinary nature of environmental
education.
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Environmental.Education.Defined
Environmental education has many -.meanings and is
defined with an inclusive nature to its- characteristics,
properties, and meaning. This - reality makes a singular
definition of environmental education a difficult task? -The
term, environmental education originated' from the idea of
conservation education from as early as the 194'Os
(Disinger, 1983, p. 18) . Other ideas in- regahd- to nature
study and learning about the environment through outdoor
interaction, has been related with environmental education
since the- 1920s-.
The■antecedents of contemporary environmental
education can be traced to the nature study
movement which developed during the latter part
of the nineteenth century and dominated early.
childhood- education until the:- 192 0s, (Brib’d:, ■„ ..
1972, p. 3)
Subsequent evolution in education towards outdoor education 
is similar to nature study and the liberalization education
movement of the 1920s. Environmental education's definition
includes elements of each of these.- historical traits.
The first working definition of environmental
education was developed by William B« Stapp in 1969.
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Environmental education iSf.aimed at;producing a '
citizenry that I's knoWledgeab 1 econeernlng''- th6"
' biophysical environment arid its;associated
■ ■ problems, aware of how to help solve: these 
*1 •
problems, and motivated' to, w.ofk toward their-
solution. (Stapp et al.',, 1965, p-, 54)
Environmental educators such as Roth in 1970,"Hungerford, 
Peyton.# and Wilke in 198Q> (Bardwell, Monroe,Tudor, .1994, 
p. 26), as well as, associations and governing organizations
have offered definitions qf environmental•educations
Organizations and- actions such; as? The Environmental
-Education Act-of 1970, the. Wisconsin. Center for
Environmental Education, the Environmental Education
Literacy Consortium,;' and the? United Nations Education, 
Scientific, and Cultural Organization, and' the-United-
Nations Environmental Programme (UNESCO-UNEP)
Intergovernmental Conference on Environmental Education in
Tbilisi, Georgia, Russia, in 1977 (October 14-26). have
offered other' definitions of environmental education. The
most important document in- helping to outline the
characteristics of environmental education has- been found
in The Tbilisi Declaration of 1977’. This document offers a
complete outline of objectives, principles, and goals for
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effective environmental ,edu'caticSn values-'.(United Nations
Education, Scientific, arid Cultural Organization [UNESCO] ,
1978)
The more recent approaches to defining environmental
education also include the ..federal ■ government' s definition.
Environmental education enhances critical-
thinking, problem-solving, and effective
decision-making skills. It.also teaches
individuals to weigh various sides of an
environmental issue to make informed and
responsible'decisions. Environmental education
does not advocate a particular viewpoint, or
course of action. (Federal Register, December 1O.A
1996, p. 65106).
Other organizations such as the North American
Association for Environmental Education (NAAEE), have
defined environment-based education as well.■
Environmental education is a process that -aims to
develop an environmentally literate citizenry
that can compete in our global economy: has the
skills, knowledge, and inclinations- to make well-
informed choices, and exercises the rights and
2 0
responsibilities of . membersof ' a) .community.
(2001, p. 6)
Environmental education emphasizes learning through
observation, inquiry, and discovery. Conservation
education, outdoor education, and the progressive education
movement are all historical elements to the present values
of environmental education. With- a large diversity of
attributes-, environmental educat-i’Oli inherently shows an
interdisciplinary definition.of values, goals, and
processes, .toward'effective educational strategies.
The five main sub-goals of environmental education,, are
perceptual awareness, knowledge, environmental ethics,
citizen action skills., and citizen action experience
’(Engleson &. Yokers, 1994, p. 13; NAAEE, 1996,, p. 2) . These
values are derived from the Tbilisi Declaration's
environmental education objectives of awareness, knowledge,
attitudes, skills, and participation (UNESCO, 1977). Under
these generalizations, environmental education has been
partially defined. Environmental education is found within
a wide variance of contexts including, formal education,
nature centers and interpretive centers, government
agencies and organizations, professional associations and
businesses, religious groups and community organizations,
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and environmental interest groups (-NAAEe) vT9'96'> 'pp.. 6-7), 
Environmental education is a growing trend- in)education
today. The majority of states (32) are actively•working on
environmental education programs (Kirk, Wilke, & Ruskiey,
2001, p. 60) . Infrastructure .for environmental edudatidn-
developmeht throughout the public\education system is :
ongoing. The development of environmental education
programs will conc'diditantly help develop a more concise 
overall working definition of environmental education.
There are many aspects' to environmental eddcatioh.- 
They include values and proper tie's- such a'S- riS is 
interdisciplinary, based.' upon' human arid ecological
community values, attempts to develop an environmental
ethic into the values of education,, and.'is- a syntlifes'is
between the biological and' social sciences (Engleson & 
Yockers, 1994, pp. 14, 34-38; Yambert & Donow, 1986', p.
14) . Environmental' education also develops cooperation with
others iri developing an informed citizenry, creates?.
environmental literacy, integrates multiple moral,
economic, and ecological values into a larger cultural
definition Of humanity, utilizes alternative methodologies
of education theory to develop environmentally effective
thoughts and behaviors, and develops strong critical
22
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thinking skills (Caine & Caine,' 1997, p. .3/09; Disinger &
1 I, 3 • *
Monroe, 1994, p. 5; Jacobs, 1996; Kohn, 1992'.pp6.8t72 ) .
Lastly) environmental education incorporates outdoor
education ideas into the' curriculum design, develops
constructive criticisms- toward inquiries, promotes problem­
solving strategies, emphasizes' the importance of nature and
culture into educational development, and enhances' the
ability for.the education system to strengthen the
intelligence,- character-building, and growth of all
citizens (Bowers, 1997, pp. 180-239; Nabhan & Trimble,
1994; UNESCO, 1990, pp\ 1-12),
The values-of environmental education are diverse and 
complex. This fact makes the precise definition of 
environmental education diffichlt to pinpoint> As. a result,
environmental education is- an action that -is based Upon a .
process of learning that changes arid is- developed over time.
(Engleson & Yockers, 1994, p. 62). Effective environmental
education can and does take on many forms. Because .of this 
reality no single formula or set of actions makes up
environmental -education.. The largest single idea that is a
commonalty in environmental education is the use of the
educational theory called constructivism.
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Constructivism and Educational'. Theories
Educational theories exist for different reasons.
There are numerous educational theories and methodologies. 
The most appropriate educational theory that enmeshes the
needs for environmental education is that of the
constructivist approach to education (Matthews, 2000, pp.
179-183 ) . The larger scopef of the constructivist approach
to education is to develop a process O'f learning by which
the student is able to construct personal knowledge within
an interactive connection with the world. The definition, of
constructivism is a "theory of learning that recognizes
that student! construct new understandings by combining
previous understandings with neto discoveries" (Project
Learning Tree, 1995b., p, 6) .
Constructivism .is in opposition to more the
"traditional" classroom teaching~'model which
emphasizes that students learn because teachers
teach. Instead, the responsibility.for learning
lies with the Student. (Stoner in Project
Learning Tree, 1995b, p. 12)
Constructivism-is an alternative to the idea that educafiOn
is merely the transfer of knowledge. Constructivism is. an
educational theory that in its simplest form suggests that,
24
"children construct knowledge from their actions■on the
environment" (Engleson &-Yockers, 1994, p. .54).
Constructivism is based upon Jean Piaget's theory of.
cognitive development, the works of Lev Vygotsky, and ;
Lawrence Kohlberg's levels of moral- development (Engleson &
Yockers, 1994, p. 58).
Constructivism is so widely used in education theofy
today, that there are many sources, of definitions, goals,
and characteristics to. effective constructivist pedagogy.
Constructivism -is based- upon- "the. idea that new knowledge
depends upon, and builds upon:, previous knowledge" (Broda, 
20-02, p. 36) . There are five' tenets,- that'- different, 
proponents of constructivism embrace:- (a4 knowledge is 
actively created- by the child-, not- passively' from the
environment; (b) children create new knowledge by
reflecting on-their physical, and-mental, actions,- (c) ; ideas
are constructed- when children integrate them In into their
existing structures'- of knowledge;, (d:) learning is- a social
process in which children grow into the' intellectual life
of those around them; (e) when teachers demand a learner to
use set mathematical standards, sense-making activity is
seriously curtailed (Klein & Merritt, 1994, pp. 15-16).
Constructivism entails four simple criteria for student
25
learning. It includehPreal-li'f e probler^+sOlving, student- 
centered instruction facilitated by .the teacher, productive.
group .interaction, and authentic assessment. (Klein &
Merritt., 1994, p. 16) .
Some of the main aspects of a constructivist classroom
should include a set of values that is in contrast to those
of a traditional classroom. Constructivism i,s' experiential
education (Stevens & Richards, 1992), and, is against- the
idea of instruetivism or traditional education models
-(Elshout-Mohr,,. Oostdam> & Overmaat, 2002, p. 3:70).
Cons true tivii's'm carries the • following1 attributes to the
values ' of curricular design
(adapted froril Bardwell, Monroe, & Tudor, 1994, pp. 47,.. 54,
73-74; Beneze, 2002, p. 3; Bowers, 1997, p. 184; Broda,
2002, pp. 36-37'; Shooks & Brooks, 1993, pp. 25-116; Bruns, 
1999, pp. 6-7; Ellingston, 2-&Q1,- pp. 11-12; Engleson & 
Yockers, 1994, p. 6-; Gunstorie, 2000, p. 263; Hall, 1995,
p. 142; Hanley, 199.4, p. 3; Harcombe, 20 01, p. 112, 12.8;
Kineheloe, Slatterly; & Steinberg, 2000, pp. 76-77; Klein
& Merritt, 1994, p. 16; Project Learning Tpee, 1995b, p.
14; Shapiro, 2000, pp. 6-7):
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• the-curriculum;is presented with ah' emphasis on bigJ
concepts
• the pursuit of student questions are highly valued
and explored
• curricular activities rely heavily oh primary
sources of data
® students are viewed as thinkers with emerging
theories of the world
• teachers are interactive., mediating the environment.
fop students
• assessment is interwoven with the; teaching pro’cesb
through projects
• students work primarily in small groups with a
participatory perspective
• the instructor .is not the primary source of
information, but one of- many
• students are engaged in challenging experiences to
test their knowledge
• student responses help drive the lessons with the
posing of questions
• honest, open-ended questions and thoughtful
discussions are the processes used
27
• use of terminology like "classify," "analyze," arid
"create" are used : .
• encouragement of student autonomy and initiative 
toward projects is advocated
• integrating- the' end resuht of knowing with' the
process of finding out i-s pursued
• insistence upon a clear expression of ideas from-
students for assessment, efficacy is implemnted
® .students develop the ability to formulate their own
beliefs and values
• students apply lessons by cooperative learning on
collective projects
• students involve themselves in an interdisciplinary
experience
• content, from all disciplines are integrated td
develop a richness in lessons
• extra time is provided for students to cohstr-uct
relationships and create metaphors
• engaging students in experiences with contradictions
and hypotheses are explored
• nurture the students., natural curiosities- to develop
meaning in -the world
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• learning outcomes ..involve- a continuous - and active
process
• teacher partnering and team teaching are advocated
for student lessons
• integration of community issues into the classroom
environment is important
• develop a pedagogy where the adult is walking along
with.the child.
• alternative solutions toward authentic real-world
tasks are developed
• emphasis on career awareness especially wiph-in
science and technology is; applied
• apply concepts and skills to new’ situations, 
pi-oblems, and solutions
• encourage- self-analysis, student leadership, and
alternative information
• values clarification, inclusiveness, and critical
thinking are advocated
• develop projects that are shaped by student
interests for assessment
• develop student citizen action skills by
interactive and open lesson plans
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• create curricular.strategies•for cognitive dis­
equilibrium ' ' /
• incorporate praxis into the curriculum and leave
time open for reflection
• create a curricular design concomitant to the
emergent., working knowledge of the’ classroom
• develop way's for collaborative research and
scientific inquiry in classes
• develop curricular-, themes akin, -to ecological .and
environmental values
• ojien the- Curriculum to. the,, larger community 'of
citizens . for' the students
• promote’the-diversity of ideas and an appreciation
for other, perspectives’..
• create lessons that...show the connections- between
nature and culture
• develop holistic values, to. curriculum- development
• ' a - *
in order to create ethical and social growth
® future-oriented lessons with concerns for the earth
and future inhabitants are explored
• issues-focused. themes are used for local, regional,
and up to universal lessons
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• universally-orTehted lessons; are';1 us.ed-' 'for- .opening • 
ideas for universal ideas and,thoughts.
The values that are part of constructivism are, 
developed best under the context of cooperative learning 
(Harcombe, 2001, pp. 121-122’).,. Cooperative learning is not 
a behaviorist approach (McCarty & Schwandt, 2000, pp; 41-
50) whereby the assumption of human nature is that the
student will compete for a rew'ard'. Alternately, cooperative-
learning assumes that children- are motivated "by a complete
absence of extrinsic motivation or external reward systems,
including praise" (Cobb et al. , 1991, p,. 394);-,. Emphasis
upon textbook learning Is de-emphasized, and instead t.he-
cooperative learning constructivist approach helps students
who had been in traditional classrooms develop "more
sophisticated higher-level reasoning skills without falling
behind on basic computational basks" (Kohn, 1992, p. 22-6) .
Cooperative learning skills also employ the need- for
students and teachers to work effectively together
(Sandler, 2 001, p. 221) .. Nonetheless, teachers need to
become the facilitators of an, effective constructivist
pedagogy program. Teacher education programs exi-s,t'
throughout the nation. However',, few of them are geared
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toward a constructivist;methodology. -A; review' of the 
existing constructivist-centered'teacher education programs 
has highlighted some important .aspects-to teacher education 
methodology. Some of the general aspects of a
constructivist' teaching methodologies program include these
characteristics- of teacher development (Dangel & Guyton,
2003, pp. 4-8):
1. Reflection- is utilized in Order to make a,
meaningful assessment of activities. Journal
writing is a common activity for reflection.
2 . Learner-centered instructional techniques are
developed in order to develop trust, risk-taking,
voice, and.differing points of view.
3. Collaborative learning is. explored by having
prospective'teachers work in groups on common
projects.
4. Problem solving and problem posing activities are
developed in order to emphasize the big ideas and
primary constructs, of the curriculum. Cognitive
dissonance and critical thinking are developed in
an open-ended, group collaboration.
5. Cohort groups are established in order to keep
teacher education students together; as a group
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throughout the process of- teacher education. 
Significant collaborative -'learning strategies ar^ 
used in order to develop a deeper community-based,, 
team-related teaching strategy toward education
methodology.
6. -Extensive- field placements are utilized, in order to
give potential teachers the.hands-on experience 
necessary to teach in an-effective constructivist
classroom. Pre-service activities are common in
such teacher e-ducat,ion programs. In-service 
activities commonly include teacher porbfplios,.
action- research during the .internship,, as well as ■
increasing teaching responsibilities within th,e
ciassrocm,-
7 . Authentic assessment and professional portfolios
are developed to create both formative and, '
summative evaluation techniques.
8. Action research is -conducted by student teachers in
order to- maximize- the potential for concept
development in the constructivist classroom.
The end results of utilizing a constructivist pedagogy
includes enhanced social interaction, meaningful learning
experiences, a sense of shared ownership, reflective
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analysis, the development:of ■ a personaltheory of 'teaching
and student learning, and the ability to.create a
supportive environment f or learning... communities. •
Constructivist teacher training utilizes the inherent
constructivist approach as a metaphor for teacher
development (Dangel & Guyton, 2G03-, pp. 14-15) . As student
teachers are taught how to teach within construdtiVist 
methods, they also learn how to transfer the Values' and'
behaviors of constructivism to- their, own classrooms.
Constru’ctivist ideals are programmatically 'created into the
teacher education programs in order to create a 
methodological, behavioral and psychological transformation
in the teacher education students themselvesThe metaphor
.of teaching methodological 'change is internalized into the' 
actual constructivist? teacher preparation programs, 
themselves;. Teachers learn the., actual activities1 that, they, 
will eventually utilize in their own classrooms in. the
future..
Constructivism, however, is not a simplistic
methodology to actualize. A simple application of general
rules to specific situations does not guarantee air-
effective pedagogy. Constructivism, employs the values of
pluralistic thought into its assumptions, and by this
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assumption alone, the, process is often, more ■•important than
the .end-result at times (Hutchison,' 1998, .pp.. 2,8-29, 49).
To define the process prior to the exploration of the
values would be employing the opposite of a constructivist
pedagogy,. = being- that of an obj ectivistic, positivism.
Other educational theories exist besides
constructivism (see Appendix' A, Table 1) . The table
illustrates the diversity of educational theories'related
to constructivism. This list, is- in no way a conclusive list 
of educational and child development theories'. There exist
a wide variance of explanations too. characterize similar
behavioral and educational outcomes. Other educational
theories for the purposes of the thesis research are
included below In the literature.review.
Constructivism should not be confused with the
philosophical,-notion .of constructionism. Constructivist
education suggests that the learner is someone who
reconstructs knowledge from the environment in order t:o
construct their own knowledge about the world, however
constructionism suggests two different things. One
definition is that the development of. qualitative values
assumed that "multiple realities are socially constructed
through individual and collective perceptions of views of
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the same situation"- .(McMill'an„;&’- Schumacher, .20-01, ‘ p. 15) . 
However, Stager suggested a different - interpretation of
constructionism that is symbiotic to the idea of
constructivism. ’ -
While constructivism:- defines learning as the
building of. knowledge structures inside one's .
head., cobs true tionism suggests- that the best way
to ensure that such intellectual structures fo'fm
is through the active construction, of something
outside -of one's 'head', .that- is something
tangible; something shareable. (Stager,.2001, p:
3 ) '
Constructionism- purports the idea that knowledge.that
is,- "learning by telling" is not' enough- (Stager,. 2001, p,
4}. Instead, constructionists argue that active- learning is 
superior to the- pedagogy, of a- narrative-. Although more • -
time-consuming, constructionism argues that the larger-
1 ess on of' long-term projects develops a sophisticated
construction of knowledge that goes beyond the bouriddfie's
of subjects, and explores the world, by way of the creative
need for innovation and invention..
Behaviorism is another theory of education.
Behaviorists presume that human behavior is directly
3 6.
related to incentives 'and disincentives towards-a course of
action’ (Engleson &.Yockers, 1994,. ppi 59+60). Behaviorism
is a belief that "the actions of ’ man are. due to a series o-f
-'conditioned reflexes7 superimposed'upon one another in a 
series of planes at ever higher- levels" (Montessori, 1967, 
p. 52-) . Behaviorism is grounded, in the tradition of
behaviorist psychology. This tradition' in psychology
assumes that knowledge is performed through discrete
instructional tasks (Elshout-Mohr, et al. , 2002, p. 372,).
Behaviorism, is closely aligned- with traditionalism /
logical positivism, because it is, considered’ atomistic,
reductive,, mechanistic, cind- standard,ized -in it?.
methodological routine. Behaviorism is hencq, not closely
related to the methodologies and. goal? of constructivism.
The- underlying tenets of constructivism are found- in
the philosophy of.liberalism-also known as pragmatism or
progressivism. Progressivism was a philosophy of education
devised by John Dewey in the 1910s. It is closely related
to constructivism in - the .sense the. he viewed, the
development of the human mind. ?imilar to constructivist
ideals. Dewey, however, saw the justification of the
educational system different from the present-day
formulation of public instruction. To Dewey, "every life
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organism participates/entirely, .’in his 'ItLewdrld- There is 
no reality without experience" (Vanderstrataeten & Biesta,
199 8). p.. 3) . Dewey perceived the world as a common
experience whereby all organisms have a shared stake in the
universe. This philosophical approach is similar to an-
environmental ethics approach to; education.
The approach•to
suggested,, that, there
education purported by John' Dewey,
is a practical need for■education. The-.
pragmatic approach to education asks whether an academic
lesgon can be- used; in the world-, in a real-life context.
The learn-by-doing.' approach to education is advocated
within a Dewey-centered progressivism education program. 
Such a perspective, offers a significant departure from 
traditional educational methodologies in .relation to the
physical world. In contrast to- the traditional idea of'
education grounded upon the idea- of objectivity,' Dewey
denounced such a dualism. The "resort, to an objectivism
which ignores initiating and re-organizing desire and,
imagination will in the end. only strengthen that other
phase of subjectivism which consists in escape to the
enjoyment of inward landscape" (Dewey, 1958, p. 241)-..
Progressivism. was developed partially in reaction to
the idea that the educational, system of the past, and hence
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traditionalism, was >frawed. • :That-'. ther^-?M'.sbh-'"organic 
connection of educatioh",wi.th experience sis shown by- the 
fact that this change takes place outside-, the. School and.
apart from formal education" (Dewey, 1938,'p. 86): The’need
for educational reform is related to what the larger idea
of education is supposed to be. Dewey's perception of
education is ""to* prepare the young for future
responsibilities-and for success in life, by means of
acquisition of the organized bodies of information ahd 
prepared forms of skill which, comprehend-the material of
instruction" (Dewey, 1938-/ p-. 3) ....
- To Dewey, experiehde in the-classroom was important^
He. saw. that there- was "an intimate and necessary relation.
between the' process of . -ac tual "experience ahd education... [.and
that] a positive and constructive development of its own
basic idea depends upon having- a correct idea of -
experience" (Dewey, 1938, pp. 5-6). Hence, the experience
of the student is a, process of actual experience that is.
built, upon itself, toward a. preparation for the future.
It thus becomes the office of the educator to
select those things within range of existing
experience that have the promise and. potentiality
of- presenting new problems which by stimulating
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new ways of obselvation;'and - judgmeh,i;.wi 11 expand 
the area of further. experience. j./bewhy, 1938, p.
89) , ■ ' > '
Environmental education in particular, illustrates
important criteria of daily' living needs of every student
and human being living in the world. To Dewey, the
practical reality of the world, or pragmatisrft>. was more
important than objectivism alone', Dewey saw? observation and
scientific inquiry as-. good, things if only they Were
perceived in their pure form. -Dewey<s perception Of science-
was different from the idea that science developed a-
justification'for-education elucidated in the
traditionalist / positivist model. Instead, he proposed
that - true, science was. developed-' by a "leisure for that slow-
and gradual independent growth, of theories that is a
necessary condition of the formation, of a true, science"
(Dewey, 1929, p. 18).
Prognessivism, pragmatism, and liberalism, are
educational theories that try to work against the
traditional method of education. They try to work toward
practical approaches to curriculum design for the- -
preparation of the student for the future, and try to
develop avenues for an exploration of the mind that is not
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hampered by.the dichotomized thought found in the reductive
educational model of ydfejeebi'fipd .positivism(Dewey, .193 8.),.
Lastly,, the educational. tiheory ofi-iibera,tipn; pedagogy 
has been developed in response;! to the socio-economic •
realities of the twentieth century.. This theory.' of:-
education has been advocated most ardently by Paulo Freire. 
The ma,in educational model employed, in the history of 
western industrial.; culture today-'is-related ■ to -
traditionalism. The traditional model of education is
predicated upon the ■ factory model' otf organization that was
created -by proponents of industrialists-turnedr-educational 
psychologists ' in. tje mid-nine, te'enth century .(Bowers-, 1997, 
p. IQl; Kincheloe, Slatterlyy ■& Steinberg, 20Q1, pp: 152- 
1531,,. ’The factory model, is still part of., our curricular
organization today-(Crowell, Caihe & Caine, 1998, pp. 23-
2,6) . Freire argued- that the' Capitalist system underlies a
mechanism by which the populace is oppressed by a lack of
knowledge and control. Freire argued that the classroom is.
a venue bV which there is a socialization of oppression*
Freire envisioned that the classroom can be a place whereby
a liberation from the industrialist, capitalist, and
corporatis't process of socialization can occur.
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Paulo Freire called the traditional model, the
"banking" concept of education. Freire suggested that
education is suffering from "narrative sickness" (1993, p
52). In the traditional concept of education, he assumed
these aspects about the "banking" concept of education
(Freire, 1993, p. 54):
a) the teacher teaches and the students are
- taught;
b) the teacher knows everything and the students
know nothing;.
c) the teacher thinks and the students are
thought about;.
d) the teacher talks and the students listen -
meekly;
e) the teacher disciplines and the students are
disciplined;
f) the teacher chooses and enforces his choice,
and the students comply;
g) the teacher acts and the students have the
illusion of acting through the action of the
teacher;
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h) the teacher chooses' the program content, and
the students (who were not consulted) adapt to
it;
i) the teacher confuses the authority of
knowledge with his or her own professional
authority, which she and he sets in opposition
to the freedom of the students;
j) the teacher is the Subject of the learning
process, while the pupils are mere objects.
Freire and other advocates of liberation pedagogy developed
curricular strategies that helped break down, subvert, and
destroy the contradictions (a-j) as listed above. As a
solution, liberation pedagogy attempts to end the misguided
educational system of the banking method by reconciling the
contradictions by making all humans and citizens both
students and teachers. This strategy assumes a critical
thinking stance on all of the socioeconomic assumptions of
capitalism, industrialism, and modern society. A socialist
perspective on education emerges in some interpretations of
this pedagogical style. The critical nature of discussion
brings up the issues of oppression, systematization of
education, and the mechanization of knowledge.
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The "factory" school model is the precursory
educational model preceding the traditional / banking / 
delivery / logical positivist models of education. Schools
in westernized civilizations, especially in America, were
quickly designed with industrialization, businesses, and
hence the corporation in mind.
Since administrators and teachers (and, in fact,
parents) expected that many of the children would
soon be at work' in the factories, schools began
to resemble factories, complete with bells to
signal the start and end of classes, desks bolted
to the floor to maintain straight rows and
remorselessly imposed order. Schools were.where
children (especially immigrant; children) would be
assimilated or "Americanized" into the social and
political melting pot...Business and the technology
it produced had reshaped American society,
seemingly following scientific values.
(Kincheloe, et al., 2000, pp. 152-153)
The development of the citizenry toward a corporate and
business-led educational system had been effectively
developed by the turn of the nineteenth century. It is
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precisely this form of socialization that liberation
pedagogy proponents are trying to debunk.
The alternative approach that liberation pedagogy
suggested is one based upon problem-posing education,
cooperation, communion, humility, praxis, and bringing
human-ness into the classroom (Freire, 1993, pp. 150-152).
Freire suggested that a revolution and transformation in
education will be brought forth by letting people learn.
with the people and about the people instead of going to
school in order to teach, or to transmit or to give
anything. Hence, liberation pedagogy perceives education as
an extreme form of opened dialogue whereby the need for
cultural synthesis is promulgated by the process of
advocating social change together in solidarity.
In liberation pedagogy, it is assumed that the student
has the ability and desire to liberate oneself from the
assumptions of authority, the superiority of academic
knowledge, or the process of globalized socialization.
Liberation pedagogy advocates that an intense dialogue of
critical thinking becomes part of the daily practice in
education and that this process will help develop a
fearless and open exploration of values in both the teacher
and the students concomitantly. The rebellion from
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authority in liberation education is working towards the
f
end of systematized education itself. In place of such a
system, are the ideals of cultural solidarity, human
revolution, empathy, love, communication, humility, and
community (Friere, 1993, p. 152).
The banking concept of education is also known as the
delivery model of education. It assumes that the
mechanization and factory model of educational
socialization is part of the process of delivering
information to students. The indoctrination of students
into the system of capitalism and preparation for a life of
corporate control is part of the delivery model of
education. The alternative to public education, has been to
suggest privatization of education, with an emphasis upon
the usage of technology, and this is seen, as "very
attractive to several large corporations" (Crowell, et al.,.,
1998, p. 4). Alternatives to the public school system
suggests that there should not be a push toward
privatization,, but instead, a look back at the pedagogical
processes as a learning experience. In place, is a
dynamical approach to education that appreciates a brain-
based approach to human development. (Crowell, et al.,
1998, pp. 7-10) .
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Other authors have been associated with liberation
l
pedagogy as well. Ivan Illich's scathing anti-schooling
perspective has argued that "curriculum has always been
used to assign social rank" (Illich, 1971, p. 17). Because
of the perspective of education as a promotion of the rich
to secure and enhance monetary gain, Illich suggested that
such a systematization of education for social gain be
scrapped in place of competencies and testing for the
measure- of merit. The dissolution of the public education
system- is something Illich advocated as a measure of social
equity - and liberation from globalized capitalisjtt,
ecological degradation,- and industrial socialization 1
The changes proposed by Freire, Illich, and others,
are working toward a paradigm shift in educational
curriculum, theory, and practice. This paradigmatic shift
is similar to the ideas of a bifurcation point as seen in
chaos theory (Prigogine & Stengers, 1984, p. 140). It is
assumed that the properties of social systems mimic, the
properties of natural systems. It is also perceived that
the mediator between phenomena seen in nature and the
socialization of human systems is that of the scientist.
Thomas Kuhn developed a theory of socialization that
purports that scientific thought can transform and change
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the direction, and parameters of society through, what he
calls a paradigm change (Kuhn, 1962, pp. 64-65) .. Anomalous
phenomena are perceived by scientists, yet perceptual
changes happen only within the incremental change (Kuhn
calls this normal science) in interpretation of the
phenomena. Over time, a change in perception is achieved
leaving a completely new interpretation for the same
phenomena. Hence, the change in worldview was slowly
brought about through normal science, only to become
transformed at the. time of a particular perceptual 'crisis
to become a scientific revolution. Within a Kuhnian
worldview, as the bifurcation of natural systems' occur,
‘ . -9“ -
social systems bifurcate into scientific revolutions a?
well.
The same parallel is akin to education systems as they
apply to scientific and social systems. Environmental
education is situated at the crux of scientific
(environmental) and social (ethical /moral) systems.
Liberation pedagogy proponents argue that the western model
of education is at such a point of inherent chaos that a
bifurcated and revolutionary transformation of educational
theory is probable (Crowell, et al,, 1997, pp. 135-140).
The faith in revolution and change is part of the idea of
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liberation from the traditional banking / delivery model of
socialization (Friere, 1993, pp. 148-156). If education
systems are at a crisis of efficacy, the solutions are
inherently found on the fringes of the existing values of
the educational system. The emergence of a comprehensive
environmental education system could become a potential
branch of education, on the fringes of.the predominant
cultural values that can approach a new way of educating
the world about nature and culture (Bowers, 1997, pp. 202-
239).
Interdisciplinary Education and Outdoor 
Education for Curriculum Development
Interdisciplinary Education'
Curricular development in? regards to- an
interdisciplinary approach requires a broad'knowledge of
many- disciplines simultaneously. ' The complexity of*.design
must also be manifest in a curricular model that is
flexible, process oriented, and integral for achieving
larger thematic goals and mature classroom discussion.
Local environmental knowledge- ip local communities is a
primary foundation to our senses and it can be used to
supplement the needs of exploring our personal and social
values of ethical treatment and moral reflection. Instead
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of physically detaching and separating people from those
communities as is the case today, "educators must strive to
create learning experiences that break beyond the
boundaries of the classroom and root themselves in the
broader environment" (Smith, 1992’, p. 95) .
If one is going to learn about a particular area,
community, and environment within a geographical region,
one is forced into applying an interdisciplinary approach
to making sense of the complexity of the natural and social
world. If one is to study a forest, a desert, or oceanic
ecosystems, one would have to be able to connect the
disciplines of ecology, biology, evolution, chemistry,
thermodynamics, mathematics, natural history, national
history, government, anthropology, economics, art,
literature, psychology, agriculture, and industry. "In 
short, the environment is an interdisciplinary reality
requiring interdisciplinary study" (Terry, 1971, pp. 184-
185) .
Environmental education is a focus of education that
interrelates a multitude of social and physical science
aspects to learning. "The success of environmental
education in large measure depends upon the success with
which it can integrate disciplines" (Terry, 1971, 185).
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There is a significant environmental problem that is in
need of attention in our educational system (Bowers, 1997,
pp. 21, 32). Part of the environmental problem is
perceptual and related to the process of industrialization
and the objectification of nature. "Adopting a position of
detached objectivity in an attempt to master nature, we
have tended to forget our fundamental connection to the
world we observe" (Smith, 1992, p. 26). Reintegrating the
environment to our social values is part of the larger
interdisciplinary- nature of environmental education.
Environmental ethics in higher education is a process 
of understanding values on a wide array of ethical and
moral issues. Part of the larger goal of environmental
education is to widen the. disciplinary mastery of subjects.
The combination of environmental ethics and environmental
education develops a curriculum that explores ethical
values within an interdisciplinary model. Interdisciplinary
education is important because "a social system that
requires the competing and adversarial contest between
individuals for the spoils of material wealth has little
time and energy left for civic action and collective
responsibility for the environment" (Jacobs, 1996, p. 50).
Understanding ethics in the sense of competing claims of
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values only limits the larger inclusive effect on
interdisciplinary education goals. As Kohn has elucidated
from h.is interdisciplinary approach to his studies in
competition, "mutual benefit (cooperative) strategies will
not be tapped - or even understood - until we broaden our. 
perspective beyond the narrow prejudice that we always do 
best by trying to beat others" (Kohn, 1992, p. 69). The
present university structure of competing disciplines and
schools of thought help to create a deleterious collapse of
educational quality and integrity over time (Bowers, 1997,
p. 2 04; Orr-,- 1994, 94-98) . "The best offerings in a school
will be made by teachers- whs have developed their own
programs, out of’ their own. and their students;' interests. In
the case of interdisciplinary study the best offerings will.
come from the cooperative efforts of such teachers from
different, subject specialties" (Terry, 1971, p. 186) .
A consistent theme throughout educational strategies
for environmental ethics is a need for interdisciplinary
approaches to curriculum development. "One solution is that
all students should take more liberal arts courses, and the
other solution focuses on interdisciplinary research teams
who combine their areas of expertise to conduct research on
environmental issues" (Yambert & Donow, 1986, p. 14). This
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approach, taking the natural complexity of ecosystems and
utilizing that complexity to organize -academic curricula.,
is manifest in the idea of interdisciplinary lessons,
research, and dialogue. Arguments referring to what are
more important, environmental ethics theory or
environmental ethics classroom practicalities, are up to
debate presently. For environmental ethics research
however, an effective interdisciplinary approach would be a
"blend of physical scientists; social scientists, and
philosophers" (Yambert i Donow. 1986, p. 14) .; The work.
toward a more conclusive interdisciplinary model, will
potentially mediate and unify the heeds for both
theoretical and practical solutions t'o environmental
education and environmental problems.
Interdisciplinary education for secondary students has
been researched as it pertains to environmental education.
The State Education and Environment Roundtable conducted a
study on the efficacy of integrated curriculum design,
called the Environment as an integrating Context (EIC)
model. The results showed that students who used the
environment as a basis for learning curricula tended to
have higher scores on standardized, tests in reading and
mathematics and higher attendance at school (Lieberman &
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Hoody, 1998, pp. 5-10). These results can also help develop
strategies for more effective undergraduate education
strategies as well. Utilizing environmental issues as a
nexus for lessons and research offers a unique role for
environmental studies courses at the undergraduate level.
College level interdisciplinary education can also
prove to be a beneficial approach to instruction as well. A
case study of an interdisciplinary course in. pollution
prevention was offered at Washington State University
.-(Simpson & Budd, 199 6) . This course was designed to- be able
to integrate the disciplines of chemical engineering, civil
engineering, environmental engineering, environmental
health and safety, • chemistry, business, anthropology*
sociology, geography and political science majors. The
study highlighted the importance of applied and
interdisciplinary instruction because prior to its
inception, no course having an applied interdisciplinary
approach to teaching pollution prevention had been found
(Simpson & Budd, 1996 > p. 20). The course was designed as
an interdisciplinary capstone course for environmental
sciences and regional planning. The success of the course
highlighted the cooperative approach to community
involvement in the course design which was tied together by
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making the interdisciplinary nature of the design
accessible by the students, universities, government
agencies, and businesses alike. The largest single hurdle
that this study concluded was an "underscored difficulty of 
designing an interdisciplinary curriculum for students from 
different disciplines" (Simpson & Budd', 1996,. p. 22) .
The’ development of an interdisciplinary curriculum
requires educators to apply an. integrative curriculum
design at the outset. Such a task as developing an.
ecologically, and culturally integrative curriculum may be
a difficult undertaking.
Our bigges t ..challenge continues, to be to get
teachers.(in their minds) beyond the
fragmentation and separation of. subjects and
disciplines to see- how to allow student, rather
than teacher, purposes, to lead the-way. (Caine- &■
Caine, 1997, p. 177)
Some general guidelines can help develop, the- core needs for.
an integrated curricula design. First, is to start "using
the student interests as a frame of reference" (Caine &
Caine,.. 1997, p. 175) . Secondly, develop a design wheel
whereby the central issue is a thematic idea that will
connect multiple disciplines, interests, and ideas into the
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larger wheel. Third, fill in the associated ideas into the
r ’ \
wedges of the wheel in order to create interesting lessons,
and connections. Lastly, develop an active processing or a
free association of the same wheel of ideas, in order to
make multiple connections to disciplinary ideas (Caine &
Caine, 1997).
In interdisciplinary education, "all research
methodologies are valued for- their potential usefulness in
developing knowledge...The use of different concepts and
methodologies., from various disciplines enriches and extends
research-based knowledge in education" (McMillan &
Schumacher, 2001, p. 22). The integration of multiple
sources of information makes.for a powerful set of.
■resources for an instructor to work with (Browh & Adams,
2001, p.75). The effectiveness of utilizing such a wide
variance of disciplinary knowledge- requires extensive
planning and organization in order to effectively teach at
.the undergraduate level. Nonetheless, the interdisciplinary
approach also helps dissolve dualistic thought. tha,t is so
prevalent in the falsified science / humanities dichotomy
found in higher education (Yambert & Donow, 1986, pp. 13-
14) .
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Interdisciplinary study is at the crux of dissolving
the dichotomous dualism of academia. Appendix A, Table 2,
shows a general overview of the properties and benefits of
interdisciplinary education. Environmental education and
undergraduate environmental studies programs offer the best
approach toward an integrative, ecologically contextualized
transformation of the western educational system.
Curricular change is possible only in being able to combirie- 
many aspects of many, of the aforementioned educational
theories (see Appendix A, Table 1) . Each. theory has .its
weakness and flaws. Nonetheless,- it is the task at hand to
integrate thd best aspects' of each theory in order td
develop a new synthesis of educational transformation.
Environmental education and education in general
will be best served if interdisciplinary
offerings are built in each school on the basis
of teachers' interests and compatibility.
Teachers who can work together should -work
together; out of their cooperation can come
education beyond the level of any curricular
development, no matter how■sophisticated. If
interdisciplinary development can occur, among
compatible teachers, if these teachers can
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\concentrate on the interaction between
observation, values, and practices, and if the
school can be used as its own best environmental
model, environmental education will have taken a
great stride forward.. (Terry, 1971., p. 188)
Outdoor Education
Making the classroom become an environmental model"for
education is a difficult undertaking. Nonetheless, taking
the classroom outdoors offers an incremental solution to
changing the physical activities and designs of schools and
university campuses (Bowers, 19.97, 239; Orr, 1994, pp. 3.3,
112-116) . Outdoor education is considered an aspect, of
interdisciplinary education because it Inherently
integrates the. larger social and natural community into the
lessons and activities of the curriculum.
Outdoor education is also known as nature studies
(Broda, 2002, p. 35). Outdoor education is a method of
teaching that - is useful for many topics. Some topics that
are best taught outside include mathematics, language arts,
foreign languages, art, physical education, biology,
geography, ecology, environmental studies, geology,
wilderness skills, sociology, psychology, and recreation
education. The nexus between outdoor education and
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environmental education teaches about conservation and
preservation, environmental interpretation, nature
education, environmental issues, ethics and stewardship,
and minimum impact camping. The typical topics for the
outdoors education profession include camping coordinators,
outdoor guides, non-science teachers, wilderness
instructors, and youth group leaders. The definition of
outdoor education in this sense is limited to the- typical
stereotypes of outdoor adventure programs (Broda, 2002, p.
35) . Environmental education offers an expansion. Of' the-.
aforementioned categories to include outdoor education that
includes science,; social studies, geography, ecology,
environmental policy, environmental ethics., environmental
literacy-, restoration and stewardship, public policy and
planning, and ecological philosophy.
Outdoor education has historically been used for many
diversified ends. The use of outdoor education programs
have been used for, an out-of-doors healing process, such as 
"tenh therapy," troubled youth programs, state hospital
programs, and for other therapeutic programs (Berman, &
Davis-Berman, 1995, p. 1). Outdoor education often
emphasizes developing a solutions-based pedagogy to real-
world problems whereby the community is the source of
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knowledge rather than the classroom itself (Boss, 1999, p.
1; Terry, 1971, p. 184).
Many forms of outdoor education are implemented for
different results. The diversity of approaches to outdoor
education efficacy is rather large. A general breakdown of 
approaches include wilderness / adventure education? 
cultural journalism /research, and service learning
programs (Boss, 1999, pp.. 1-2). The larger goals of outdoor
education commonly include the need to develop a sense of
civic responsibility in people (Boss, 199.9,- p. 1), to
dissolve the idea of competitive learning by inculcating
cooperative learning strategies'(Kohn, 1992, pp. 200-220),
and, to develop strong participatory skills for problem
solving strategies for the future. Whatever the particular
goals may be, the nature of outdoor instruction does
provide a powerful context in which to become involved -with
knowledge construction and hence, constructivism (Knapp,
1992,. p. 2) .
Outdoor education is useful in helping improve
environments and ecosystems, develop civic skills in
participants, emphasize values clarification in, students,
and. confronting issues with moral reasoning skills related
to nature- and culture. Outdoor education can be used in
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many venues, ranging from’a yard within .an industrial
neighborhood, all the way to isolated wilderness
(Richardson &.Simmons, 1996, p. 2). The definition of
outdoor education is broadly defined as anything that can
be best, taught outdoors'.
That which can be best taught inside the
schoolrooms should there be taught, and that
which can- best be learned through experience
dealing directly with native materials and life
situations outside the school should there be
learned. (Sharp, 1943, p. 361)
The importance of outdoor education can be appreciated 
in the fact that it can involve and synthesize well to the
constructivist, curriculum model of. education. Gaine & Caine
suggested that people learn in two ways under- the rubric of
brain-based learning. Taxon-based learning' is that which we
commonly associate with the traditional information-
processing models of memory. They also suggested that
children and people learn from locale memory as well, which
requires a memory of mental maps of space that are bound by
physical experiences associated with the outdoors and life
experiences (Caine &, Caine, 1991). "Outdoor education draws
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heavily upon locale memory to help students construct
knowledge and meaning" (Knapp, 1992, p. 1) .
The use of outdoor education strategies for the
development of an environmental ethics course has been
included because service learning, constructivism,, problem-
based learning, cooperative learning, and interdisciplinary
learning all can translate well to outdoor settings due to
their- open approaches in pedagogical style. Outdoor
education can,
...1) embrace the. complexity and chaos of ethical
frameworks and moral practice in outdoor
education., 2) nourish a dynamic self-awareness,
3) make visible-diverse ethical frameworks, 4)
develop collaborative -mul'ti-disciplinary, - and
cross-disciplinary teams, and 5) invite mutual
critique from people not normally part of the
dialogue. (Fox & Lautt,. 1996, p. 28)
The larger goal of environmental ethics and
environmental education is to develop life-long changes to
the way humans perceive themselves and how they behave and
act within nature. Case studies support the idea that
outdoor education is more effective than other strategies
in developing improved environxften tally responsible behavior
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(Vaske & Kobrin, 2001) «, Outdoor education is an educational
strategy that can develop environmental responsibility in
students by conducting field trips, community resources
research, community projects, ethical discussions, role-
playing exercises, and interaction with others in the
process of gaining environmental awareness..
The general theory developed by some environmental
educators suggest that environmental change happens by'
first, holding an increased amount of knowledge about the
environment, that, will secondly z in turn create- a change-, in
attitude toward the environment,.-.which will subsequently in
turn influence behavior (Engineson &. Yockers, 1994, pp. 7-^-
78) . Thi,s general theory isla-lso- known as the knowle.dge-
attitude-behavior change model described by Mathews and.,
Riley (1995) whereby it is assumed that an increase in.-.
knowledge will lead to a change in attitude which will in
turn influence behavior. This theory of change in people's
behavior has been ill-proven"by research in environmental
education (Hines., Hungerford.& Tomera, 1987). Research from
others has suggested that although "increasing awareness of
the issues will stimulate environmental- responsible
behavior (ERB), the empirical data has- repeatedly
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demonstrated that this assumption is not valid" (Vaske &
Kobrin, 2001, p. 20).
Research suggested that environmental responsibility
is best developed outdoors. "Involvement in outdoor
activities stimulates interests in the outdoors, which in
turn motivate students to learn about the natural
environment" (Yerkes & Haras, 1997, p. 1). Research
conducted by Vaskes and Kobrin suggested that place-based
identity to outdoor areas are a part of the development of
establishing environmentally responsible behavior. The- '
research delineated place dependence, place identity, and. 
environmentally responsible, behavior. "Place dependence 
preceded place identity that, in turn, mediated the place' 
dependence/ERB relationship" (Vaske & Kobrin, 2001, p. 2-0) 
The research suggested that active community work and
programs related to community environmental issues
developed the best environmentally responsible behavior
(Vaske & Kobrin, .2001, p. 20). The data showed that
increasing awareness of environmental, problems alone, does
not improve environmentally responsible behavior. The
integration between physical place and space, with
community involvement, not just awareness alone, helped to
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develop environmentally.responsible behavior and citizenry
skills in people.
Although outdoor experiences can be difficult for some
people, especially inexperienced children, "length of
exposure to natural environments may be the single most
important variable in program success" (Bixler, Carlisle, 
Hammitt, & Floyd, 1994, p. 31). Palmberg and Kuru's
research suggested that "the level of moral judgment from
an ecological point of view was high among the experienced
pupils" (2000, p. 35). Hence, developing a gen.se of place,
and repeated, exposure to important environmental areas
helps to develop an appreciation and ethical attachment
toward environmentally responsible behavior. Outdoor
experiences alone are the largest factor developing a
positive attitude toward the environment (Chawla, adapted
from Sward, 1998, p. 16)..
The importance of childhood exposure to environmental
sensitivity cannot be overstated for the efficacy and
prowess of environmental educational. Research has
suggested that the single most important factor affecting
the interest in the environment comes from childhood
vacation trips, childhood play outdoors, and childhood
camping experiences (Chawla, 1998, p. 15). There is a
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psychologically important element to understanding
childhood development in relation to-- creating an
environmentally adept citizenry; Kahn and Kellert suggested
that "people take the natural environment they encounter
during' childhood as the norm against which they measure
environmental degradation later in their life" (Kahn &
Kellert, 2002, p. 113). They suggested that Children
develop an environmental amnesia to deal with the physical
and' psychological suffering of environmental collapse.
Since the' problem of environmental, amnesia has
its genesis in childhood, I suggest' that
childhood is a good place to start solving the
problem. We need to engage children in
constructivist environmental education.;. (Kahn &.
Kellert, 2002, p. 113)
Nabhan. also alerted to us that,
Children have an innate connection to the land,
and through play, through informal means,
children have become ecologically literate about
their homelands. (1994, p. 83)
Children sense a connection with the environment best by
being out in it. Under the constructivist, rubric, outdoor
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education is a vital element toward developing an effective
environmentally and ethically appropriate citizenry.
Being able to connect, up with children, and hence
adults in many ways, requires us to go beyond the walls of
the classroom, and the curriculum framed by the textbook
(Hutchison, 1998, p. 83)-. According to Neill, th.ere is ..a
lack of connection between what is learned, and what is
important.
Their textbooks do not deal with human character,
or with love> or freedom, or with self--.
determination. And so. the system goes on, aiming
only at standards of book learning - goes on
separating the head from the heart. (Neill, 1960,
p. 26)
Children, "have been taught how to know, but have not been
allowed to feel" (Neill, 1960, p. 25),. Being able to
connect the lessons of environmental issues with outdoor
education goals is an important aspect for future
generations. The. ability -for educators to reconnect- nature
and culture into one is part of the importance of' outdoor
education and environmental ethics. Rachel Carson put- it
best when she explained the role of the child in relation
to effective outdoor and environmental, education goals.
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I sincerely believe that for the child, and for
the parent seeking to guide him, it is not half
so important to know as to feel. If facts are the
seeds that later produce knowledge and wisdom,
then the emotions and the impressions of the
senses are the fertile soil in which the seeds
must grow. The years of early childhood are the
'time to... prepare the soil. Once . the emotions have
been aroused- a sense of the beautiful, the
excitement of the new and unknown, a feeling of
sympathy,- pity, admiration, or love - then we
wish for the knowledge about the object of our
emotional response... It is more important to pave
the way for the child to want to know than to. put
him on a steady diet of facts he is not ready to
assimilate. (Carson, 1965, p. 45)
Developing environmental ethics programs for adults,
offer an important and proactive element toward being able
to prepare children to become future environmental problem-
solvers. "Every opportunity a child has to learn in the 
outdoors has the potential to become an experience that
will be remembered for many years. Treat every occasion as
a special event" (Project Learning Tree, 1995b, p. 15).
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Considering the results of the research, as well as the
general trend of environmental literacy, it seems prudent
to invite room for outdoor education into the curriculum of
environmental education and environmental ethics.
Accepting the need for outdoor education within an
environmental education curriculum requires planning.
Activities that engage students with the larger community
and the. natural world requires action that will integrate
personal values with the activity itself. Some activities
for outdoor education in relation to an environmental
ethics curriculum can include things such as: developing a’
nature trail, creating a.bird station or resting box,
managing a garden plot, conducting weather station
research, conducting wildlife tracking research, plant
succession research plots, soil Studies, etc. Outdoor
education research can also include, a home audit, an energy ■
use audit, an environmental literature story, water quality
research, local environmental history research, an
environmental company proposal, environmental economics
research, climatological research, and urban and regional
planning proposals. Research related to outdoor education
activities could include activities such as legislative
proposals for land use, environmental law research,
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restoration ecology plots, resource reduction proposals,
philosophical issue papers on environmental issues, and
wilderness ethics documentation. The most important.element
to the outdoor education integration with environmental
education, is to develop a perceptual framework-on a
regional scale. A.bioregional or watershed scale perceptual 
model will help develop the necessary skills for an adult 
to appreciate'end understand environmental-issues-on a
scale that is applicable to a citizens' empowerment and
impact in the world (Grr, 1993., p. ,.433; Snyder, 199.0).
Being able to physically explore the natural, bioregion 
through outdoor -education activities can help create the 
reintegration of the emotions with the mind. This can help
create a memorable, educational experience-for all.
There are different models of curriculum development
associated with- the development of collegiate.- courses.
Those models include thematic curricular information
related to the "ecological.conception of education (Jacobs,
1996). The larger important information of education lies
beyond that of the mind itself. It also exists within the
spirit of instruction from others. This instruction
although wielded by the mindfulness and knowledge of the
teacher, is a minor manifestation of something larger. The
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culture, government, and social institutions that house
k ' ,' ■> h’.
educational practices are also a source of educational
prowess. The teacher is but a smaller part of a larger
completed whole of successful educational instruction. Ouf
mindfulness, of what is taught. a.nd learned is also related
to the larger necessity of compassion, honor, love, and
environment that creates our own ability to' see change in
the heart of the child,-and the student . Th,e ability to see.
beyond that of the classroom requires that the walls of the
class-rp.onv.J5e integrated with outdoors education as well
(Hutchison, 1998, p. 128)'. The environmental ’-education "pf
students is a*"primal instinct-to. the -child', and -it --is,-
something that is lacking in many schools and' universities
throughout’'America (Bowers, 1997, pg. 178). The social
molding of student success requires an environment
consisting of both outdoor and indoor interaction1' combined
together to make a coherent whole. Such a nexus of
education .pedagogy is not all that is needed for' effective"
change,. .There is also' the completion of the spirit and ’the
soul that is part of having, an educational matrix of indoor
and outdoor interactions (Hutchison, ■ 1998, pp. 74-101).. The
larger psychological ability for the mind of the student., to-
mature is directly related to the ability to see beyond the
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physical world through seeing ecological connectivity and 
spiritual reflection. For1 the adult university student,
this ecological connectivity can also be achieved through
outdoor wilderness exploration.
Wilderness education can be integrated intp the
general, undergraduate curriculum in many ways as wqll.
Grumbine's assessment of wilderness sections of
undergraduate research and coursework shows that "we need-
educational opportunities that reconnect culture with
nature. It is just these bonds that, wilderness education
fosters," (Grumbine, 1988, p:. 7) . Three programs were
reviewed that were offered at different times and schedules
for wilderness expediences integrated within curricular
lessons. Wilderness elements-to programs are beneficial in
the sense that a bioregional understanding’ of natural
resources, wildlife, and-the biogeophysica,l conditions of
an area can be highly clarified. The integration of
wilderness explorations into- course design can be
problematic as far as logistics go, but they are considered
rather important elements to effective research,
understanding and individual growth. Karen Warren-organized
an outdoor program that topk a participatory democracy
approach not unlike a constructivist pedagogy. Her aim in
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r- ’ ’ ‘‘
her wilderness course was to combine mind, body, and spirit
(Grumbine, 1988, p.6). The larger effective lessons of
integrating wilderness activities- into university curricula
are in getting students to connect their own personal
values and commitments with the larger, world.
The relationship between wild and tame; raw and
cooked, focuses students on their own values'
sys’teitiS...We want them to think and experience
their own choices and actions, as they 'affect
others: people, animals', and the land. (Grumbine,
1988, p. 5)
For the purposes of environmental ethics, including an
interdisciplinary wilderness activity into the curriculum
not only seems appropriate., but a significantly important
part of developing a personal environmental ethic.
Developing one's own values through interaction in 'the
wilderness can help develop the ethical and moral skills to
approach the environmental problems humanity faces outside
of the wilderness as well.
College Level Environmental Education
Research on environmental education for the higher
education level has been conducted. The university is an
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important element of any Community and such an
institution affects humanity at a regional scale (Bowers,
1997, pp. 24-35). In regards to the nature and culture of
the university and college level instruction, there have
been many authors who have questioned the environmental
efficacy of the campus (Bowers, 1997; Lyle, 1994; O'rr,
1994). The college campus is an important resource in any
community, and some environmental.educators have
advocated the need to develop a new way of teaching about
the environment on campus. Inventive .ideas and designs
have illuminated'• the suggestion that the college campus
-can become a shining examole bf environmental and
ecological integrity instead of a mere institution for
the transfer of knowledge (Lyle, 1994).
This issue of sustainability is directly related to
how higher education students can learn more about
effective environmental actions and behavior. A sustainable
college campus is a physical manifestation of the ideas
related to environmental values, ecological integrity, and
economic equity. The consideration of vocational and 
professional university levels of education into which an
environmental dimension can be thoroughly incorporated
should also be explored (UNESCO-UNEP, 1990, p. 2). Making
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an inventory of the classroom (Terry, 1971, pp. 49-52) and
the campus- is a first step in making ecological change. The
transformation of the campus can become the focus of
curriculum activities for environmental education, outdoor
education, the sciences, and many other disciplines.
Eva-luating. the environmental policies of the school as well 
as the directives of curriculum design can also make 
significant improvements on college campuses as well
(Bowers, 1997, pp. 202-239; Orr, 1994, pp., 89-127).
Environmental education can become a nextis of other
disciplines'- in transforming and maintaining campuses to a
high ecological standard of operations.
The modern curriculum teaches little about
citizenship and responsibilities' and a great’ deal
about individualism and rights. The ecological
emergency, however, can be resolved only if
enough people come to hold a bigger idea of what
it means? to be a citizen. This will have to be
carefully taught at all levels of education.
(Orr, 1994, p. 32)
Both the curricular and physical elements of the university
needs to change, and a c6nstruetivist centered
interdisciplinary environmental education program within
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campuses can help develop the resources and energy to make
the cultural change within higher education toward
environmentally benign activities.
[Ecological education] requires breaking free of
old pedagogical assumptions, of the
straightjacket of discipline-centric curriculum,
and even of confinement in classrooms and school
buildings. Ecological education meats changing
(a) the' substance and process of education
contained in curriculum, (b) how educational
institutions work, (c) the architecture within
which education occurs, and most important, (d)
the purposes of- learning. (Orr, 1994, p. 33.)
Alternative approaches promoting university-level 
ecological, efficacy can be seen in isolated campuses 
throughout the nation. Some include Oberlin-College, Cal-
Poly Pomona's Center for Regenerative Studies, and Cal
State Humboldt's appropriate technology program, to name a
few. These are exceptions to the general reality found on
most college campuses.
It could be assumed that our centers of knowledge
and wisdom - our universities - would be actively
involved in the study of global problems as well
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as in. the search for solutions. Lamentably, most
universities are not assuming this
responsibility. (Edmisten,. 1986, p. 12)
David Orr suggested six criterion by which university-wide
policy change can occur. First, is to conduct a thorough
energy and resources audit for the campus. Second, is to
assess operations in relation to recycling programs and
source- reduction activities... Third, develop curricular
activities that are effective ecological literacy actions.
Fourth, develop economic actions that support local and-
bi'oregionally-based, ecologically benign investments, and
community support. Fifth, assess the efficacy of
universities by the. ecological impacts and employment,
pathways' of their graduates. Lastly, do no.t offer honorary
degrees to the ecologically illiterate, or by economic
reasons, alone (Orr, 1994, pp. 90-93).
The problem in the university is related to a
monocultural perception of progress (Bowers, 1997, p. 36).
The discipline-based specialization of the university
curriculum is offered in order to develop careers and
economic incentives for students for the marketplace. This
focus helps shroud the reality of something more cryptic
that is being lost within the western model of education.
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The reinforcement of the anthropocentric
perceptive learned earlier in public schools
helps to ensure that the vast majority of
scholarship and classroom.teaching will go
unquestioned except for the marginalized voices
of a small number of environmentally oriented
academics who have managed 'to gain a foothold.
(Bowers, 1997, p. 62)
The college classroom has become the apex of a philosophy
of reductionism .(traditional education) that has
effectively ..relinquished the ecological realities ' from . the
larger ’dialogue within the classroom, the cultur'e,, and the
curriculum. The effect is that there is a commodification
of nature and.the university itsdlf, in'the-process .(Bowers,
1997, p. 98; Orr, 1994, pp. 35-39).
The real need is to develop an authentic curriculum
that integrates nature and culture into a coherent Whole
(Roberts, 2001, pp. 3-4). The constructivist approach
attempts to "take the curriculum impulses from inside the
child and bring them out in the light of day, into the
classroom" (Bowers, 1997, p. 178). The constructivist
approach has been used at the university level, and has
shown some positive results. In McClure, Johnson &
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Jackson's 2003 (p. 7) survey, they found that student
learning was enhanced within a constructivist administered
classroom. The results suggested that further study for
science courses at the undergraduate level were necessary.
Another study conducted by Lord also- showed a positive
relationship between constructivist teaching and college.
level dohrsework.
Ih‘ this study I. found, that student learning in an
environmental science course intended for
nonmajor.s- can be considerably enhanced witji
constructivist-styled teaching. Members of the
experimental population outperformed their
control group colleagues on all of the uhit exams
on the: iriaterial...Students taught with, the
constructivism method understood the course
material in a much deeper, more comprehensive
way. (1999, p. 27)
Students in this study were expected to work in cooperative
groups, develop group interdependence, and individual
accountability. Each group had a random quiz to take, and a
random quiz-taker for each "group, hence testing group
accountability with individual accouhtability-
ooncomitantly 1 Teacher-led instruction was kept
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at a
minimum in this study. About three-quarters of the course
time was spent within group-centered activities for science
lessons and research (Lord, 1999, p. 24).
. The exit survey for students in the constructivist-led
course, were more positive and appreciative than that of
the control group (traditional education model). The
assessment -of constructivism at the college level seems to
suggest if is compatible for general education contexts
across the disciplines (Lord, 1999, p. 27).
Perceptions to environmental issues are- an important-
assessment tool to the research on the efficacy of
constructivism. Students indoctrinated into the
traditionalist•model of education find themselves unable to
express an ownership or empowerment to their educational
path. The larger goal is to "find effective ways to switch
from teacher-directed use of standards to an assessment
culture where standards are defined, applied, and
maintained by a wider group of persons, including the
students" (Elshout-Mohr, et al., 2002, p. 386). Assessments
have shown that students generally are apprehensive in
taking control of their education, but through the
constructivist approach to education, appreciate the
longitudinal breadth of assessment, the cooperative process
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of exploration, and the depth of understanding in
coursework. Research in a high school environmental
education course showed that,
Students having favorable environmental attitudes
before participating in the course tended to have
more favorable environmental attitudes after
participation: those students having less
favorable environmental attitudes before
participating tended to have more negative
attitudes after participation in the course.,
(Bradley, Waliczek & Zajicek, 1999, p. 20)
College level attitudes and environmental responsibility
also correlated similarly. A college-level study in
environmental attitudes in first-year Australian university
undergraduate students showed that environmental science
students viewed the environment more favorable -than others
in non-natufalistic disciplines.
Our findings support the hypothesis that
environmental and ecological beliefs may vary in 
relation to discipline studied. Sociology,
biology, and environmental studies students
consistently displayed stronger positive beliefs
and attitudes toward the environment than
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students from other disciplines, implying
interdisciplinary discrepancies in belief and
attitude patterns. (Hodgkinsoh & Innes, 2 001, 39).
The survey goes on to support the trend that those who are
working under disciplines, originated with coursework
related to economics and business are less likely to accept
values toward the environment. The stereotypes of
disciplinary attitudes- toward the environment are upheld
through the disciplinary education model found in higher
education today. Approaching-' environmental studies in an
interdisciplinary fashion, can help- dispel these stereotypes
and become much more inclusive, in effectiveness.
Environmental Ethics
Environmental ethics is a function of philosophical
inquiry with regards to the discipline of philosophy. There
are numerous academic journals related to environmental
ethics and environmental education. Among-' the most thorough
are Environmental Ethics and The Journal of Environmental
Education. The need to integrate environmental ethics into
the curriculum is manifest in the scant inclusion of the
overall philosophy of environmental thought that is found
in educational curricula today (Hargrove, 1995, p. 20).
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Environmental ethics is the exploration of the ethical
values related between nature and culture (Grumbine,*. 19,88,
p. 5). Excluding the philosophical jargon, environmental
ethics provides a dialogue whereby discussions regarding 
the relational aspects of humans and other living things 
can be mediated. In environmental ethics, "humans can
recognize that there are nonhuman bearers of intrinsic
Value, and can develop skills to understand the moral and 
ecolog’ical fabric of living on the Earth (Lee, 1996, p.
304) * The larger need for deepening the discussion about
our collective values in relation to environmental and
global issues isf part of the program of enyirohmental
ethics..
Environmental ethics instruction, is designed to
include the local, disciplinary, moral, and social
complexities- of issues to the larger framework of
educational efficacy. This scope requires a curricular
emphasis upon process instead of objectified knowledge
itse-lf. Akin to the activities .seen in the field of
restoration ecology, the ritual of ethical thought in'what 
we do in our, daily lives needs- to become part of the larger 
goals of education to develop effective and strong
citizenship characteristics in students. Hence, the
8-3
development of "a new environmental paradigm based upon a
sense of the crucial role of ritual in any satisfactory
relationship between ourselves and the rest of nature," is
a possible path for educational reformation (Jordan, 1994,
p. 31; Society for Ecological Restoration, 2000, pp-, 1-9). 
Ethics are composed of eight main philosophical sub­
theorems' (Hinman, 1994, pp. 10-13), Each theorem type
includes an.element of how humans should ethically relate
to the natural world. Hence-, environmental ethics is part
of every form of theoretical and actualized ethical
thought. Ethics are' a subset of moral development in human
behavior (H-inriian, 1994, pp. 4-6). A multiplicity of ethical
behaviors help define and shape a pe'rsori's moral
conscience; Developing a personal ethical behavior is an
important part of’ the intellectual, spiritual, and moral
development df people. Inclusive to an ethic' is the
relationship between nature and culture.
An ethic is a sense of what is fundamentally
right or wrong,, a self-imposed moral code that
helps an individual determine relative values,
make choices regarding them, and accept personal
responsibility for those choices. An ethic
develops as a person experiences and learns from
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making moral decisions...An environmental ethic
that helps to preserve the ecological integrity
of not iust Earth, but of the entire universe,
must be part of each person's total being.
(Engleson & Yockers, 1994, p. 34)
Moral systems are due to a collection of ethical
values toward society and nature. The development of an
environmental ethic is a personal action that helps develop
a. moral code o,f socially enforced behaviors. The
development of an environmental ethic includes acquiring
positive social and environmentally ethical values to
create a larger moral code of thought and action, and the
development of a personal environmental ethic based upon
the realization that people are pert of complex ecosystems 
(Engleson & Yockers, 1994, p. 3 6) . Environmental ethics 
also includes. the development of self-actualization within
social and environmental morality systems, the development
of an increased awareness of how other social and
environmental values affect their personal behavior, and
the development of moral literacy that promotes social and
environmental integrity in daily action.
Environmental ethics instruction often may include a
complex amount of facts and information related to
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environmental issues, however, the end results are
• , y-
conclusions related to values. Environmental ethics, as
with other ethics courses, helps to clarify one's values in
relation to others within the moral community. Although
there is controversy over developing a values clarification
curriculum for children, it is pertinent to utilize values
clarification techniques for adults when focusing on the
larger scope of bioregional environmental issues. Values
clarification is a.teaching strategy whereby, "students are
to cl'arify, that is, evaluate- their values or beliefs by
coming to their own conclusions" (Hefley, 1979/ p. 215).
Hence,>moral issues and environmental issues are part of 
the laiger scope of the human condition.
Environmental ethics has essentially at least- two
meanings. One is the definition of a personal environmental
ethic, developed out of a reflection of one's preferences
and values in the world. A robust example of this would be
the personal development of an eco-philosophy (Naess, 1985,
p. 57). The second and more common definition is that
environmental ethics is a field of philosophical inquiry
that includes a wide variance of assumptions, influences,
and approaches to moral values. Environmental ethics
commonly includes instruction in ethics, morality, and
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foundational philosophers from throughout western history.
Many of the more common environmental ethicists include
Edward Abbey, Wendell Berry, Baird Callicott, Rachel
Carson, Bill Devall, Eugene Hargrove, Aldo Leopold, John
Muir, Brian Norton, Max Oelscblaeger, David Orr, John
Passmore, Holmes Rolston III, Richard Routley, George
Sessions, Vanadana Shiva, Peter Singer, Paul Taylor, Karen
Warren, Lynn White, and Edward 0. Wilson, to name a few
(see Appendix B, Tables 4-6). The disciplinary approaches
to environmental ethics are based upon philosophy alone. An
interdisciplinary approach to environmental ethics, as
suggested by Yambert and Donow, would include an ecocentric
approach to ethical inquiry (Sandlos, 1998, p. 7; Yambert &
Donow; 19H6, p. 14.). This would involve transcending .the
philosophical underpinnings in order to reach out to other
scientists, sociological proponents, and'resource managers
within the bioregional community.
Environmental ethics does many things for the student
and the teacher- alike. It encourages critical thinking, an
awareness of their own moral values and an understanding
between thought an action. It also encourages "a process of
reflection and analysis in which teachers and students
participate" (Adamson, Cheney, Hall, Hargrove, Jickling, et
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al., 1995, p. 8). Environmental ethics' instruction can be
difficult for many reasons. It can be at odds with
authoritarianism found in public education; it can require
a sensitivity to the etiquette in all relationships and 
voices; it requires a consciousness and respect toward all 
living things; it can require people to teach by example;:
and it calls fdr us to examine our past and "ecological
footprints" for constant re-assessment. Environmental
ethics requires a participation of teachers and students in
a dialogue requiring patient reflection, an openness to
alternative perspectives, and a distinction between the
private and social ethical frafrvework of thought.
Environmental ethics also requires an understanding of
moral agenty, an. empowerment foi" change in the local
communities and in the outdoors, and an ability to, motivate
conscientious- adults toward.a balance between personal
accountability and active, effective ecological change.
Environmental ethics is even more important in-today's
world because it exposes a. larger problem of values in o'hr
culture. "The problem today is not merely the choice of the
appropriate ethical theory, but more significantly, the
basic ability of citizens to think morally at all"’
(Hargrove;. 1995, p. 21) . In this light, environmental
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ethics is equally important to expose students both to
morality, as well as engender values that inc-lude the non-
human natural world into the ethical make-up of our
culture. The task requires educators to step outside 
traditional lines of inquiry at times. Some educators have 
advocated an indigenous perspective to environmental
ethics, while others have advocated the use of narrative
for moral lessons. "It is, the traditional, oral, and local-
narrative that tehds to frame ethical principles within a
wide, ecocentric web of relationships" (Sandlos, 199-8, p.
7). The idea of learning from the community through
narrative is open to unlimited sources of eoblpgical
knowledge (Geddes, at al., 1995, pp. 32-33). Learning from.
the narratives of the community can also be useful for
field studies in environmental ethics.
Environmental ethics is a place where citizens can
develop critical thinking skills for moral inquiries and
problem solving. Environmental ethics instruction in an 
interdisciplinary approach would promote issues
clarification, the mediation of moral dilemmas, an analysis
of possible solutions, and action plans to address local
environmental issues that -affect the citizenry as well. The
framing of ethical issues requires significant research and
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local resources inquiries from the teacher. Likewise an
openness toward student-led research and constructivist
educational processes are necessary from the student as
well (Lord, 1997, p. 26). If cooperation of the durriculum
and the. community are realized, the richness and diversity
of experience for the course can be expounded upon
significantly.
Some of the activities found at the secondary level of
instruction can also be used at the undergraduate level.
Research in the generic resources exposed a few textbook
exercises useful for environmental- ethics instruction.
Those activities include. Words to Live By (Project Learning
Tree, 1995a,, pp. 42-46), Wild Words (Project WILD, 2000,
pp. 41-43), Et-h-i-Reasoning (Project WILD, 2000, pp. 205-
209), and Enviro-Ethics (Project WILD, 2000, pp. 450-452).
The Project Learning Tree exercise Words to Live By;. -can- be
found in Appendix D. These activities all generally.expose^
students to the complexity -of environmental solutions- on
moral grounds-. They ask students to understand their own
personal impacts upon the environment, to understand the
multiplicity of stakeholders within a single environmental
issue, and to write about their personal interpretations
involving the complexity of issues. These activities offer
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a very simplified1 glimpse into the-larger world of
environmental education and exploration. The more
appropriate approach is to ask students to prepare
newspaper clippings, conduct natural resources research.,
and promote activities towards solutions to common regional
environmental problems within the geographical area of
instruction..
Environmental ethics -is a nexus between the needs of
humans, the needs of animals and plants, the conditions of
the non-living resources on,, Earth, and the ecological
complexity of- the universe;. 'To expose -ourselves to .this
complexity offers a distinctively difficult and eye-opening
challenge for humanity. Environmental ethics is a process
by which we collectively can redefine community to include
all life into .what we-do and value on a daily basis. The
development of an environmental ethics course requires the -
instructor to be able to integrate the theory of ethic?,
the cultural values of the students, the concerns of the.
non-human1 world, and the regional social community into one
coherent curricular■ whole. With a constructivist
interdisciplinary model,.., there is significant room, to work
with. The larger challenge fop any instructor is to create 
a curricular model that can integrate the authors read, the
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discussions spoken of, the outdoor areas visited, and the
community nearby into the daily classroom activities.
Although a simplified disciplinary curriculum is a safe and
effective approach to work toward at the university level,
there is also a compassionate need for a courageous
exploration with the interdisciplinary approach to
environmental ethics as well'. This means that the
curriculum will need to redefine environmental ethics
beyond that of philosophical inquiry alone, to include the
definition, of community-wide participation in ecological,
change.
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CHAPTER THREE
DESIGN AND METHODOLGY
Introduction
The design and methodology section has been divided
into two sub-sections. These two sub-sections are-
correlated as two separate research elements to the
research of an environmental ethics course. The first
section of the design and methodologies chapter will
explain the design and methodology of research pertaining
to the environmental ethics syllabus research project. The-
second section of this chapter will explain the design and
methodology of research pertaining to the California
environmental ethics curriculum development survey of
materials available from online catalogs at numerous
colleges and universities.
The two subsections of this chapter concomitantly
create a complete and thorough survey of both the
curriculum characteristics of environmental ethics
coursework available in California, and a collection of
actual syllabi for particular reference to environmental
ethics courses. The project and the survey together create
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a larger and more concise framework for the development of
an undergraduate environmental ethics course.
Environmental Ethics Syllabi Research Project
Subj ects
The environmental ethics syllabi research project was
intended, to be a survey of the, existing resources available
for curricular planning protocols in the highly specific
field of environmental ethics. The survey included a
visitation to faculty involved with environmental ethics,
and an on-line: survey of existing environmental ethics-
syllabi available from the Internet in various stages,
formats, and academic programs. The total survey includes
29 syllabi (see Appendix E;, Table 3), and a general
description of environmental ethics courses offered at two:
universities (syllabi were unavailable online).
The intention of this survey was to evaluate and
compare the planning strategies and avenues pursued within
the environmental ethics field. Existing knowledge o.f the
field and texts are essential to assessing these syllabi in
any complete fashion. With previous experience and
knowledge of environmental ethics issues, an assessment of
texts, format and efficacy can be made. The long-term
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intention of this project was to develop a curriculum
centrally focused upon environmental ethics for the
undergraduate level in universities within the southern
California area. The survey results will be compiled and
used to develop an environmental ethics class at the
undergraduate level.
Instrumentation and Data Collection
Some general statistics for the properties of this
pool of syllabi have been made. Please see. Table 3 in
Appendix B for more information in regards to the
attributes of the survey data. These data represent a
preliminary survey of the available environmental ethics
courses in general throughout the nation. As the. data
suggest, there is a disproportionately high amount of
syllabi offered by private institutions (21 / 29 = 72%).
The disproportionate levels of private institution-
environmental ethics offerings are. partially due to the
fact that the syllabi were collected online. As the
research shows in Appendix C, Table 10, the amount of
environmental ethics courses offered in California
attributed to. private schools is less than- 40%. The lower
number of California syllabi signify two trends in general.
One is that programs that do exist are- not organized to
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place syllabi on the Internet. Secondly, since California 
contains over a thousand colleges, universities,
vocational, and private schools alone, the percentage of
online programs could be less than the national average.
The trend of the project, just based on what was
available on the Internet, shows that the syllabi project
in environmental ethics is primarily dispersed as a private
institution course (See Appendix E., Table 3) .
Considering this is a preliminary survey;, it is
prudent to' add a caveat' that many more environmental ethics 
courses do exist (.see Appendix C>. Tabled 8 and 9), and are 
offered more in public state schools. One of tlie 29 syllabi
was collected in person in California to represent the 
ethics Purvey. This syllabus whs collected at tlie
r
University of California, Berkeley. Three of the courses
were not an undergraduate course. One was at the Christian
Theological Seminary school. This was a 600 level course.
Two were devised by Dr. Ted Toadvine as a PHI 500 course.
Other graduate level coursework not related to the
syllabi collected for this project in environmental ethics
existed in Texas (University of North Texas), University of
Montana Missoula (until the year 2001: the program was
cancelled), New Zealand, and Colorado State University,
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Fort Collins. Other environmental ethips coursework not
related, to the research project exist in southern
California at the local level at-Cal Poly, Pomona, as well
as many other California State Universities. The time it
hakes' to hunt down old syllabi in paper form can be a
logistical problem, and hence the general survey on the
Internet was pursued.
The status.for offering environmental ethics in
California is favorable, for growth in many ways. There is a
large growth in Environmental Studies programs upon which 
environmental ethics can supplement biology, environmental• 
studies., and resources management programs,. Secondly, the
high diversity of ecosystems and eooregions especially
indicative of southern California offer an important
context for environmental education and environmental
ethics explorations. Lastly, the high number of public
institutions, especially research institutions in
California, offer significant Set,tings by which
environmental ethics and research in this* field can .be
facilitated in a public setting regarding itself
specifically to public resources.
As a caveat to- the project, it should be noted that
environmental ethics is in no way a discipline in and of
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itself (although it has been argued heavily that it should
be by many others) . The general discipline that the., study
is housed under is philosophy, and in some instances this
delineation can be arbitrary. Environmental ethics works as
an interdisciplinary course effectively in the contexts of
resource management, environmental studies, religion
sthdies, forestry, geography, theology, and feminist
studies. Hence, environmental ethics has a safe place for
being academically rigorous, but also has a clear appeal 
across disciplines into other relational matrices and nexus 
points for a broader expansion of the school -of thought. It
seems probable within the southern California region, that
the interconnection of disciplinary thought is an added
benefit to the university"curriculum in the academic
context.
Data Treatment, Procedures
There are general similarities of the course topics
for most environmental ethics work. Many similar textbooks
and authors are typically explored in environmental ethics
coursework as well. To put it simply,, there is an
environmental ethics canon. There is deviation from this
general pattern the more diversified and esoteric the
cross-discipline becomes. Authors surveyed for the
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environmental ethics - pro j'ect who were' 'studied by sociology
students, tended to be a rather different mix of writers
and content than under philosophy. Under the rubric of
nature writing, many similar.authors are read, but not
studied in deep detail as in the discipline of philosophy.
Hence a broad overview of numerous authors are instead
pursued in English courses as such. Fewer authors are 
generally read in courses related to biology arid the earth 
sciences with more of a penchant for reading less and
integrating key ideas into the already complex model- of
ecological theory and research.
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The general trend of the canonical data suggested that
environmental ethics, is generally diversified, yet still
included pivotal and influential authors designated by the
canon. Many authors have slowly become bastions of
environmental philosophy and thought over time. Other
authors are indicative or are representative of specific
contemporary issues in the field such as environmental
education (David Orr), deep ecology (Bill Devall), and
ecofeminism (Karen Warren)' . The data tend to show that
environmental, ethics is diversified enough to not be strict
in its canon, yet still holds particular issues and authors
as central to the discipline. The non-philosophical courses
displayed from numbers 19-29 (on Appendix B, Tables 6 and
7) show less of an adherence to the canon, yet not a
complete deviation in the case of some syllabi.
A closer look at the data on Appendix B, Tables 4 and
5 show that key authors are commonly discussed. Those
include: Aldo Leopold (11/18 = 62%), Karen Warren, (10/18 =
55%), Holmes Rolston Jr., (10/18 = 55%’), Baird Callicott
(9/18 = 50%), and Peter Singer (8/18 - 44%). Please see
Appendix B, Tables 6 and 7 for the percentages and
breakdown analysis information. The deeper, more
philosophical authors and issues were explored through
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philosophy department offerings of environmental ethics
courses. The popularity of old and tested authors in
environmental thought such as Henry David Thoreau, Aldo
Leopold, and John Muir existed more as literary figures 
than philosophical ones. These authors were found in the
non-philosophical syllabi canon of the project.
The up and coming thinkers such as David Abrams and'
Wendell Berry, find few faculty teaching them, yet are
highly acclaimed as transformative authors. They are
authors- more associated with questioning western culture in
a deep sense, and hence are less apt to be employed into an
introductory course.
The data suggest that the non-philosophical
environmental ethics courses do deviate-1 from the canon
significantly when we are dealing with, more isolated and
deeper environmental ethics questions such as education,
deep ecology, radical / extreme environmentalism, and
debunking western thought. The non-philosophical courses'
tend to delve into the deeper aspects of social theory;
religion, the physical sciences, and public policy
formulation.
A few philosophy authors have increased popularity in
the non-philosophical courses due to their more poetic form
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of prose as illustrated by Aldo Leopold, John Muir, and
Henry David Thoreau. The end result is that the deeper
issues and philosophical constructs of environmental
thought are housed under the philosophically defined
environmental ethics courses (see Appendix B, Tables 6 and
7) .
California Environmental Ethics 
Curriculum Development
Survey Subjects
A concise overview of existing California
environmental ethics course programs were researched. This
survey is an exploration into the curricular planning
materials in relation to both interdisciplinary strategies
and those specifically geared toward an undergraduate focus
in environmental ethics.
Included in Appendix C is a compilation of many
schools, colleges and universities throughout California.
There are two distinct lists based on offerings at schools
in California. The first and initial list (Appendix C,
Table 8) was compiled by using the microfiche cataloguing
protocol at the Cal Poly, Pomona university library. The
subsequent search for catalog listings from this initial
list have been via Internet web searching instead of
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browsing through microfiche documentation. The second list
(Appendix C, Table 9) was an extension of the numerous
other religious and alternative schools, colleges, and
universities found on many collegiate search lists for the
state of California. This second and supplemental listing
was undertaken in order to verify and recheck the possible
environmental ethics courses that may have been under the
guise of theological / seminary studies, law schools,
psychology, or any other subject. A significant majority of
the course listings in Appendix C, Table 9 are isolated
programs, bible colleges, institutes, or non-accredited
schools .■ Some catalogs were not available from the websites
searched. In' such cases, a note has been made within the
tables found throughout Appendix C.
The criteria that were looked at were: whether the
institution had a philosophy program or department, whether
they offered any courses in environmental ethics or closely
related coursework, as well as an' addition of whether there
were related environmental fields offered by the school
that are noteworthy. These criteria are listed below within
Appendix C, Table 8 and Table 9. If any environmental
ethics programs were available, course listings for the
entire departmental listings of coursework were printed
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out. Moreover, if courses were shared between departments,
course listings of both departments were made. Doing this
form of cross-reference helps to understand the nature of
an interdisciplinary approach to environmental issues and
v
curriculum development.
In some cases, many departmental listings were
extracted in addition to the environmental ethics home
department to supplement the context by which the
environmental ethics coursework was set within the
curriculum. It was assumed in most cases, that the; central
leading department was philosophy, however, there were
isolated and consequently comprehensive programs that
proved otherwise. Some programs offered environmental
ethics under other departments besides that of philosophy,
and some programs offered environmentally focused
coursework under environmental s.tudies majors,
environmental ethics minors, or environmental issues and
politics disciplines. Related and worthy candidates for
consideration as an environmental ethics course almost
always included in the course listing an element of ethics
in the coursework descriptions. In isolated cases, an
arbitrary value judgment was employed to include as many
environmental ethics related courses to the listing
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particularly because of the language, or comprehensive and
generalized social as well as scientific scope portrayed
within some of the course descriptions. These courses often
did not necessarily fit into a single discipline, or have
"ethical" or "ethics" Written into the course descriptions,
however touched upon the larger, social, natural, and
cultural issues of environmental thought in important ways.
Survey Instrumentation and Data Collection
The environmental ethics coursework were identified by
the process of an online web-based Internet search for each
school. Many lists of California schools were retrieved
from the Internet, as well as from university library 
resources. The combined sources of universities, colleges, 
and institutions, showed a comprehensive list of over 350
entries (see Appendix C, Tables 8 and 9). The retrieval of
course listings online were downloaded and then searched by
using either the search function in Abode Acrobat, or a
web-based search engihe search. The resulting survey is a
review of the comprehensive search of California
universities for environmental education and environmental
ethics offerings.
Universities were systematically searched (in
alphabetical order) to the name of the institution over the
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course of many weeks of intense online research. Each of
the universities and colleges were-perused for access to an
online version of the most recent university catalog. Only
in two cases were online versions of school catalogs
unavailable online. These schools were omitted from the
listings of Appendix C, Table 8, and Table 9. The online
catalogs were then downloaded and subsequently searched for
philosophy programs’. If no philosophy programs were
offered, each course catalog was searched with the
alternative keywords of environmental, ecological, ethics,
interdisciplinary, env, or eco.
The results of. each catalog search provided a concise
correlation of course listing descriptions, course titles,
and. program characteristics-- for each university. Some
universities offered more than one environmental, or
philosophy related program. In the case of multiple
offerings, a note was made in Appendix C, Table 8, or Table
9 . Each online catalog listing was 'surveyed with the
program offerings in mind. If a philosophy program existed
and offered an environmental ethics course, course listings
for the complete philosophy program were printed arid
reviewed. If an environmental studies program offered an
environmental studies course that also included ethics, a
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printing of the course listings and description of the
environmental studies program were retrieved-
The larger context' of the survey was to review,
extrapolate, analyze, and correlate the characteristics of
programs that offered environmental ethics. Each program
was evaluated for its curriculum design by reviewing its
program explanations, the courses offered; and the specific 
course descriptions of the applicable classes . ■ The larger 
scope ,of the survey was to understand what universities-
that offered, environmental ethics were assuming in
curricular design, curricular development, and academic
expectations.
The data collected are summarized In Appendix C, Table
8'., and Table 9. The data collection does not include a
documentation of the hundreds of pages of course catalog
printings used, for the review of each university
curriculum. The subsequent review of each course
description- was completed on a qualitative basis'. Course
description documentation has not been provided to the
reader due logistical concerns and for the sake of brevity.
Survey Data Treatment Procedures
Each online course listing that was found to offer an
environmental ethics course or related class was reviewed.
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The review included reading program and course
descriptions, the entry of the properties of the program
into either Appendix C, Table 8, or Table 9, and the
tabulation of environmental ethics course properties. The
data was then analyzed to summarize the- trends of the
curricular conditions for each course offered. Lastly, the
development of Appendix C, Table-10., and Table 11, was
compiled.
The data for the results of the survey were compiled
by utilizing basic tabulation methods for percentages. The
subsequent trends and properties of the course listings
show a general, need, for a comprehensive environmental
ethics curriculum for the southern .California area. The
comparison of northern California course offerings helped
to contextualize and compare the aspects of the data for
later review. The data summaries were devised in order to
develop an appreciation for the comprehensive nature of the
survey.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS
Findings for' the Environmental 
Ethics Syllabus Project
The environmental ethics syllabus project illuminated
important aspects about the trends found in environmental
ethics in the twenty-first century. First, environmerital
ethics is distributed widely in the United States by being
offered in universities in higher population centers.
Secondly, environmental ethics courses offered, on the
internet are a smaller fragment of a larger environmental
ethics academic reality. Thirdly, environmental ethics
topics are flexible and can change over time without losing
its efficacy or scope of. moral development. Fourthly,
environmental ethics casts international appeal to
curricula because of its inherent need for contextualized,; ..
bioregionally-based instruction. Lastly, environmental
ethics course syllabi are but. a smaller litmus to- the
larger values of environmental education programs
throughout the nation.
This project has some significant deficiencies in the
sense that there are some syllabi that were simply not
detailed or descriptive enough. Some texts used were not
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easily accessible to.reference which authors were read. The
canon developed for this survey is value-laden and isolated
in its inclusive nature of the breadth of environmental
ethics, but for brevity shows the general trends. The
majority of syllabi are derived from the ,Internet -and -this
assumes a particular program and curriculum that may not be
readily indicative of most environmental ethics
circumstance-s. Lastly, the amount of syllabi -and
relational assumptions are too few and far between for an
applicable assessment and analysis.
Regardless of the deficiencies of the data pool-, a few
important realizations; can be actualized' for this project.
Some of the clear points to clarify are that:
• Environmental, ethics- is a philosophy-backed sub 
discipline.
•• Non-Philosophical ethics courses tend to focus more
on literary .and. discipline-related topics of the
association within a non-philosophy curriculum.
• More extreme environmental values are on the fringe
of academic work and few disciplines attempt to
take, upon a deep analysis of this phenomenon.
• There are clear foundational authors that almost
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all environmental ethics courses pursue as part of
a general introductory course.
• The higher the course level, the more esoteric,
deeper and specialized the topics of environmental
thought becomes.
Hence, the largest goal in developing'an'environmental
ethics course is to ascertain the trends, and the
foundations, of environmental thought, and then-build from
those established ideas and authors. This survey has helped
clarify a. few of'these aspects in regards to environmental
ethics course and-currieulunVdesign..
The. increase in the local and less visible'programs of •
southern California have-been researched in the- California
Environmental "Ethics Curriculum research'section of' this •
paper (see Appendix C, Tables 8 - IT). Until a conclusive
environmental.-; ethics syllabi collection can be developed
into a more comprehensive manner the limitations of the
data will continue to make analysis less than conclusive.
Findings for the California Environmental- 
Ethics Curriculum Development Survey
The general trend of this research has-shown that
vocational schools do not offer environmental ethics in the
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state of California. Some community colleges in rare
instances do offer a course in environmental issues, or
environmental ethics. Some private Christian schools that . 
are four-year universities offered environmental ethics.
However, the largest single grouping for environmental
ethics coursework could be found at the California State
University level having 17 of 21 '-(81%) universities
offering environmental ethics coursework. The largest
percentage of offerings related to environmental ethics
coursework (not environmental ethics strictly labeled under
philosophy)- were found at the University of California
level consisting of 9 out of 1.1 schools offering
environmental studies and ethics courses (82%) . Public and
state-funded schools clearly have offered environmental
ethics courses over a broad range of integrative strategies
for curricular development. The largest single integrated.
program in California in regards to environmental ethics
and earth sciences integration can be seen with the Cal
State Humboldt Environmental Ethics Minor program. In most
cases, environmental ethics was offered under a more
isolated curricular context, usually under philosophy.
Where environmental ethics is found outside of the
discipline of philosophy, we als:o see a larger ability and
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need to create interdisciplinary curricular arrangements
with the natural and social sciences.•The most
interdisciplinary example of environmental issues work at
the private level was found at the Claremont Colleges,
consisting of 6 colleges (5 undergraduate and one graduate)
where only two courses in environmental ethics were
offered, but a larger amount of connecting and support
courses were offered as well.
Many programs throughout the state dabble in
environmental issues, but few appear to have it as a
central focus. Many schools commonly offered environmental
economics, environmental biology/ecology, and biological
studies related to human resources management. Geography
programs, as well, offered some environmental issue's 
coursework in a generalized sense without a specific
ethical dimension to the curriculum. The general trend is
that many schools have established integrated environmental
sbudies programs into their undergraduate curriculum. Under
this trend, environmental ethics can offer a connection
between the humanities, public policy, and the natural
sciences concomitantly.
The listing of non-academic colleges, specialty
universities and seminaries are also part of the research
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for potential sources of envirqnmental ethics programs (see
Appendix C, Table 9). These colleges were additions to the
exiting listings from Appendix" C., Table 8, as found on a
comprehensive state listing of California colleges,
schools, universities, institutes, and programs.
The findings f.or the environmental ethics curriculum
research (see Appendix C, Table 10) have shown•that most of
the environmental ethics offerings were offered in public
universities. Moreover, even though the majority of schools
investigated were private colleges, the largest number of
environmenta.1 ethics courses were found within the context
of the higher levels of public education. Isolated private
schools offerfed environmental ethics programs, but not a
majority. Many of these private institutions offered
environmental ethics under the guise of theological studies
or religious studies. The majority of environmental ethics.
courses were also found in four year institutions as well
as being housed in clusters of interdisciplinary programs
with many support courses closely related to environmental
ethics topics, authors, and approaches.
The more specific aspects of the data related to
environmental ethics curricular research can be reviewed .by
looking at Appendix C, Table 11. These data show that
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environmental ethics is becoming'an established field of
study in academic programs. The growth, of environmental
studies programs in conjunction with existing philosophy
departments develops a clear trend that the need for 
environmental ethics-in higher education is justified.
Other characteristics of the dataset also include
statistics in regard to how many•courses’ were inter-related
into an interdisciplinary context, whether the courses were
offered in northern or southern California, and whether or
not they were offered at the University of California, or
California State University• level.. Appendix C, Table 11,
summarizes the other aspects of the datasets.
The total number- of programs that offer environmental
ethics in their undergraduate' or graduate curriculum within
the contiguous United States is 179 (Environmental
Education., com website. [20Q4, June 22] .
www.enviroeducation.com). The number of programs with
environmental ethics- as part of their program (community
colleges, undergraduate, and graduate combined) in
California- is a total of 104 classes offered within 59
programs. These data expose the idea that California
possesses 33% (32.7%) of all environmental ethics academic
programs in the United States,, This makes California the
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leader in offering and promoting environmental ethics
curriculum development at the university level.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION
Introduction
Environmental education and environmental ethics are
important topics to address in academia. The data shown in
the results section of the thesis enhance the claim that
there is a heed for environmental ethics courses in the
southern California area. There are numerous colleges to
choose from, and there is a steady growth of environmental
studies programs. Although environmental ethics is usually
housed in philosophy programs, which are not growing as
rapidly as the creation of. environmental studies programs,
the usability of environmental ethics in such programs
within an interdisciplinary context is a valuable addition-
to curriculum development.
The syllabus collection project showed that
environmental ethics is still.most dominant as a- philosophy
and religious studies 'course. The project also showed that
a canon of authors is used for most courses, and that there
is a general foundational status to teaching an
environmental ethics course. A perusal of the data from
Appendix E, Table 12, a review of the course descriptions
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attributed to Table 8 and Table 9, shows the reader the
precise properties and characteristics of each course
reviewed.
The survey of almost 400 colleges and schools in
California showed important information in regards to the
nature of environmental ethics instruction. It-showed how
often the course was taught',' what departments 'Offered it,
how interdisciplinary a program was, and what the actual
course description of topics and scope of each course was.
This information in conjunction with comparative
information about northern and southern'California
.programs, national, and international programs, can” help
shed significant light on the status of the field.
The most important illumination■of the survey showed
that there are many schools in California, many
environmental studies and environmental sciences programs,
many philosophy programs, and many avenues to include
..environmental ethics into an interdisciplinary- curriculum.
In-addition to the data pool, a- general understanding of
the cultural and liberalized nature of California programs
is also highlighted in reviewing the academic programs
found in California. California is a leader in education in
North America, and in this sense, has the resources and
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focus on curricular diversity to include environmental
ethics in a robust fashion.
The single most important lesson from the collection
of the dataset of both the environmental ethics project and
the curriculum development survey, is the nature of most of
the courses offered.. The large majority of upper level
environmental ethics coursework, that is courses that are
deeply involved in the philosophical ramifications of
environmental thought, are offered at the UC, and CSU
levels of instruction. Moreover, the majority of courses
offered in relation to environmental ethics .course
offerings are also from the two largest public education •• 
programs in the nation (UC, and CSU combined) . Hence,, there 
it a concomitant cooperation of scope in this survey. Where
there is the largest cluster of public academic•programs,
there is- also the largest number of environmental ethics
courses addressing one of the largest public concerns of
human civilization, the properties, characteristics, and
relationship between, humans, and the natural world of
resources and non-human life.
The introduction of other elements to an environmental
ethics course such as field trips, wilderness experiences,
and outdoor education elements to curricular design add an
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important layer not bffered inside the classroom. The 
interdisciplinary model to curricular development gives
room to include wilderness experiences into the larger
canon of environmental ethics curriculum development. This
aspect of the environmental ethics course syllabi project
and review of survey course listings was. an. element that
was missing. Such an addition, either supplemental or
mandatory course characteristics, would offer an added
positive dimension' to the enhancement, of the environmental
ethics experience.
Curricular development for environmental ethics has
traditionally been strapped to: the curricular elements of
the philosophy of ethics. This no longer has tp be the
case, as many examples of interdisciplinary, outdoor, and
multidisciplinary approaches attest to. Instead, just as
the EIC model suggests, environmental ethics can serve as a
field of study that is an addition to any curriculum that
enhances the academic efficacy of the larger program as
well.
Recommendations for Further Research
More research within the sub discipline of
environmental education is needed. It is clear that
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environmental ethics treats this aspect of environmental
thought lightly in most cases. If courses exist at the
undergraduate level in regards to this form of education,
the ability to find such resources is difficult tb
ascertain presently. The next step in the process of this
research will be to find local contacts and develop a
network of environmental educators and environmental
ethicists. for the southern California bioregion.
Added interest in surveying the international appeal
of environmental ethics instruction and syllabi is also
justified. Many programs in Environmental studies 'and-
philosophy address - environmental ethics abroad. Although
extensive in nature, an international comparative survey of
California environmental ethics coursework with- bthEr
countries would add a profound c'ollaborative element to the
research.
Lastly, the treatment of data into visually enhanced
and statistically processed forms of presentation would
highlight the nature of the research and surveys. The
collaboration of other institute data as well as with the
environmental ethics syllabi project would help develop a
conclusive database for the topic that could also be
available for public perusal online.
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Table 1: Education Theories and'Constructivism
Education 
,theory type
Characteristics Methodological
attributes
Role of 
students
Values
Traditional­
ism/ 
modernist 
positivism / 
obiectivist/ . 
.instructivist/ 
classical 
education
Indoors with 
sharp subject 
delineations. 
Disciplinary 
emphasis for, 
logistical 
classroom 
control. 
Learning is 
meant to be a 
disciplinary 
action..
Didactic
instruction.
Assessment- 
based testing- 
led curriculum. 
Objectivity and 
standardized 
: test scores are 
more important 
than lesson 
efficacy. 
Obedience and 
, behavior 
problems dealt 
with teacher 
control issues.
Students are 
passive 
recipients of 
knowledge.
The student is 
to be
subservient to 
the needs of 
the teacher. 
Students are 
shaped by the 
process into 
acceptors of 
knowledge.,
Teaching is 
done for the 
sake of being 
taught. 
Values-hased 
learning is 
avoided. Test 
scores guide 
educational 
goals.
Knowledge is 
neutral and 
objective.
Behaviorism/
technologism
Learning is 
meant to be 
broken down 
into discrete 
parts for 
assessment. 
Teacher’s, role 
is to change 
student 
behavior^
Standardized 
texts and 
curriculum 
guides
developed by 
experts
determine class 
activities, not. 
the teacher; 
Conformity is a 
goal for 
educational 
progress;
Students are 
shaped by the 
circumstances 
created by the 
teacher. 
Behavioral 
change is 
individualized 
for each 
student to fit 
an ideal.
Power and 
control' 
problems , 
between 
teachers, 
students.'and 
experts is 
mediated 
through pre­
designed 
curriculum.
Mechanistic / 
.factory
The student is 
a product of 
the need for 
socioeconomic 
and / or 
corporate 
ends.
Rule-following 
and “back to 
basics” rote 
memorization 
is advocated. 
Simplified 
minds benefit 
capital-led 
corporate goals
Students are 
prepared for 
consumerism 
and,
marketability 
to promote 
the industrial 
society of 
capitalism.
The
education 
system is a 
mediation for 
students, to 
become 
prepared in a 
mass
industrializat­
ion culture.
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Progressiv-
ism/
pragmatism
Education is to., iconnect the 
academic 
knowledge of : 
the classroom 
with the real 
needs of the 
world.
Knowledge is 
not an external 
reality but 
internalized 
. for the future.
Learn-hy-doing . 
philosophy to' 
educational 
goals. Testing 
and assessment 
is based more 
on projects and 
activities 
instead,of 
standardized 
tests. Skills are 
developed 
pragmatically 
for the future..
Students are 
active
learners who 
need to , 
interact with 
others to learn 
effective 
problem- 
solving skills. 
Students 
study in order 
to become 
prepared 
citizens.
Knowledge is 
used in order 
to learn how 
to apply one- 
experience 
towards 
another 
experience in * 
one’ s life. All 
people face 
life in a 
similar 
process.
Brain-based
education
The human ., 
brain is a basis 
for intellectual 
and emotional 
growth.
The classroom 
is a nexus for 
the exploration 
of values, 
models,, and 
solutions to 
past failures;
Students are 
opened to 
discovering a 
spiritual 
dimension to 
knowledge.
The human
. mind has 
incredible 
potential for . 
transforming 
life and 
. education 
tremend­
ously.
Banking / 
delivery/ 
Marxist / 
liberation 
pedagogy
The teacher’s 
role is to 
promote the 
liberation, of 
the mind of 
the student 
: through 
critical
thinking skills. 
Critical 
thinking skills 
are heavily 
advocated.
The teacher is a 
guide for the 
students’ 
discovery of 
oppression, 
manipulations 
of mass 
consumerism, 
and
globalisation.
Students are 
led to think 
against the 
traditional / 
banking 
method of 
knowledge. 
Students can 
change the 
world.through 
liberation 
education.
Liberation of 
socio­
economic 
oppression is 
related to 
educational 
efficacy. 
Students can 
liberate 
themselves 
through 
collective 
discovery of 
socialization^
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Postmodern­
ism/
pluralism
Educational - 
theories are 
inadequate 
mocfels for 
educational 
efficacy.
Exploration of 
methodological 
goals are 
geared to the 
specific context 
and theme of a 
particular 
classroom.
Students 
share in the 
collective 
struggle for 
meaning with 
the teacher.
The
complexity 
of education 
requires a 
flexibility of 
rubric and 
materials for 
effective 
educational 
reform.
Construction­
ism
Teachers 
shape and 
develop the 
circumstances 
for a general 
idea and 
lesson to be 
learned. The 
classroom is a 
student-based 
curricular 
model.
Students
construct 
knowledge by 
building 
physical, 
objects in 
projects and 
labs for mental 
growth: Actual 
work in the 
field is 
, advocated.
Students 
interact 
together to 
solve
problems and 
work in the 
real world 
together. 
Teachers 
shape the 
exploration as 
a guide.
Discovery of 
the world is 
effective 
through a 
. collective 
knowledge 
and shared 
community 
of learners. 
Teachers are 
included in 
this process.
Constructive-
ism
Student-based 
education is 
developed by 
. active 
listening and 
critical
thinking skills.
Students build
knowledge
from previous
experiences.
They learn by
involving
others and
guiding the
educational
process
themselves.
Students are 
able to
cooperate and 
learn with 
each, other by 
constructing 
knowledge 
together.
A guided 
process of 
exploration 
helps create 
an open 
educational 
process for 
mental 
development.
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Table 2: Interdisciplinary Education.
Properties Contexts for Use Benefits
Disciplinary
Instruction
Knowledge is 
separated into 
distinct parts for the 
purpose of 
identification, 
ownership, and 
depth.
Universities,
colleges,
vocational
schools and
secondary
coursework
programs.
Predictable and 
programmatic 
stability in curricular 
design. Succinct 
delineations of 
knowledge 
development and 
transfer.
Interdisciplinary
Instruction
Knowledge is 
. integrated into 
enmeshed themes 
for the purpose of 
connecting 
language 
differences, 
theories, and novel 
ideas for synthesis ; 
of new perspectives 
on similar 
problems.
Universities, 
colleges, and 
secondary 
educational 
contexts where 
the specialization 
of knowledge 
has led to 
pronounce 
disciplinary' 
isolationism.
Unpredictable 
exploration of values 
can lead to new 
discoveries. 
Delineations of 
knowledge are not 
distinct, whereby the 
sharing and 
cooperation, of 
knowledge formation , 
can lead to collective 
benefits.
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Table 3: Syllabi Attributes
Number of syllabi collected ,
* / v ft
29
Number of syllabi situated strictly within the discipline of 
philosophy
18
Number of syllabi situated outside of the discipline of philosophy 
(i.e.: Forestry, Religion, Rural Sociology, Land Management, 
Environmental Studies, Nature Writing, Physics/Religion/Env., etc.)-
11
Number of syllabi developing online programs and strategies for 
online curricular integration within philosophy
5
Number of syllabi developing online programs and strategies for 
online curricular integration outside.of philosophy
6
Number of courses utilizing films and movies as part of the 
environmental ethics curriculum in philosophy
6
Number of courses utilizing films and movies as part of the 
environmental ethics curriculum outside of philosophy
5
Environmental ethics courses taught by faculty who have published 
prominent books within the field of Environmental Ethics
4
Number of environmental ethics philosophy courses taught within 
California
4
Number of environmental ethics philosophy courses taught within 
the Western United States (includes CA)
6 .
Number of environmental ethics philosophy courses taught within 
states east of the Rocky Mountains
12
Number of environmental ethics courses not in philosophy taught in 
California
1
Number of environmental ethics courses not in philosophy taught 
east of the Rocky Mountain states
11
Number of environmental ethics courses offered in California. 5
Number of environmental ethics courses outside of California 24
Number of environmental ethics courses taught in private 
institutions in California
2
Number of environmental ethics courses taught in public institutions 
in California
■3.
Number of environmental ethics syllabi surveyed with courses 
taught in public institutions outside of California
5
Number of environmental ethics courses taught in private 
institutions outside of California
19
Total number of private institution environmental ethics courses 
offered under any discipline
21
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Table 4: Syllabi Content Survey
Instructor # Leopold Carson Muir Thoreau Berry Callicott Warren Abram
Ashley 1 N/A
Clark 2 X
Janz 3
Kimbrough 4 N/A
Loftis 5 . X X X X
Loftis 6 X X 'X X
Lorentzen 7 X
Millstein 8 . X X. x-
Partridge 9 X X X
Rolston 10 X X X
Smillie 11 N/A
Spencer 12 ' X
Taylor 13 X X X X X
Toadvine 14 X X X X X
.Toadvine 15 X X X X X
Warren 16 X X X- .
Wirzba 17 X X X X
Zimmerman 18 - V
Non-Philos.,
Flynn 19 X X X.
Johnston 20
McDonough 21 N/A
Merchant 22 X
Pfeffer 23
Smedley 24
Straub 25 X X
Straub 26 X
Weiskel 27 X X X
Weiskel 28 N/A
WSU 29 X X X
Note: X = Denotes that the author was either read, or discussed specifically in course 
lecture and an anticipated lecture was devised and place into the syllabus.
N/A= Denotes that no specific information was detailed into the syllabus, only a 
very general outline of proposed topic areas of study. This also denotes syllabi that were 
not available, accessible, or printable online, yet were devised and used for student usage 
at one time.
Blank entries means that other topics were explored and discussed in the course 
and did not include one of the 16 mentioned authors of the canon.
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Table 5: Continued Syllabi Content
Syllabus # Singer Devall Wilson Shiva White Rolston Abbey Orr
Ashley 1
Clark 2 X X X X X
Janz 3
Kimbrough 4 N/A
Loftis 5 X X X
Loftis 6 X X X
Lorentzen .7
Millstein 8 . X X
Partridge 9. x- X X X -
Rolston 10 X X
Smillie 11 N/A
Spencer 12 X X
Taylor 13 X X , X
Toadvine 14 X X., X X
Toadvine 15 X X ’ X
Warren r 16- X . X
Wirzba 17 x X X.
Zimmerman 18 x .
Non-Philos.
Flynn. 19
Johnston 20
McDonough 21; N/A
Merchant 22
Pfeffer 23 X
Smedley 24
Straub 25 X
Straub 26
Weiskel 27 X X '
Weiskel 28 N/A
wsu 29 X
Note: X = Denotes that the author was either read, or discussed specifically in course 
lecture and an anticipated lecture was devised and place into the syllabus,
N/A= Denotes that no specific information was detailed into the syllabus, only a 
very general outline of proposed topic areas of study. This also denotes syllabi that were 
not available, accessible, or printable online^ yet were devised and used for student usage 
at one time.
Blank entries means that other topics were explored and discussed in the course 
and did not include one of the 16 mentioned authors of the canon.
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Table 6: Breakdown of Canon Usage
# Leopold Carson Muir Thoreau Berry Callicott Warren Abram
Philosophy
courses
18 62% 17% 11% 22% 6% 50% 55% 11%
Non-
Philosophy
Courses
11 27% 9% 36% 18% 0% 9% 9% 9%
All-
Courses
Combined
29 48% 14% : 21% 21% 3% 34% 38% 10%
Table 7: Breakdown of Canon Usage (Continued)
# Singer Deval! , Wilson Shiva White Roiston Abbey Orr
Philosophy
Courses
18 . 44% 22% 27% 22% 22% 55% ■ 6% 6%
Non-
Philosophy
Courses
11 0% 0% 6% 9% 0% 18% 9% 9%
All Courses 
Combined
29 28% 14% 17% 17% 14% 41% 7% 7%
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College or University
Name:
Location: Phil
Dpt
Enviro
Ethics
Curriculum Attributes
and Notes
Academy of Art College San Francisco No No Art School
Allan Hancock College Santa Maria No No 4-yr Comm. Coll.privt
American Baptist Seminry Berkeley No No Ethics courses offered
American River College Sacramento Yes .No 2-yr. Ethics offered
Bakersfield College Bakersfield Yes No 2-yr. Ethics offered
Biola University La Mirada No No- Ethics w/religion. Privt
Brooks College Long Beach No No Fashion-& Design Sch
Brooks Institute of
Photography
Santa Barbara No No Photography school .
only
Butte College Oroville Yes No Environ. Studies offrd
Cabrillo College Aptos Yes No 2-yr. Ethics offered
California Baptist
University
Riverside Yes No Global Student Initiatv,
Green business classes
strong ehviront focus
California College San Francisco /
Oakland
No No 2-yr Art School.
Private Coll.
California College of
Podiatric Medicine
San Francisco No No Podiatry and Medical
Specialty only
California Institute of
International Studies
Berkeley No No Environmental Policy
Studies is very strong
California Institute of
Technology
Pasadena No No V. Strong Environmtal
Sciences Program
California Lutheran
University
Thousand Oaks Yes Yes:
Phil
355
New Environ. Science
Dept. Environ Ethics
in Social Ethics prgrm
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California Maritime
Academy
Vallejo No No Military School
California Polytechnic
State University, Pomona,
Pomona Yes Yes
(3):
Phil
330
RS433
AG401
Regenerative Studies:
Environmental Ethics
Sustainable living
program Ethical Issues
in Agriculture
Appropriate technolog
California Polytechnic
State University, San Luis
Obispo
San Luis
Obispo
Yes Yes:
Phil
340
Offered fall / winter
quarters .
Environmental Ethics
California Southern Law
School
Riverside . No. No Law School.
Traditional
California State
University, Bakersfield.
Bakersfield . . Yes Yes:
Phil
380
Strong Phil B.A/M.A.
Philosophy of Ecology
Environ.Res. Mgt. maj
California State
University, Channel
Islands
Camarillo No ' No. - Env Stds & resources
mgmt minor, English
337- envir lit, environ
econ 362 / 462 anthrop
-330, ecology / ethics
California State
University, Chico
Chico Yes Yes
(3):
Phil
146
Phil
220
RelS 14
9
Minor in
Ethics/Environ Std
Environmental Ethics
Ethics & Environ.
Sciences
Cross-Cuff, Environ.
Ethics.
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California State
University, Dominguez
Hills
Carson Yes No Not Comprehensive.
Biological Lit.
Offered
California State
University, Fresno
Fresno Yes No Environ. Studies
Program.
California State
University, Fullerton
Fullerton Yes Yes: -
(2)
Phil
313
ENVS
595T
M.A./M.S. Environ.
Studies
Undergraduate Envir.
Ethics: 313. Graduate
Envir. Ethics: 595T-
. spring offerings
California State-
University, Hayward
Hayward Yes Yes:
Phil
3151
Dr. Roberta Millstein
. Syllabus online.
Environmental Ethics
California State
University, L. A.
Los Angeles, Yes Yes:
Phil
331
Ethics Program in
Philosphy
Environmental Ethics
, California State
University, Long Beach
Long Beach Yes No Comprehensive
Philosophy Major and
M.A.
California State
University, Monterey
Seaside No. Yes:
ESSP
■383
Very strong Natural
Science programs.
Environmental Ethics
and Environ Policy.
Strong oceanography
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California State
University, Northridge
Northridge Yes No:
Could
Use
Env,
Ethics
Progra
m
Many
support
classes
availabl
Very Strong Generally
in Environmtal studies
Environmental Stdies
Major. Enviro Policy:
SRL-35. Environ. Law
Environ Econ.. Polisci
461, Environ. Policy
Ed 644 Environ. Ed:
Outdoor educ. emphas
resources and energy
systems studies
Kin: 151-Backcountry
LSRC 351 env edu out
LRBS 425 Env Justice
California State
University, Sacramento
Sacramento Yes Yes:
Phil
192E
Environmental Studies
Major available
Environmental Ethics
California State
University, San
Bernardino
San Bernardino Yes Yes:
(2)
Phil
356
EENV
670J
Environmental
Education Masters.
356 Environmental
Ethics. Environ Ethics
in Environmental
Education
California State
University, San Marcos
San Marcos No:
(Mi
nor)
Yes:
Phil
340
Communication, 325
Ethics and the
Environment
Environ. Econ offered
139
'ff- \( p. ’
California State
University, Stanislaus
Turlock Yes Yes:
(2)
Phil
4050,
&
4800
Geog 4031:
Permaculture design
offered as well.
Environmental Ethics,
Nature revisited.
Canada College Redwood City No No- 2-yr school small pvt.
Cerritos College. Norwalk ■ Yes No . 2-yr. Comm., Coll
Cerro Coso Community
■College
I
5 Locations-
Satellite
Mammoth
Lakes, Bishop,
Lake Isabella,
Ridgecrest,
Edwards Air
Force Base
Yes No - 2-yr. Small Programs.
Many smaller satellite
campuses with few
offerings.
Chaffey College Rancho
Cucamonga
.No- 'No 2-yr Community Coll
. Christian Heritage College . El Cajon No No 2-yr. Bible College.
Citrus College. Glendora No No 2-yr Community Coll
• City College of San
Francisco
San Franciseo Yes No. 2-yr Community Coll
Claremont Graduate
School
Claremont Yes No 4~yr. Private. Environ
economics offered.
. Claremont McKenna
College
Claremont Yes Yes:
Phil
157
Philosophy, Politics,
and Environment prg
Environmental Ethics
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Claremont School of
Theology
: Claremont"'T ' Np'j No TH- 402: Theology,
Ecology, and Peace.
Clear Lake Community
College
Clear Lake Yes No 2-yr Vocational Coll.
Env History/Env Psyc
Cleveland College Los Angeles No No Chiropractic School
Coastline Community'
College
Fountain Valley
•>
Yes Yes:
Phil
113
■ 2-yr Community
College
PhilosophicalEcology
Cogswell Polytechnic
College
Sunnyvale No No Computer/V ocational
Coleman College San Diego No No Computer/V ocational
College of Marin Kentfield Yes No- 2-yr Community Coll
College of Notre Dame . Belmont -'
(San- Mateo)
Yes. Yes:
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Private Institution
Environmental Ethics
College of San Mateo ' San Mateo Yes No “ 2-yr. Comm. Coll
College of Sequoias Visalia Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Thorough Natural
Resources Programs,,
College of the Canyons Santa Clarita Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
College of the Redwoods Five Locations:
Dei Norte,
Crescent City,,
Trinity/Arcata,
Eureka. Fort
Bragg
Yes Yes:
ENVS
C 11
2-yr Community
College
Environmental Ethics
under Environmental
Science 11.
College of the Siskiyous Weed, Yreka Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Columbia College Sonora No No 2-yr Community Coll
good natural resres prg
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Columbia College
Hollywood
Hollywood No. No Film School
Columbia Pacific
University
Novato No No School shut down in
1997.
Compton College Compton No No 2-yr. Vocational Coll
Concordia University Irvine Yes No Private Bible Coll
Concordia University:
Graduate School
Irvine Yes No' Private Bible Coll.
Consumnes River College Sacramento Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Contra Costa College San Pablo Yes No ' 2-yr Community Coll
Copper Mountain College Joshua Tree No • No 2-yr. Vocational Coll
good env science prog.
Crafton Hills College Yucaipa Yes No- 2-yr Community Coll
Cuesta College Buena Vista.'
Arroyo Vista
(SLO area)
Yes No. 2-yr Community Coll
Cuyamaca College El Cajon Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Cypress College Cypress No No 2-Yr. Vocational Coll
De Anza College Cupertino Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Environm. Studies Prg
Enviro. Education. Prg v
Design Institute of San
■ Diego
San Diego No .No Env. Psych & Env. Std
offered A bit-new-age.
Diablo Valley College Pleasant Hill Yes No 2-yr Community Coll '
Dominican School of
Philosophy and Theology
Berkeley Yes No Seminary school only
Dominican University of
San Rafael
• San Rafael Yes Yes:
Phil
3110
Environmental Study
B.A/B.S. offered
Environtl Philosophy
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D-Q University
(Native American Tribal
College)
Davis No No: But
(Enviro
Issues
Course)
2-yr Community Coll
Environmental Studies
301 offered. Very
good natural resrcs prg
East Los Angeles College Montebello No No 2-yr. Vocational Coll
Fashion Institute of
Design and Marketing
Irvine No No 2-yr. Vocational Coll
Feather River College Quincy No No 2-yr. Vocational Envr.
097.1 Env Educ Outdr
Foothill College Los Altos Yes No 2-yr. Vocational Coll
Franciscan School of
Theology
Berkeley No No Graduate Seminary
Fresno City College Fresno No ' No ■ 2-yr. Vocational Coll
Fullerton College. Fullerton Yes No 2-yr. Vocational. .Very
establ philos Program
Gavilan College Gilroy Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Hartnell College Salinas Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Glendale Community
College
Glendale Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Gupta - Phil 118,
Women, Earth,
Divinity (EcoFem)
Glendale University of
Law
Glendale No No Law School.
Golden Gate University San Francisco No No Business School.
Graduate Theological
Union of California
Berkeley No No No academic site
available online.
Grossmont College El Cajon Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Harvey Mudd College Claremont No No Private. Strg Biol prog
Heald College Bay Area sites No No 2-yr. Vocational Coll
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Humboldt State
University
Areata.
Moral
Controversies
Environmental
Ethics
Seminar in
Philosophy
Ethics in
forestry
Wildlife Ethics
Yes
Env
Ethi
cs
Mnr
Yes!:
(5)
Phi 106
Phi 302
Phi
390a
For 400
Wldf
444
(all yr.)
Exceptionally Good,
Integrated Environ.
Studies Major. MANY
Natural Resources
majors.
Environmental Ethics
Minor Offered.
Environmental Policy,
Eco-Feminism offered
Wldf Ethic Indp. Stds.
Imperial Valley College Imperial No No 2-yr. Vocational Coll
International Studies: UC.
’ San Diego
La Jolla No No International Business
Protocol school
Irvine Valley College Irvine Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Kings River Community
College
Reedley No No 2-yr Community Coll
No updated website.
La Sierra University Riverside Yes No No catalog online.
Lake Tahoe Community
College
Lake Tahoe Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Wilderness Classes
Laney College Oakland Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Las Positas Community
College
Livermore Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Lassen Community
College
Susanville Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
. Lincoln University Oakland No No 2-yr. Vocational Coll
Loma Linda University Loma Linda No No Bioethics B.A./M.A.
Long Beach City College Long Beach No No 2-yr. Vocational Coll
Los Angeles City College Los Angeles Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
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V- ■<
Los Angeles College of
Chiropractic
Whittier No No Chiropractic School
Los-Angeles Harbor
College
Wilmington No No 2-yr. Vocational Coll
Los Angeles Mission
College
Sylmar Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Los Angeles Southwest
College
Watts No No 2-yr. Vocational Coll
Los Angeles Trade and
Technical School
Downtown Los
Angeles
No No 2-yr. Vocational Coll
Loyola Marymount Los Angeles Yes No Thorough Philos prog
M.S. in Environ Stud.
Marymount College Palos Verdes Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Mendocino College Ukiah Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Naturl Resources A.A.
Menlo College Atherton Yes No Phil 102: Moral Issue
Includes Environ Issus
Envir Resor. Mgt good
Mennonite Brethren
Seminary
Fresno No No No Course info avail.
Merced College Merced Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Mills College Oakland Yes No ENVS Major avail.
Mira Costa College Oceanside Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Modesto Junior College Modesto Yes No Env Stds aval, env prg
Monterey College of Law Monterey No No 4-yr Law School
Monterey Institute of
International Studies
Monterey No No 4-yr International
Studies
Monterey Peninsula
College
Monterey Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
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Moorpark College Moorpark Yes Yes:
Phil
M04
2-yr Community Coll
Values and the
Environment
Mount Saint Mary’s
College
Downtown L.A. Yes No 4-yr. Private Bible
Coll
Mount San Antonio
College
Walnut Yes Yes:
Biol 6
A. A. Environ Science
Humans & the
Environment
Conservation A. A.
Phil 21; Phil 168A
Napa Valley College Napa Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
National University Northridge No No Business School
New College San Francisco No Yes:
3,Globa
1&
local
mvmnts
fr cling
Exceptionally
Interdisciplinary
Progressive Programs.
Environment. Civiliz,
& Development. Eco-
literacy, Sustainability
New College of California Santa Rosa No No Alternative Education
New School of
Architecture
San Diego No No Architecture School
Occidental College Los Angeles Yes Yes:
RS 242
religion
Private very traditional
Enviro ethics, relign &
Philos., Urban &
enviro policy. Comprh
Ohlone College Fremont Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Orange Coast College Costa Mesa Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Otis College of Art
And Design
Los Angeles No No Architecture College-
vocational
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Oxnard College Oxnard Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Pacific Graduate School
in Psychology
Palo Alto No No Psychology
professional courses
Pacific Oaks College Pasadena No?; No Graduate Education
Pacific School of Religion Berkeley No No Seminary Coll. Private
Pacific Union College Angwin Yes No 2-yr Coll. Private.
Paid Verde College Blythe No No Website w/out catalog ;
Palomar College San Marcos Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Pasadena City College Pasadena Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
very comprehen progs
Patten College Oakland Yes No private Environmental
Studies 204 offered.
Pepperdine University Malibu Yes No Private. Ethics. Bio
328. Env Polit/ Policy :
Pitzer College Claremont Yes Yes:
ES 130
Excellent 7 Comprehen
Environmental Ethics
Environmnt studs prog
46-Envir awareness,
env.poli 108,146
Envirneducat, 147
communic, eeol, desgn
149 Eeol & cult chang
167 wilderness thougt
178 land restoration
. Point Loma Nazarene
University
San Diego ■ Yes No 4-yr Bible College
Christian ethics only,
147
Pomona College Claremont Yes Yes:
Phil
140
strong Envir. anal majr
Environ Philosophy
envir. society &
conservatn concntrtn
Very interdisciplinary.
Environtl social 89A
Porterville College Porterville Yes No Envir. Issues. Poli sci
5. Business Courses.
Rancho Santiago College Santa Ana No No Fine arts Grad school
Rand Graduate School in
Policy Studies
Santa Monica No No Corporate Econ. And
Policy School
Rio Hondo College- Whittier Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Riverside Community
College
Riverside,
Norco, and
Moreno Valley
Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Basic Phil Courses
Sacramento City College Sacramento Yes Yes: ;
Phil 22
Glbl
Eth
2-yr Community Coll
Global Ethics &. the
Environ.
Bio 22 restoration ecol
Saddleback College Mission Viejo Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Environ Stud Program
Bio 201 Restoratn ecol
Saint John’s Seminary
College
Camarillo Yes No 4-yr. Privt Bible Coll
Samuel Merritt College Oakland No No Private. Podiatry
school.
San Bernardino Valley
College
San Bernardino Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
San Diego City College San Diego Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
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San Diego Miramar
College
Sari Diego Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
San Diego State
University
San Diego Yes Yes:
Phil
332 RS
376
Environmentl Sci maj.
Environmental Ethics
Nature, Spirit, & Ecol
Strg Bio/Oceangrphy
San Diego State
University: Graduate Schl
San Diego No No Good Biology
Program
San Diego State
University:. Imperial
Valley
Calexico No No Scattered Programs.
Focus on Mexico
issues
San Diego University for
Humanistic Studies
Sorrento Valley Yes No Generalized Studies
San Francisco Art
Institute .
San Francisco No No M.A. Fine Arts
School.
San Francisco
Conservatory of Music .
San Francisco No No- . Music School. Liniited
Phil program
San Francisco Mortuary
Science College
San Francisco No No Closedand Relocated
School. No Catalog
San Francisco State
University
San Francisco Yes Yes .
(4):
Phil
890
Eng
214
Phil
470
Phil
430
very progressive
programs
Environmental Ethics
Emerson & Thoreau
Environmental Ethics
Ethics of Ecology
149
San Joaquin Delta College. Stockton Yes No ■ Very Comprehensive
A.A. s
San Jose Christian
College
San Jose Yes No 4-yr Bible college
private
San Jose State University San Francisco Yes Yes
(3):
Envs
126
Envs
250
Envs
146
Good Envim Studies
progrm
Environ Ethics &
Philosphy
U.S. Environmental
thought
Communication &
Environ
Santa Ana College Santa Ana Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Santa Barbara City
College
Santa Barbara Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Santa Barbara College of
Law
Santa Barbara,
Ventura
No No Law School Only
Santa Clara University Santa Clara Yes Yes
(5):
Phil 9
Phil
109
TES
161
TES
173
Bio 171
v. strong ethics
program
Ethical Issues & the
Environ
Ethics and the
Environment
Environmental Ethics
Religion, science, &
Environ
Ethical Iss biotechnlgy
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Santa Clara University of
Law
Santa Clara No No Environ. Studies:
Focus on Trinidad and
Tobago. Strg EnV Law
Santa Rosa Junior College Santa Rosa Yes Yes:
Phil 12
2-yr Community Coll
Environmental Philos.
Very comprh progrms
Enviro. Educ. Institute
Saybrook Institute San Francisco No ■ No Psychology Grad Schl
Ecopsychology offrd
Santiago Canyon College Orange Yqs No ' 2-yr Community Coll
Scripps College Claremont Yes Yes:
Phil
15T
Interdisciplinary
Environmental Ethics
Shasta College Redding Yes; No 2-yr Community Coll
Sierra College Roeklin Yes Yes:.
(3)
Phil2
Phil 6
Phil 21
2-yr Community Coll
Intro t.o philo & ethics 
Intro to philos.: Know!’
History of modem
philosophy
Simpson College Redding Yes Yes:
NSCI -
3510
"4-yr Ministry School
Natural Science Prog
Environmental Studies
Solano Community
College
Fairfield Yes No 4-yr style school. Phil
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!Sonoma State University Rohnert Park Yes Yes:
(4)
ES 306
ES 308
ES 356
Phil
325
Envir. Studies B.A.
program
Environmental Ethics
Environmental Lit.
Enviro Politi & Econc
Philosophy of Nature
Environ. Edu. course
Ecopsych, Envir Econ,
Restoration ecol outdr
garden, Env. Edu.
Southwestern College Chula Vista Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
Stanford University Palo Alto Yes Yes:
Polisci
138T
.Ethics in society prog 
Ecol & political theory
trad philo prog-comph
Stanford University;
College of Law
Palo AJto No Yes:
Env.
Ethics
Graduate Law School
Env Ethics offrd under
compreh env law prog
Starr-King College Berkeley No No ” Grad Divinity School
Taft College Taft Yes No 2-yr Community Coll
The Master’s College Santa Clarita Yes No 4-yr Bible College
Thomas Aquinas College Santa Paula Yes No Great Books Program
Trinity Life Bible College Sacramento No No 2-yr. Bible College
United States International San Diego, Los Yes Yes: environmtl stud progr
University (Alliant Angeles, Irvine, Env Environmental Ethics
University) Fresno, San
Franc.,
Sacramento,
Mexico City,
Naorobi
3100 in Cross-Cultural Cntx
Environmt Economics,
EnvironmentalHistory,
Environment 4100-
Environ. Restoration
152
University for Humanistic
Studies
Solana Beach No No No website available
University of California
Extension
Berkeley Yes Yes:
XB10
UC Extension classes
Environmental Issues
University of California
Hastings School of Law
San Francisco No No Environmental Law
Offered.
University, of California,
Berkeley
Berkeley Yes Yes:
(5)
ESPM
161
ESPM
C12
ESPM
169
ESPM
250
ENRG
Y 270'
Excellent Environ.
Science Policy &
Management prog
Environmental
Philosophy & Ethics
Intro to Environment
Studies
Inti Environ. Politics
Environmental history
Philosophy & Ethics
Environmental
Classics
University of California,
Berkeley Education
Graduate Studies
Berkeley No No Environmental
Education
C193A&C193B
University of California,
Berkeley School of Law
Berkeley No No Graduate School
Environmental Law
University of California,
Berkeley School of Social
Welfare
Berkeley No No ' Graduate Sociology
and psychology
programs
University of California,
Davis
Davis Yes Yes:
ESP
164
Environ. Scienc &
policy. Ethical Issues
in Environmtl. policy
153
k i1 ’ i.
University of California,
Irvine
Irvine Yes Yes-:
(5)
Bio 189
EAD
15
EAD
132U •
Phil
131A
URP
224A
Enviro Anal & Desgn
Environmental Ethics
Native Amer Indian &
Envir Ethics. Global
environ issues
(Huge Biology Progr)
(Environ, Politics &
Policy)
Applied Ethics
Environmental Politics
and Policy
University of California,
L. A.
Los Angeles . Yes Yes:
Urp
214
philosophy Phd &
geog prog
Ethics in Planning
University of California,
Riverside
Riverside Yes -Yes:.
Phil
117
Environ, studies,
sociol, phil
Environmental Ethics
University of California,
San Diego
San Diego Yes Yes:
Phil
148
Environ. Studies Prog.,
Philosophy & the
Environment
University of California,
San Francisco
San Francisco No No Medical School Only
Graduate Programs
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University of California,
Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara Yes Yes:
(4)
Envs
160
Envs
185
Envs
187
Envs
188
Env. studies &
religious stud
American Environ.
literature
Human environmental
rights
The. Idea of Nature
Ethics of Human-
Envirnmntl Relations
University of California,
Santa Cruz
Santa Cruz Yes Yes:
(3)
Phil 28
ES 271
ES 159
Env studies, sociology
Environmental Ethics
Valuing the Environm
Nature Literature
, Restoration Ecology
World enviro history
■ University of La Verne La Verne Yes No Small 4-yr coif .private
► University of Phoenix based-in
Phoenix
No ■ No ' . Private Business
School
University of Redlands . Redlands Yes Yes:
(2)
Phil
330
Rel 122
Environmtl Studies
Program
Ethics and the
Environment
Environmental Ethics
University of San Diego La Jolla Yes Yes:
Phil
138
Env. studs prog, philos
Environmental Ethics
private Catholic univ
University of San Diego:
Graduate
Alcala No No Environmental policy
offered. Private.
155
University of San
Francisco
San Francisco Yes Yes:
(2)
Phil
404
Reli
361
Environ. Studies prg.
Private, Christian
Environmental Ethics
Religion & the
Environment
University of Southern
California
Los Angeles Yes - Yes:
(2) .
Geog
257g
SWMS
415
Sustainable .cities prog
good Environ studies
prog. Environment
; And Ethics
Ecofeminism
(good geography prog)
University of the Pacific Stockton
1
. Yes Yes:
(2) -
Phil 35
Hist
174
Biology, Environmentl
Studies programs
Environmental Ethics
John Muir & the
environrrint
University of the Pacific Stockton No No Environmental Law
University of West Los
Angeles / Paralegal
School
Inglewood No No Law School. 1
Environ. Law course
offered
Ventura College Ventura Yes No 2-yr Vocational Coll
Victor Valley College Victorville Yes No 2-yr Vocational Coll
Vista College Berkeley Yes No 2-yr Vocational Coll
West Coast University Los Angeles No No ■ ■ Pvt. Voc Business
school.
' West Hills College LeMoore Yes No 2-yr Vocational Coll
West Los Angeles College Culver City Yes No 2-yr Vocational Coll
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West Valley College i Saratoga Yes , Yes:
Phil 12
2-yr Community Coll
Environmental Ethics
Western State University
of Law
Fullerton No ' No Law School only
Westminster Theological
California Seminary
Escondido Yes No 4-yr Private Bible Coll
Westmont College Santa Barbara Yes No 4-yr University.
Private.
Whittier College ‘ Whittier Yes No Environmental
Science offrd
Whittier Law School Costa Mesa No No Environ Law offered
Woodbury University Burbank Yes No Environmental Studies
offrd.
Wright Institute L.A. / Berkeley No No Grad psychology
university
Yuba College / Woodland
' Community College
District
Marysville/
Woodland
Yes No 2-yr Vocational Coll
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Table 9: Private Colleges, Seminaries, and Graduate Institutes.
- College, Vocational School, or
Seminary Name:
Location: Phil
Prgm
Env
Eth
Attributes /
Notes:
Academy of Chinese Culture and
Health Science
Oakland No -No Medical
Coll
Agape Christian University Los Angeles No No 12 Students
Alexander Training Institute of Los
Angeles
Santa Monica No - No Arts School
Alexander Training Institute of San
Francisco
San Francisco No No Arts School
American Baptist Seminary of
Theology
Berkeley No No Ethics
offered
American College of Law Anaheim Nq ; No’ law Scl. Pvt
American Commonwealth University - San Diego No No 25 Students
American(Graduate Institute Covina No - No Busin Schl
. American Institute of Hypnotherapy Irvine Yes- No Psychology
. (New Age)
Grad School
Antioch University- Los Angeles
Branch
Marina Del
Rey
No No ' Env. Lit.
offer
Antioch University-Santa Barbara Santa Barbara No No psyc/ed/bus
Armstrong University Albany No No Bus. scl pvt.
Art Center College of Design Pasadena No No Art School
Bay Cities Bible Institute Berkeley No No Bible Schl
Bethany College of the Assemblies of
God
Scotts Valley Yes No Bible Coll
Bethel Theological'Seminary West, San Diego No No grad semnry
Biblical International Fullerton No ' No 5 studnt pvt
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BookerT. Crenshaw Christian'
College
San Diego ’ Yes No Bible Coll
C R Drew University of Medicine
and Science
Los Angeles No No Medical
Coll
C.G. Young Institute of Los Angeles Los Angeles No No Psych Schl
California Christian College Fresno No No Bible Schl
California Coast University Santa Ana No No- " psyc/busi/ed,
Grad Univ
California College for Health
Sciences
National City No No Medical
Coll
California College of Arts and Crafts Oakland No No - Arts School
California Graduate Institute Los Angeles No No psy grad ins
California Graduate School of
Theology
Westminster No No .grad bible
university
California Institute of Human Science ' Berkeley No No New Age
bibl seminar
California Institute of Integral Studies San Francisco No Yes:
(3)
EWp
6300
EWp
7166
EWp
7432
Integrated
Studies/Psy
Ecological
Psychology
Ecological
Consciouns
Ecol,consc
& society
California Institute of the Arts Valencia No No Art School
California International University Los Angeles No No Scattrd prgs
California Northern School of Law Chico No No Law School
California Pacific University San Diego No No Busi School
159
California School of Professional
Psychology . •
San Francisco •No No Grad
Psychology
Calvary Chapel Bible College Twin Peaks No No Bible Coll
Cathedral Bible College Escondido No No Bible Coll
Center for Psychological Studies Albany No No Psych
Ph-D’s
Central California School of Law Fresno No No Law School
Chapman University Orange Yes No 4-yr prvt Scl
Env Sci maj
environ law,
PoliSci 346
Chinese for Christ Theological
Seminary
Rosemead No ;No No website
Christian Witness Theological
Seminary
Concord No No grad bible
unv
Church Divinity School of the Pacific Berkeley No - No grad bibl scl
City University - Los Angeles Inglewood No • No' divers progs
Cladic Seminary Los Angeles No No . 20 student
bibl college
Devry Institute of Technology Pomona No' No 2-yr vocatnl
Dongguk Royal University Los Angeles No No orient medic
Emmanuel Bible College Pasadena No No ' 2-yr bib coll
Emperor’s College of Traditional
Oriental
Santa Monica No No Oriental
Medical Scl
Episcopal Theological School Claremont No No grad bibl scl
Fielding Graduate Institute Santa Barbara No No Scattrd grad
progs
Five Branches Institute Santa Cruz No No orient medic
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Fresno Pacific University Fresno ; Yes Yes:
Bib
425
Env Stud
offrd. theolo
ethics & env
Env. Policy
Polit. scienc
Nat/Law
Fuller Theological Seminary of
California
Pasadena Yes No 4-yr grad
Ethics focus
Golden Gate Baptist Seminary Mill Valley Yes “No 4-yr bibl scl
Golden State School of Theology Oakland No No 4-yr bibl scl
Great Western University San Francisco No No Relg seminr
Harbor-UCLA Medical Center
School of Medicine
: Torrance -No No Medical
Coll
Hebrew. Union College California
Branch
Los Angeles .No- No Religious
Coll
Holy Names College Oakland Yes No 4-yr bibl. col
Humphrey’s College - Modesto Modesto No No Medic Coll
IMI Bible College and Seminary Vista. No No 4-yr bibl col
Institute for Creation Research Santee
Institute of Computer Technology Los Angeles No No 2-yr vocatnl
Interior Designers Institute Newport
Beach
No No > A.A. / B.A.
interir desgn
International Business Institute Santa Ana No No . Business Scl
International Christian University and
Seminary
Ix>s Angeles No ’ No Chinese
Bible Coll
International School of Theology San
Bernardino
No No- - June’02clos
ed
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International Theological Seminary Los Angeles No No Grad
seminary
TTT Technical Institute Anaheim No No 2-yr vocantl
ITT Technical Institute ! West Covina No No 2-yr vocatnl
Jesuit School of Theology Berkeley No No Grad seminr
John F. Kennedy University Orinda No Yes:
CNS
5200
Psychol/
Law Grad
Progs
. Envir ethics
Keller Graduate School of
Management (DeVry)
Los Angeles No No Business
School
Kelsey-Jenney College San Diego No No • 2-yr vocatnl
, KPCA Presbyterian Theological
Seminary
Whittier .•No. No ' Asian, Bihle
College -90
LAREI (California State Dominguez
Hills)
Downey No. No/ Ortho Med
Scl
Life (Pacific) Bible College Sap Dimas , Yes No 4-yr hibl col
Lincoln Law School of Sacramento Sacramento ■ No No Env law ofr
Linda Vista Baptist Bible College
And Seminary
El Cajon ,Yes No 4 -yr bible
college
.Living Word Bible College Pasadena No No no online
catalog
Logos (Formosan) Evangelical
Seminary
El Monte .No No Bible
School
M & N Institutes Monterey
Park
No No' 4 students
Montessori Teacher Training Center
of Northern California
Mountain
View
No No Priv Teachr
Traing Schl
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Montessori Training Center of San
Diego
San Diego ,
l’-
No No Teacher
Train Schl
Montessori West Teacher Training
Program
Garden Grove No No Teacher
Train Schl
Mount Saint Mary’s College Los Angeles No No 4-yr cathl
Naval Postgraduate School Monterey No No Military Sci
New College for Advanced Christian
Studies
Berkeley
■
No No Bible
Institute
New Life Bible College Marysville No No bible col-30
Newport University Newport
Beach
No No Private Univ
psy/law/busi
Northern California Bible College-
Pleasanton
Pleasanton No No Bible Inst
Northwestern Polytechnic University . Fremont Yes No Engi/bus col
Notre Dame de Namur University Belmont Yes Yes:
PL
125
Private. Phil
prog. Small
but progress
Oakland College of Law Oakland No No grad law Sel,
Pacific Christian College (Hope
International University)
Fullerton Yes No 4-yr Bible
University
Pacific Coast Baptist Bible College San Dimas No No 4-yr bibl col
Pacific Graduate Institute Carpinteria No No Grad psy un
Ecopsychol
offrd
Pacific Lutheran Theology Seminary Berkeley No No grad semnry
Pacific Oaks College Pasadena No No Edu grad sci
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5Pacific School of Religion Berkeley Yes Yes:
STH
S
2670
Grad
seminary
Ecofeminist
Theology
Pacific States University Los Angeles No No bus/comp sc
Pacific Union College Angwin No No 4-yr bibl col
Pacific Western University Los Angeles No , No no online
catalog
Peninsula University Evening School
Of Law
Mountain
View
No No ' Law School
' Peoples College of Law Los Angeles No No. grad law scl
Phillips Graduate Institute North
Hollywood
No -No . Grad Psych
University
Professional School of Psychology Sacramento . No No grad psy uni
Reformed Presbyterian Seminary
(KPCA)
Gardena No No Asian bible
col
Rosebridge Graduate School of
Integrative Psychology
Concord No No Psychology
Univ.-45
Rudolf Steiner College Fair Oaks Yes No 4-yr prvt col
Ryokan College Los Angeles .No No altm psy uni
Saint Joseph Hospital School of
Medical Tech
Orange No No no online
catalog
Saint Mary’s College of California Moraga Yes ' Yes:
(2)
Phil
.170
Poli
135
4-yr grad
univ
Environ
Ethics
Enviro
Politics
Saint Patrick’s Seminary Menlo Park No No grad bibl col
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Samra University of Oriental ?
Medicine
Los Angeles No No Orient
medical scl
San Francisco School of Psychology San Francisco No No. grad psy uni
San Francisco Theological Seminary San Anselmo No Yes:
CE
2505
grad sminry
Environmen
: tai Ethics
San Joaquin College of Law Clovis No No " Env/Animal
law
San Joaquin Valley College Visalia No ' 'No 2-yrvocatnl
Shasta Bible College : Redding Yes No 4-yr bibl col
. Shiloh Bible College Oakland No No 4-yr bibl col
Simon Greenleaf School of Law Anaheim Yes No M. of Arts
in Bioethics
Son Light School of Theology > Orange No No prvt col -45
Southern California Bible College •
and Seminary
EI Cajon No ; No 4- yr bible
. college
Southern California College of
Optometry
; Fuiierton ’No No Opto Medic
School
Southern California School for
Professional Studies
Santa Ana No- No 4-yr univ
law psy/busi
Southwestern University School of
Law
Los Angeles No No Env.
Justi/Law
The American College in Los
Angeles
Los Angeles No ■ No .. Medical
Schl
The National Hispanic University San Jose Yes No 4-yr univ prt
Thomas Jefferson School of Law San Diego No No Grad law scl..
Trinity Business School San Francisco No ' No Business Scl
Trinity International University Santa Ana Yes No M. of Art in
Bioethics
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< i,;£
'University of Judaism Beverly;Hills No No 4-yr univ prt
University of Northern California -
Lorenzo Patino
Sacramento No No Enviro Law
Grad law scl
University of Santa Monica Santa Monica No No grad psy prg
Vanguard University Costa Mesa Yes No 4-yr bibl col
Vietnamese Theological College Garden Grove No; No asian bib col
Vision Christian University Ramona, No : No 4-yr bibl scl
Weimar College Weimar No No ' organic gard
Western Conservative Baptist
Seminary
Los Gatos No' No 4-yr bible
university
Western Graduate School of
Psychology
Palo Alto No No Grad Psy
univ
Western Sierra Law School La Mesa No No Grad, law scl
Western University of Health
: Sciences - ■> '
Pomona No No Medici
college
White Memorial Medical Center
School of Medicine
Los Angeles No No grad med no
onlinecatal.
William Carey International
University
Pasadena No No Inti dev col-
10
William Howard Taft University Santa Ana No No Grad law scl
World University Ojai No No Jung Psyc
Yuin University Compton Yes No Accupunetr
& Bible col
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Table 10: Environmental Ethics Curriculum Research Characteristics
Attribute: Main List:
(Table 8)
Supplemental
List:(Table 9)
Both Lists Public
Schools
Private
Schools
Total Schools 229 144 373 130 243
Public % 55% (126) 3% (4) , 35% (130). 100% 0%
Private % 45% (103) 97% (140) 65% (243) 0%,. 100%
Northern Cal. , 66% (105) 34% (53) 42% (158
of 373)
N/A N/A
Southern Cal. 58% (124) 42% (91) 58% (215
of 373),
N/A N/A
Total Enviro.
Ethics classes
91% (95) 9% (9) - 100% ..
(104)
66%
(68)
34% '
(36).
Environmentl .
Ethics proper <
(Philos, only)
93% (43) 7% (3) 100% (46) 70%
(32)
30%T14)'
Environmentl
Ethics related
(non-Philos.)
90%. (52) 10% (6) 100%.,(58) ’ 62%
(36)
38% (22)
Env. Ethics
Program in
Philos, only
97% (39) 3% (1) " 100% (40) 68%
(27)
32% (13)
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Env. Ethics 47% 10% 58% (34 N/A N/A
Programs (28 of 59) . (6 of 59) of 59)
Northern Cal.
Env. Ethics 42% 0% 42% (25 N/A N/A
Programs (25 of 59) (Oof 59) of 59)
Southern Cal.
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ATable 11: Environmental Ethics Course Trends
Attribute: Value or percentage
Environmental Ethics seen in Interdisciplinary -
Program.
62% (64 of 104)
University of California Environmental Ethics offered. 82% (9 of 11)
California State University Environmental Ethics
offered.
81% (17 of 21)
Two-Year Colleges offering Environmental Ethics. 10% (10 of 104)
Four-Year Universities offering Environmental Ethics. . 90% (94 of 104)
Interdisciplinary programs developed with
Environmental Ethics.
22 programs found
Total schools Surveyed with Environmental Ethics or
related support coursework in curriculum.
16% (59 of 373)
University of California Environmental Ethics Classes. 22:
California State University Environmental Ethics
Classes.
33 '
Amount of Environmental Ethics and support courses
offered by the University of Cal and CSU system only.
53% (55 of 104)
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Table 12: Environmental Ethics Syllabi Survey Properties
University Course # Course Title
.California Lutheran LIniversity Relig. 355 Environmental Ethics
The care of the Earth demands that complex issues such as population, technology, 
freedom, aesthetics, politics, justice, and the rights limitations of nations and 
businesses be addressed. Students attempt to develop a theological ethic of the 
environment.
Coast-Community College Phil 113. Philosophical Ecology
,A philosophical course focusing upon the global ecological issues.
Cal State San Bernardino Phil 356 j Environmental Ethics
Examination of philosophical theories of humans’ moral obligations to the 
environment and the implications for current environmental issues such as pollution, 
global warming, species extinction, and.our obligations to future generations.
Cal State San Bernardino EENV 670J Environmental Ethics in 
Environmental Education
Similar course listing as Phil 356. Offered intermittently.
Cal State Bakersfield Phil 380 Philosophy of Ecology ■•••.
This course will cover major debates in-environmental ethics, including the rights Of • 
animals and ecosystems, possible' debts to future generations and differing 
conceptions of human relationships with the earth, such as biocentrism vs. 
anthropocentrism. Additional topics may include global warming, the use of nuclear 
technologies, the environmental justice movement, ecofeminism, rural-urban1 
resource conflicts and social ecology.
Cal State Chico Phil 146 . Environmental Ethics
An examination of-a variety of approaches to the development of an environmental 
ethic, including “shallow” and, “deep” environmentalism, the balance of nature 
argument, and the Gaia hypothesis.
Cal State Chico , Phil 220 | Ethics and Environmental Sciences
Discussion.of the ethical issues that arise in the environmental sciences. Emphasis 
placed on examination of kinds of ethical dilemmas facing environmental scientists 
and policy makers, on development of tools for analyzing and resolving such 
dilemmas, and on views that have influenced attitudes about the environment and 
environmental ethics. Attention given to religious, philosophical, historical, and. 
cultural origins of moral values and various approaches to moral deliberation and 
moral reasoning.
Cal State Chico RelS 149 Cross-Cultural Environmental Ethics
Course listing not copied. Similar course offering as Phil 146.
Cal State Fullerton Phil 313 Environmental Ethics
Examines the conceptual and moral foundations of environmental ethics focusing on 
ecosystem and wildlife conservation policies, animal rights, a land ethic, competing 
policy analyses, and obligations to future generations.
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Cal State Fullerton ENV 595T Environmental Ethics
Similar course offering as Phil 313.
Cal State Los Angeles Phil 331 Environmental Ethics
Philosophical examination of concepts, values and moral principles regarding the 
natural environment and its relationship to human life. Topics may include 
biodiversity, animal rights, population,, world hunger, pollution, sustainable 
communities.
Cal State Hayward Phil 3151 Environmental Ethics
Philosophical conceptions of nature or the environment, and human responsibilities 
towards it, drawn from different historical and cultural traditions.
Cal State Monterey Bay . ESSP 383 Environmental Ethics and 
Environmental Policy
Studies the intellectual framewor 
personal statements of environme 
Applies developing environments 
Includes collaborative exercises i
c for thinking about environmental ethics. Develops 
ntal ethics combining analysis with introspection, 
d ethics to. case studies of environmental problems.
□ reading, writing, and critical thinking.
Cal Poly, Pomona Phil 330 Ethics, Environment, and Society
An examination of the moral and social philosophical aspects of'the environmental 
crisis and the ecological movement. . .
Cal Poly, Pomona. | RS 433. Regenerative Design
Design and implementation of regenerative inventions for sustainable pro jects.
Cal Poly, Pomona . ■ | AG 401 Ethical Issues, in Agriculture
A capstone experience for majors in the college of Agriculture. It is an examination 
of current issues in the Food, Fiber and Agriculture system within a framework of 
ethical reasoning. Students will practice and sharpen their critical reading, writing, 
and listening skills, and explore and discuss ethical issues inherent in public policies 
in the food, agricultural, ^nd apparel industries. Students will also develop their 
personal ethical stance regarding a current issue as a professional in these industries. 
Different philosophical frameworks for analyzing the ethical components of personal 
choices and public policies will be presented and discussed.
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo Phil 340 Environmental Ethics
Analyses of various positions on the moral status of non-human entities and problems 
such as the treatment of animals, wilderness preservation, population, pollution, and 
global warming.
Cal State Sacramento Phil 192E Environmental Philosophy
Will address the following topics: Does the natural world (ecosystems, species, etc.) 
have only instrumental value for humans, or intrinsic values? How should natural 
resources be valued, by the market? Cost / benefit analysis? The “takings”? What in 
nature should be private, what public? Institutional problems: Can a sustainable 
society / planet also be just?
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Cal State San Diego Phil 332 ' ^Environmental Ethics
Development of traditional values concerning the natural environment. Reasons for 
altering values in light of modem changes in relationship of human beings and the 
environment. Application of ethical principles to actions affecting the environment.
Cal State San Diego Relig. 376 Nature, Spirituality, and Ecology
Cross-cultural religious views of nature. Attention to sacred texts, writings of 
naturalists, deep ecologists, and ecofeminists on place of nature in spirituality and 
role of spirituality in ecology.
Cal State Stanislaus Phil 4800 Nature Revisited ,
Analysis of historically lodged perspectives on nature, wilderness, and environmental 
management in. light of contested issues concerning restoration, conservation, 
preservation, and wise use practices. Application of abstract analysis to concrete 
regional issues. For prospective teachers interested in broadening the capacity of 
students, to respect and value their place in nature.
Cal State Stanislaus Phil 4050 . Environmental Ethics
Introduction to theoretical and practical developments in the field of environmental 
t ethics. Reflection on the role of worldviews, economic, aesthetic, scientific, and 
political factors in decisions affecting the environment. Includes a service learning . 
'component.
Gal State San Marcos Phil 340 | Ethics and the Environment
A study df recent developments in the field of environmental ethics^ Examines the 
moral and ethical status of the natural world. Environmental ethics is the attempt, to 
think through issues- such as: the proper-place of human beings in nature, the extent 
of our moral and ethical obligations to the. natural world, the ethical foundations of 
public environmental policy, the principles that govern environmental use and 
protection, and the legitimacy of various approaches to environmental advocacy. A 
survey of cl assical ethical theories will provide context for discussion of 
environmental ethics, and examination of current environmental issues (i.e., the, 
endangered species act, the debate over use of public lands) will serve as a “testing 
’ ground” for the practical application of environmental ethical; theories.
Dominican University Phil 3110 Environmental Philosophy
A cross-cultural investigation of philosophical perspective on humanity’s relation to 
nature, combined with an exploration of contemporary environmental issues and 
political decision-making.
; California. Institute of Integral 
Studies
EWP 6300 Ecological Psychology
This course develops the foundational theory of ecopsychology and discusses its 
relationship to-important new work in environmental ethics. Considers of the 
philosophical issues of ecological values (how values can be supported and values 
conflict be resolved) and the psychological questions (how values are developed and 
how they change). A primary question is: What, insights can be gained from Western 
and Eastern psychologies that can help us heal the alienation of humans from nature?
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California Institute of Integral 
Studies ;
EWP 7166 Ecological Consciousness in the 
History, of Western Civilization
Examines the changing relations of humans to naturerih.five major cultural eras: The 
Stone Age hunter-gatherer period, the era of the Neolimic Goddess cultures, .the 
Indo-European cultures of classical antiquity, the medieval Judeo-Christian period, 
and the rise of modernity with,the scientific and1 industrial revolutions. We will be . 
retracing the past for clues to our present dilemmas and future potentials.
California Institute of Integral 
Studies
EWP 7432. Ecology, Consciousness, and
Society
Critical examination of key philosophies contributing to the emerging ecological and 
systems worldviews, including deep ecology, Gaia theory, ecopsychology, 
ecofeminism, shamanism, Goddess spirituality, social ecology, bioregionalism, and 
the economics of sustainability.
Cal State Humboldt FOR 400 Ethics in Forestry
“Humans are moral creatures” as a model for human integration. Case studies 
focusing on integrating professional and environmental ethics. Ethical reasoning as a 
mechanism for integrating layers of moral obligation.
Cal State Humboldt PHIL 302 / 
WLDF 302
Environmental. Ethics
Critique approaches to relationship between human beings and the environment.
Cal State Humboldt PHIL 309/. 
WLDF 309
Case Studies in Environmental
Ethics
Human influence in distribution of world’s fauna. Ethical perspectives.
Philosophical approaches to natural resource use. Ethical and legal perspectives.
Cal State Humboldt j PHIL 106 Moral Controversies
Major moral theories applied to contemporary issues such as: environmental ethics, 
abortion, discrimination, world hunger, and death penalty.
Cal State Humboldt Wldf 444 Wildlife Policy and Animal Welfare
Roles of policy, values, ethics, and animal welfare in research and the management 
of wildlife. Review relevant laws.,, with emphasis on Animal Welfare Act.
Fresno Pacific University Bib 425 Theological ethics and the • 
environment
This course will be a general survey of the issues and debates in eeotheology and 
ethics. Particular attention will be given to the values of humanity in relation to the 
environment and the connection between, those values and theological conviction.
John F. Kennedy University j? CNS 5220 Ecology and Consciousness
In-depth research and study of specific topics in ecology and consciousness. Issues 
that address the restoration of a harmonious relationship with the earth are explored.
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John F. Kennedy University ‘ TPC 5220 j lEcopsychology
Explores individual and system levels of wellness or “dis-ease” in relation to their 
ecological habitat - the biosphere of the planet. Individual ego is contrasted with the 
experience of interconnectedness. May include deep ecology, ecofeminism, 
indigenous earth cultures, shamanism, and diverse spiritual systems, as well as 
application of these perspectives in education and psychotherapy.
Moorpark College PHILM04 Values and the Environment
Introduces ethics by exploring basic questions about the environment and its 
nonhuman inhabitants: Do animals have rights? Do humans have obligations to 
nonhuman entities, including the earth? Explores anthropocentrism, ecocentrism, 
ecofeminism, and multicultural perspectives of humankind and nature. Reviews ideas 
. and arguments of philosophers concerning these and related issues. Encourages 
individual application of ideas presented.
Mount San Antonio College |- BIOL 6 1 Humans and the Environment
Consideration of ecological concepts which will help in understanding ouf 
environmental crisis and which will aid in determining courses of action to correct 
the problem. Emphasis, will be placed on specific problems of population, pollution,- 
preservation of wildlife and wilderness, andopen space. An .historical apprai sal of 
human attitudes towards the land and of. the necessity of'developing a hew land ethic.
Notre Dame de Namur
University
PL 125 Environmental Ethics
* A philosophical examination.of a variety of key environmental issues. Topics to. he 
discussed may include the values of nature, property rights, world hunger, and the 
moral status of animals.
_New College 3. i Global and Local Movements for
! Change.;.
• This seminar series examines critical frameworks for understanding the following 
social movements: Marxism and socialism, critical theory, postmodernism, civil 
rights, feminism, anti-globalization, environmental justice, and movements in 
ecology such as deep ecology, eco-psychology, social ecology, and eco-feminism.
Occidental College RS 242 j Environmental Ethics and Religion.
A survey of environmental ethics as influenced by various religious traditions. 
Worldviews such as Native American cosmology, eco-feminism, and the 
conservation ethic will be examined, along with Buddhist, Christian, Hindu, Judaic, 
and Taoist perspectives on the natural World.
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Pitzer College " ES 130 ^Environmental Ethics
The truly revolutionary development of our time is the expansion of ethics and 
politics to regulate human conduct towards non-human nature. Yet there is little 
agreement on whether we have duties to other species and / or ecosystems, or merely 
future generations of humans who may require those entities as “natural resources” 
for their survival, prosperity, and enjoyment. This course will examine various paths 
and notions that have been developed in the rich literature of “environmental ethics” 
in the 1970s and 1980s: enlightened anthropocentrism, biocentrism, speciesism,
“deep.ecology,” “animal liberation,” “the land ethic,” “feminist ecology, etc. The 
objective of the course is for each of us to become clearer about presuppositions, the 
consistency, and the implications of our commitments, including the implications for 
public policy: . .. '
Pacific School of Religion STHS 2670 Ecofeminist Theology
Interconnection of theological topics; gender and ecology in Christianity and 
Buddhism. Lecture, panel discussions and research paper.
Pomona College Phil 140 Environmental Philosophy
No course description copied. Similar course credit as Philosophy 157.
Claremont McKenna College ■ PHIL 157 Environmental Ethics
This course is designed to encourage .students to develop their own environmental 
ethic, based upon an examination, of major contemporary approaches, including 
moral, aesthetic, scientific, historical, economic, ecofeminist, and .multicultural 
perspectives. ;
College of the Redwoods j ENVSC 11 Environmental Ethics
An examination of philosophical issues and a critical analysis of moral and ethical 
judgments pertaining to values, decisions, and. individual actions. These judgments 
will be applied not only to human rights but the rights of plants, animals and the land.
Sacramento City College PHIL 22 Global Ethics and Environmental 
Ecology
This course provides a historical study of diverse philosophies about our place in 
nature and our use of natural resources. Ideas will be drawn from numerous ancient 
and contemporary sources, both religious and scientific, which address the question 
of what ethical guidelines might be prudent and practical for dealing with our current 
environmentally-linked global problems. The nature of scientific activity and its role 
in understanding and mitigating these problems will also be discussed. These 
problems include pollution, ecosystem destruction, loss of fertile soil caused by non- 
sustainable farming practices.
S aint Mary’s College of 
California
Phil 170 Environmental Ethics
Contemporary philosophy: A stuc 
contemporary period. Course maj
y of a major philosopher or “school” of the 
be repeated for credit as content varies.
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Saint Mary’s College of5 ? 
California
Poli 135 Environmental Politics
A political analysis of environmental problems 
population growth, climate change, and the desl 
policies to address these problems both here an< 
Ethical aspects of environmental issues are exp
such as pollution, energy shortages, 
ruction of wilderness areas. Public
1 in other countries are examined, 
ored.
Santa Clara University Phil 9, Ethical Issues and the Environment
Formal inquiry’ into normative ethics. Emphasis on moral issues and the environment. 
Topics include animal rights, anthropocentrism, cost-benefit analysis, human rights, 
interspecies justice, land (use and value), population control, rights (of future 
generations and natural objects), values (moral and aesthetic), and preferences, 
wildlife protection, wilderness.
Santa Clara University | Phil 109 Ethics and the Environment
Formal inquiry into-normative ethics. Investigation of environmental issues from the 
point of view of classical ethical perspectives and consideration of how questions 
about the moral value of the environment provide new challenges to such classical 
theories. Topics may include animal fights, human rights, the rights of future 
generations, the rights of nature, anthropocentrism, interspecific justice, land (use and 
value), wilderness, and values and preferences.
Santa Clara University TESP161 Environmental Ethics
An introduction to the exciting field of environmental ethics. Considers the 
theological and philosophical principles underlying contemporary ecological 
attitudes. Explores issues such as the rights of non-human animals, mass extinction of 
species, corporate-responsibility, the ethics of human population control, and the 
riioral dimensions of global ecological dilemmas. Students will develop an integrated 
theological understanding of human life on earth that can serve as a function for 
survival into the indefinite future. '
Santa Clara University TESP 173 Religion, Science, & Environment
Recognizing that religion and earth’s ecology are inextricably linked, this course re­
examines religiously based attitudes toward the natural world and the relationship 
between scientific and religious perspectives on nature. The task is to relate religion 
in general - Christianity in particular - to scientific knowledge. Topics include the 
relationship between religion and science, the historical roots of the eco-crisis, 
cosmology and eco-theology. Eastside project may be required.
Santa Clara University BIO 171 Ethical Issues in Biotechnology and 
Genetics
An introduction to normative theory and the major ethical issues arising from recent 
advances in biotechnology and genetics. Among the issues to be examined are: 
ethical theories (philosophical, and theological), genetic research and intervention,
: agricultural and human cloning, stem cell and fetal tissue research, resource 
allocation, professional responsibilities, and public policy.
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San Jose State University EnvS 146 1 /Communication and the
Environment
Examination of communication in environmental issues, especially conflicting values 
and modes of discourse that assume different meanings of human-nature relationship. 
Emphasis on environmentalism as popular movement, rhetoric of radical ecology and 
the technical discourse of environmental policy administration.
San Jose State University EnvS 250 U.S. Environmental Thought
An intensive, critical analysis of the original, works of historically significant authors 
such as Marsh, Powell, Muir, Olmsted, and Leopold, with emphasis on their 
contributions toward the evolution of conservation and environmental thought. 
Individual research with oral and written reports.
. San Jose State University EnvS 126 Environmental Ethics and
Philosophy
Extensions and applications of Kantian, Lockean,, consequentialist and other 
philosophical theories of value to problems of the environment such as pollution, 
global warming, species depletion and overpopulation.
San Francisco State University I,PHIL 890 Environmental Ethics
Study of whether the environment has rights.. If it does, what appropriately bears such 
fights? Environmental systems? Species? Individual animals and plants? A study of 
the contrasting conservationist view which “saves” the environment to satisfy present ; 
and future human interests. * •
San Francisco -State University PHIL 530 / 
Eng 214
Emerson and Thoreau
An examination of American transcendentalism through the study of the 
philosophical and religious ideas of its two major representatives..
S'an Frapcisco State University J PHIL 470 J Environmental Ethics
Exploration of how different philosophers, religions, and cultures understand our . 
relationships to the environment. Applying ethical paradigms to the analysis of 
environmental problems and proposals for solutions.
San Francisco State University PHIL 430- | Ethics of Ecology
Study, of two major approaches to ecological ethics. View that environment has 
rights; If so, what bears such rights: ecological systems, species, individual animals 
and plants.?-The contrasting view which conserves the environment to satisfy 
present/future human desires. . ,
San Francisco State University NEXA 440 Ethical Issues in Scierice'and 
Technology
Ethical dimensions of science and technology. Conceptual and theoretical 
frameworks from the humanities and the life sciences.
San Francisco Theological 
Seminary
CE 2505 Environmental Ethics
An introductory in Christian social ethics, designed to share the language and 
concepts of the disciplines of ethics and bring them to bear on ecological concerns.
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Santa Rosa Junior College PHIL 12 G ''Environmental Philosophy
An examination of various philosophical views about what makes the natural 
environment worth valuing. The course will consider whether the natural 
environment is valuable only in sO far as it is useful to humans or whether non­
human animals, plants, or ecosystems are also valuable in and of themselves. These 
issues will be approached not only from the perspective of ethics but also from the. 
perspective of various secular and religious philosophies that are grounded in 
metaphysics or aesthetics.
. Scripps College Phil 157 . Environmental Ethics
, This course is designed to encourage students to develop their own environmental 
ethic., based upon examination of major cotemporary approaches, including moral, 
aesthetic, scientific, historical, economic, ecofeminist, and multicultural perspectives.
Sierra College PHIL 2 Introduction to Philosophy: Ethics
Western systems of ethics-ancient Greek, ethics, modem Utilitarianism, Kantian 
ethics, and environmental ethics and their application to contemporary moral 
dilemmas. Concepts of personhood and social change also included.
Sierra College PHIL 6
•
Introduction to Philosophy: 
Knowledge and Reality
Introduction to the techniques and primary problems of philosophy; Including logic 
and knowledge, the free will-determinism issue, God and religion, morality and 
society, the mind-body issue, and ecology and environmental philosophy.
Sierra College [ PHIL 2f History of Modem Philosophy
A study of Western philosophy from the rise of modem science through the systems 
of Descartes., Hobbes, Spinoza, Locke, Leibniz, Berkeley, Hume, Kant, Mill, and 
Russell. Exploration of modem philosophy from the standpoint, of ecological 
philosophy.
Simpson College NSCI.3540 j Environmental Studies
The knowledge and philosophica 
creation. This will be done by (1)
, of the earth, (2) introducing the si 
" studying the ways in which huma 
ways society and the individual c
base necessary to be a good steward of God’s 
discussing the Biblical perspective on stewardship, 
udent to the workings of the environment, (3) 
nkind impacts the environment, and (4) discussing 
an lessen their adverse impact on the environment.
Sonoma State University ENSP 306 Environmental Ethics
An examination of philosophical issues; concepts of extending rights to nonhuman 
entities of nature, and the question of humans’ place in nature; logical and conceptual 
foundations for an environmental ethic. -
Sonoma State University ENSP 308 | Environmental Literature
A survey of great American environmental books, including H.D. Thoreau’s Walden, 
John Muir’s Mountains of California, and more recent works by Mary Austin,
Edward Abbey, Annie Dillard, and other environmental authors. The natural, 
political, and cultural results of the environmental movement in various major 
periods.
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Sonoma State University ES 356 • ' Environmental Politics and 
Economics
Relevant tools and perspectives for creating a sustainable society in an age of 
scarcity. Holistic decision-making methodologies for determining environmentally 
sound social policy; political, economic and technological implications of transition 
to a dynamic steady state; role of ecologically-based ethical beliefs; perceptual . 
models; and other noneconomic criteria in the development of social policy for a 
sustainable society.
Sonoma State University PHIL 325 Philosophy of Nature
Ideas from environmental ethics, environmenta
, philosophy of science, and the. history of philosc 
diverse ways in which human, beings-have inter 
nature. In addition, the course will require stude 
the personal significance of nature for them. Po 
Thoreau’s Walden, Emerson’s Nature, Leopold 
Bughee’s Inward Morning. The course will incl 
and participating in local environmental concen
aesthetics, political philosophy, the 
aphy will be used to shed light on the 
acted and continue to interact with 
nts to develop an understanding of 
ssible readings might include 
‘s Sand County Almanac, and 
ude becoming knowledgeable about 
as.
Stanford University Polsci 138T Ecology and Political Theory
Green political theory, How environmiental problems, especially the issue of scarcity, 
affect contemporary political thought. The new paradigm of deep ecology and its 
potential' for resolving both human and environmental problems. Solutions to the 
environmental dilemma, including strategies for green change. Assumes no prior 
knowledge of ecology or environmental issues.
Stanford Law School (Advanced
Courses)
Environmental Ethics
Concentrating on how and why lawyers make decisions with ethical dimensions, this 
course explores the nature and content, of the dominant value systems present in 
government, private practice firms, and advocacy public interest groups.
U C Berkeley ER 170/270 Environmental Classics
What is the history and. evolution of environmental thinking and writing? How have 
certain “environmental classics” shaped the way in which we think about nature, 
society, and development? This course will use a selection of 20th-centruy books and 
papers that have had a major impact on academic and wider public thinking about the 
environment and development to probe these issues. The selection Includes works 
and commentaries related to these wofks that have influenced environmental politics 
and policy in the U.S . as well as in the developing world. Through the classics and 
their critiques, reviews, and commentaries, the class will explore the evolution of 
thought, on these transforming ideas.
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U C Berkeley ESPM C12 ' ' Introduction to Environmental
Studies
This innovative course taught by a scientist and a humanities professor surveys 
current global environmental issues: introduces students to the basic intellectual tools 
of environmental science; investigates ways the human relationship to nature has 
been imagined in literary and philosophical traditions; and examines how tools of 
scientific and.literary analysis, scientific method, and imaginative thinking can 
clarify what is -at stake in environmental issues and environmental citizenship.
U C. Berkeley ESPM 161 Environmental Philosophy and
Ethics
A critical analysis of human environments as physical, social-economic, and 
technoeultural ecosystems with emphasis on the role of ideologies,.beliefs, attitudes, 
and behavior. An examination of contemporary environmental literature and the 
philosophies embodied therein.
UC Berkeley | ESPM 169 International Environmental. Politics
The dynamics of international politics are examined over the last 25 years. Attention 
is paid to different perspectives in global environmental politics, the actors involved, 
how well international agreements address the problems they are supposed to solve, 
and the main debates in the field, inciuding.trade-environmental conflicts, security, 
and environmental justice.issues. .
U C Berkeley ESPM250 Environmental History, Philosophy 
and Ethics
A critical -survey of classical- and recent literature in the field of environmental
-history, philosophy, and ethics, with special emphasis on the American environment.
Topics will include environmental historiography, theories of environmental history, 
and the relationships between environmental histoiy, philosophy, ethics, ecology,.and 
policy.
U C Davis ESP 164 Ethical Issuesin Environmental
Policy
Basic modes of ethical reasoning and criteria of distributive justice applied to. 
selected topics in environmental policy.
UC Irvine ] BIO 189 Environmental Ethics
History of evolution of environmental ethics in America. Management problems in 
national parks, wilderness areas, wild and scenic rivers, national forests.
Contemporary and historical aspects / contributors to the field. Mitigation, 
endangered species, habitat restoration, biodiversity, and environmental activism.
Field trips required.
UC Irvine EAD E15 Native American Religions and the 
Environmental Ethic
Examines Native American religions and their perspectives on the human 
relationship to the natural environment. Topics include the rise and fall of pre- 
Columbian state theocracies, the ceremony of the Sacred Pipe, revitalization 
movements, and sacredness and ritual in contemporary life.
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U C Irvine PHIL 131A T Applied Ethics
Topics may include capital punis 
generations, environmental ethics 
affirmative action, racism and se>
iment, world hunger, obligations to future 
, animal rights, economic justice, sexual morality, 
rism, or legalization of drugs.
U C Irvine URP 224 Environmental Politics and Policy
Reviews and critiques literature on discussion topics including: the nature and 
effectiveness of the environmental movement and environmental policies; the role of 
science and technology; the use of economic incentives in policy; decentralization of 
decision-making; creating arenas for public involvement. ;
UC Irvine IS 120 Global Environmental Issues
While many agree that environmental problems threaten humankind, there is much 
disagreement over the nature of these threats and how to address them. This course 
examines global environmental issues from various perspectives in order to provide 
answers to these questions.
UC Los Angeles j URP 214 Ethics and Planning
Examination of the ethical dimensions Of planning at many levels, including issues of 
bribery and corruption, aspects of client/sponsor and employer/employee 
relationships, collection, use, and release of information, and ethical aspects of 
-administrative discretion. Ethical aspects of planning methods, concept of 
environmental ethics, and evolution of code of ethics in planning profession.
UC Riverside ! PHIL 117 j Environmental Ethics
A,philosophic consideration of ethical-problems that arise from the use and 
exploitation of the environment. Topics covered include workplace pollution hazards; 
environmental pollution and protection of collective natural resources; the rights of 
future .generations; the rights of animals; the protection of endangered species..
U C San Diego ; , PHIL 148 Philosophy and the Environment
Investigation of ethical and epistemological questions Concerning our relation to the 
environment. Topics may include the value of nature, biodiversity, policy and 
science, and responsibility to future generations.
U C Santa Barbara ES 160 American Environmental Literature
Assess contributions of literary texts to American environmental movements.
Examines influences of writers such as Thoreau, Rachel Carson, and Edward Abbey 
upon environmental perceptions, values, and attitudes in American cultural history 
and upon rhetorics and politics of contemporary environmental debates.
U C Santa Barbara | ES 185 Human Environmental Rights
Introduction to human environmental rights. Examines the expansion of human rights 
to include human environmental rights, abuses of human environmental rights, 
associated social conflicts, and emergent social movements including environmental 
justice and transnational-advocacy networks.
U C Santa Barbara ES 187 | The Idea of Nature
Examination of recent, western perspectives on the biophysical realm as expressed 
through science and popular culture. Emphasis on major theoretical disputes and 
possibilities for reconceptualizing nature.
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U C Santa Barbara ; ES 188 * ;TheEthics of Human-Environment 
Relations
• Survey of contemporary environmental ethics, focusing on both philosophical and. 
applied, issues. Topics include anthropocentrism and its alternatives, the role of 
science and aesthetics, multicultural perspectives and the problem of relativism, and 
the conflict between radical and reformist environmentalism.
UC Santa Cruz ! ES 159 Nature Literature
Introduction to 19th- and 20th-century American writers who have influenced our
understanding of humans’ place in the natural World. Readings include original.
.works as well as biographical and critical texts. Discussions., field trips, and writing 
. assignments emphasize active learning.
UC Santa Cruz , ES 271 Valuing the Environment'.
Intensive seminar examining the normative underpinnings of environmental values. 
Draws tools from analytical, ethical, and political philosophy to develop normative 
arguments concerning environmental inequality and justice, environmental 
preservation, and risk evaluation. Involves team projects in which students develop 
cases on controversial contemporary issues such as biotechnology.
U C Santa Cruz,. PHIL 28 . ! Environmental'Ethics
This course is an introduction to the moral issues raised by our interactions with 
nonhuman animals and with the rest of the natural environment. The course will 
relate traditional moral theories td contemporary literature on the ethics of nature 
conservation and environmental protection. The course is intended as a first course in 
philosophy as well as a first, course in ethics; therefore, questions concerning the 
nature of philosophical inquiry and the ways in which philosophical inquiry is 
different from inquiries of other disciplines will also be addressed.
U C Extension I XB10 j EnvironmentaJTssues
This course studies the relationship between human society and the natural 
environment, and also examines cases of ecosystem maintenance and disruption. The 
instructor identifies principal environmental problems, analyzes the social and 
physical concepts that connect them, and uses these concepts to identify possible 
solutions.
University of the Pacific HIST. 174 John Muir and the Environment •
John Muir, a watershed figure in 
and. development of environment 
environmental issues from a broa 
naturalist, writer, chief spokesper 
modem environmental movemen
American histoiy, was a prime mover in the growth 
al consciousness. This course will address modem 
d historical perspective, and assess Muir’s role as a 
son for wilderness values and precursor of the
University of the Pacific PHIL 35 Environmental Ethics
No Course Description retrieved.
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University of Redlands ' ■ PHIL 330 Ethics and the Environment
Examination of ethical issues concerning law, society, and morality. Topics include 
legal paternalism, legal moralism, the ethics of criminal punishment, political 
obligation, civil disobedience, and justification of the state. Readings from classical 
and contemporary sources.
University of Redlands REL 122 Religion and Ecology:
Environmental Ethics
Consideration of the environmental crisis from a religious perspective, and a search 
to understand why ecology is a problematic concern within religion. Evaluation of 
theological, philosophical and sociological factors which shape the various religious 
responses to ecological concerns.
University of San Diego PHIL 138 j Environmental Ethics
An exploration, of ethical issues pertinent to the environment^ for example:
. obligations to future generations; the question of animal rights; endangered species; 
pesticides and pollution; energy technologies; depletion of resources; and global 
justice and ocean resources. Consideration of the pertinent obligations to individuals, 
businesses, and government.
University of San Francisco. Reli 361 Religion and the Environment
Explores the religious underpinnings of contemporary attitudes and practices 
concerning the environment. Both historical and contemporary understandings of 
nature as expressed in various religious traditions.
University of San Francisco Phil 404 J Environmental Ethics
Provides an overview of ethical responsibilities for the natural, world. The course 
explores the diverse ethical responses to environmental problems including 
contemporary philosophical and religious beliefs regarding nature.
University of Southern
California
GEOG
257g
, Environment and Ethics
Examination of ethical issues in environmental context: systematic analysis of 
problems associated with protection and use of selected environments.
University.of Southern
California
SWMS 415 Ecofeminism
Examination of the philosophy and politics of ecofeminism. It will critique the 
ideologies that link the oppression of women to the exploitation of nature.
Unites States International 
University.
ENV 3100 Environmental-Ethics in a Cross- 
Cultural Context
The ethical dimensions of environmental problems. Cultural tradition and the 
expanding circle. Interspecific justice, ecofeminism, theological, moral, and ethical 
aspects of endangered species.
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West Valley College . z PHIL 012 Introduction to Environmental
Ethics
This course is a philosophical survey of the moral issues that arise as a result of 
human interaction with, and exploitation of, nature. The views of traditional and 
contemporary Western and Eastern philosophers will be examined. The student will 
be invited to explore such questions as: What is the relationship of human beings to 
the rest of nature? What does it mean to live in harmony with nature? Are humans 
more valuable than animals? Do animals have rights? If so, to what extent? What, if 
anything, is the values of wilderness and wild animals? To what extent are we 
morally bound to use technology in an ecologically responsible manner? The answers, 
to such questions will be related to specific contemporary issues such as. abortion, 
contraception, genetic engineering, famihe, animal experimentation, hunting and 
trapping, nuclear technology, and pollution.
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HI! Nineteenth Street, NW
Suite 780
Washington. DC 20036
Phone 202-463-2462
Fax 202-463-2461
wwie.fores tfoundation.org
info@forettfoundation.org
October 21, 2004
Mr. James R. Roberts 
22020 Nisqually Road #10 
Apple Valley, CA 92308
Dear Mr. Roberts:
You hereby are granted permission from the American Forest Foundation to add pages 
42-46 of the PLT activity - Words to Live By in your master’s thesis at California State 
University, San Bernardino. The usual fee of S1000. is waived.
This permission is granted subject to the following conditions:
• The activity is to appear in the exact format and style of the PLT PreK-8 Guide. No 
additions, deletions, or alterations may be made.
• This is a one-time, non-exclusive use permission granted for the writing of a master’s 
thesis. Should there be a wish to use these materials in the future, reprint permission 
for this PLT activity will once again need to be obtained from the American Forest 
Foundation.
• This activity may not appear in any materials that are for sale nor may it be made 
accessible through the Internet in any way.
Thank you for your interest in Project Learning Tree’s environmental education 
materials.
Sincerely,
Brigitte Johnson, APR 
Director of Communications 
American Forest Foundation
Project Learning Tree • American Tree Farm System
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Overview Throughout history people have seen forests in 
different ways, for example, as obstacles to agricultural progress, 
as havens for recreation and wildlife, and as a source of income 
from wood products. The writings of different authors reflect the 
views of their time periods, as well as their own personal feelings 
toward forests. In this activity, your students can express their 
own views about forests, and then can explore different 
perspectives by reading excerpts from the writings of different 
authors.
See pages 9-12 of "Back­
ground Information—Forests: 
Issues and Answers."
Getting Ready
Make copies of Student Pages - 
45-A6 "Tales of the Forest".
Deini the Aetlvity
1 Have students think about 
how they view forests in 
general. Each student can 
write an essay or poem, 
sketch a drawing, or find 
another way to express his 
or her own personal 
thoughts toward forests. If 
weather permits, you may 
want to do this outside, 
having students sit alone 
with time to think and 
reflect.
2 Discuss what students came 
up with, and have volun­
teers share their thoughts. 
Can they identify any spe­
cific events in their lives that 
have influenced their atti­
tude?
3 Pass out copies of the 
Student Pages 45-46. 
Explain that each passage 
expresses its author’s views 
about forests or a viewpoint 
from his or her time period.
Give students enough time 
to read the passages or ask 
for student volunteers to 
read the passages.
4 Divide the group into small 
teams. Explain that team 
members should work 
together to research where 
and when each author lived, 
and to gather information 
about events in the author's 
life that might have shaped 
his or her view about 
forests. They can consult 
encyclopedias, periodicals, 
anthologies, Who's Who, or 
other literary references, or 
they can look for biographi­
cal sketches in the authors' 
works.
5 Once they've gathered 
information about all the 
authors, the teams should 
put passages in chronologi­
cal order using the date of 
each author's birth. They 
should include a short bio­
graphical description of the 
author with each passage. 
(Short biographies in the 
correct chronological order 
are provided in 'About the 
Authors.") on the following 
pages.
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G As a group, discuss how 
attitudes expressed toward 
forests differed among the 
authors. You might want to 
use the following questions 
in your discussion:
?;Can you trace any.gem+y 
gal change in attitudes^ 
toward forests over thebi 
course of time?
< hO
?-How-could events .durg-ri 
;bing each author's lifeA?*! 
htime have affected, liisioril 
j- her view of forests?i''<£#i
. How do forests mak'e(}j$ 
each author feel? \ ■
. Compare certain pas^;’ 
¥«.; sages to see how Writing? 
Rwistyles have changed oygl 
^kpme. For example, how 
faSsis-Annie Dillard's useiofs 
i-JTSlfflaguage different fromfii 
^{'•Nathaniel Hawthorne's??
Do people today still 
hold any of these atti-, ' 
tudes toward forests? ''
You might want to have stu­
dents learn about the dispute 
between Gifford Pinchot and 
John Muir over the construc­
tion of the Hetch Hetchy Dam 
in Yosemite. Some people have 
classified this as an early con­
frontation between a conser­
vationist and preservationist. 
The debate was over whether 
or not to dam the Hetch 
Hetchy River to provide water 
for San Francisco. Muir, who 
led the preservationists, argued 
that humans had no right to 
alter the natural state of the 
wilderness. Gifford Pinchot,
t’/\Mr.Rk.\N FoKIlSl FOUSOAHON
who led the conservationists 
with Theodore Roosevelt, 
argued that San Francisco's 
need for water took precedence 
over the preservation of the 
wilderness. Muir's effort to 
save Yosemite and to preserve 
the nearby valley at Hetch 
Hetchy led to his founding of 
the Sierra Club in 1892. The 
river was dammed in 1913.
According to the stereotypi­
cal definitions, a conserva- . 
tionist advocates the wise use 
of natural resources and the 
conservation of natural areas, 
while a preservationist advo­
cates setting aside natural 
areas and not using them for 
consumptive purposes. An 
environmentalist usually 
refers to a person concerned 
with the protection of environ­
mental quality.
Ask students what they 
think of when they hear the 
terms conservationist, preser­
vationist, and environmental­
ist. You might want to discuss . 
the stereotypes associated with- 
these terms. For example, log­
gers spend most of their time 
in the forest and -may have a 
strong environmental ethic— 
yet many people would not 
think of them as being envi­
ronmentalists.
Assessment
Ask students to select from the 
excerpts one passage that had 
special meaning to them or 
that most closely echoes their 
views about forests. Then have 
the students explain why they 
chose that passage. Their 
response can be an oral presen­
tation or a written report.
Discission Questions
Has the quality of the envi- 
° ronment in the United 
States changed in the past 100 
years? How? Why? Where?
“p Has our understanding of 
• environmental problems 
changed in the past 100 years? 
How? Why?
What historical or modern 
° individuals have been 
important in communicating 
information about the quality 
of the environment and envi­
ronmental problems to the 
general public?
Have there been individu- 
“ als, other than those 
already mentioned, who were 
especially important to you?
In what ways did these 
° individuals communicate 
their views to the general 
public?
Words to Live By 43
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About lira Authors
(Authors are listed in chrono­
logical order by their birth 
date.)
1 Ralph Waldo Emerson,
born in 1803 in Boston , 
was educated at Harvard 
Divinity School. Emerson 
taught, preached, and later 
became a renowned 
philosopher and writer.
2 Nathaniel Hawthorne,
born in 1804 in Salem, 
Massachusetts, was 
descended from Puritan 
settlers. In his writing 
Hawthorne often focused 
on and rebelled against 
Puritanical teachings on 
good and evil.
3 John Muir, born in in 
1838 in Scotland, moved 
to Wisconsin in 1849. He 
explored and wrote about 
wild places from Alaska to 
South America. Muir's 
chief love became Yosemite 
Valley, and his effort to 
preserve it led to the 
founding of the Sierra 
Club.
4 Gifford Pinchot, born in
1865 in Simsbury, 
Connecticut, became the 
first chief of the U.S.
Forest Service in 1905. 
Pinchot is considered by 
many to be the founder of 
professional forestry in 
America.
5 Aldo Leopold, born in 
1888 in Iowa, was a 
forester. Later he became a 
professor of wildlife 
management at the 
University of Wisconsin. 
Leopold is known for his 
essays about nature.
6 Rachel Carson, born in 
1907 in Pennsylvania, 
was trained as a marine 
biologist and pursued 
careers in both 
commercial fisheries and 
writing. Carson is well 
known for her work in 
which she documents the 
harmful effects of 
pesticides to the 
environment.
7 Edward Abbey, born in 
1927 in Pennsylvania, 
spent 15 years as a fire 
lookout and park ranger in 
the Southwest. He has 
written both fiction and
. nonfiction.
8 John McPhee, born in 
1931 in Princeton, New 
Jersey, has written about 
many subjects, including 
the Pine Barrens, a large 
wilderness area in the 
heart of densely populated 
New Jersey.
9 Wendell Berry, born in 
1934 in Port Royal, 
Kentucky, writes most 
often about farming, 
wilderness, and the need 
for different attitudes 
toward the land.
10 N. Scott Momaday,
born in 1934 in Lawton, 
Oklahoma, conveys his 
Kiowa heritage through 
his writing about nature, 
poetry, and fiction about 
Native Americans.
11 Annie Dillard, born in 
1945 in Pittsburgh, has 
based many of her writ­
ings on the Roanoke Valley 
of the Blue Ridge 
Mountains.
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Tales of TIioForost
How still the woods seem from here, yet how 
lively a stir the hidden animals are making; 
digging, gnawing, biting, eyes shining, at 
work and at play, getting food, rearing young, 
roving through the underbrush, climbing the 
rocks, wading solitary marshes, tracing the 
banks of rivers and streams!... The plants are 
as busy as the animals, every cell in a swirl of 
enjoyment, humming like a hive, singing a 
new song of creation.
John Muir, The Boyhood of My Youth
Forked River Mountain, in the Lacey Tract, is 
in the center of the proposed city. With Herbert 
Smith, the planner, I went up there one 
morning to have a look at the site. It was a 
clear summer day with big clouds in the sky 
and a cool wind blowing. The view from the • 
top of the hill was spacious, and unbroken 
pineland reached away for miles, streaked 
with dark lines of cedars. “I hope I don't start 
to cry," Smith said. "This is a planner’s 
dream. From this elevation we could move 
right out onto the center-business-district 
platform—240 acres [97 hectaresl of stores 
and plazas and high buildings in middle city 
for pedestrians only. ... This area of the 
pinelands simply begins to jump out at you if 
you're going to go for urbanization. It's 
magnificent. It's just magnificent. I can see 
those gol'darn structures now, surrounded 
with green."
John McPhee, The Pine Barrens
The pine stays green all winter, the birch 
punches the clock in October; do I favor the 
tree that, like myself, braves the winter wind? 
The pine ivill shelter a grouse but the birch 
ivill/eed him; do I consider bed more 
important than board?
Aldo Leopold, A Sand County Almanac
Today, as always when I am afoot in the 
woods, I feel the possibility, the 
reasonableness, the practicability of living in 
the world in a way that would enlarge rather 
than diminish the hope of life. I feel the 
possibility of a frugal and protective love for 
the creation that would be unimaginably more 
meaningful and joyful than our present 
destructive and wasteful economy. The absence 
of human society, that made me so uneasy 
last night, now begins to be a comfort to me. I 
am afoot in the woods. I am alive in the 
world, this moment, udthout the help or the 
interference of any machine.
Wendell Berry, “An Entrance to the Woods,” 
Recollected Essays 1965-1980
Water, soil, and the earth’s green mantle of 
plants make up the world that supports the 
animal life of the earth. Although modern 
man seldom remembers the fact, he could not 
exist without the plants that harness the 
sun's energy and manufacture the basic 
foodstuffs he depends upon for life.
Rachel Carson, Silent Spring
oAmfjucan Forest Foundation Words to Live By 45
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Talus of The Forest
continued
In the woods is perpetual youth. Within these 
plantations of Cod, a decorum and sanctity 
reign, a perennial festival is dressed, and the 
guest sees not how he should tire of them in a 
thousand years. In the woods we return to 
reason and faith. There I feel that nothing can 
befall me in life—no disgrace, no calamity... 
which nature cannot repair ...In the 
wilderness, I find something more dear and 
connate than in streets or villages. In the 
tranquil landscape, and especially in the 
distant line of the horizon, man beholds 
somewhat as beautiful as his own nature.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, 
"Nature, " Essays: Second Series
The trees. Vegetation cradle of North America.
All those trees transpiring patiently through the 
wet and exhilarating winds of spring, through 
the heavy, sultry, sullen summers into the 
smoky autumns. Through the seasons, years, 
millennia. Sensitive and sensible plants, with 
who knows what aspirations of their own.
Edward Abbey, “Appalachia," Appalachian 
Wilderness (Publishers: Penguin USA)
We recognize the forests as indispensable to 
civilization and public welfare. We regard the 
wise use, effective protection, especially from 
fire, and prompt renewal of the forests on land 
best adapted to such use, as a public necessity 
and hence a public duty devolving upon all 
forest owners alike, whether public, corporate, 
or individual.
Gifford Pinchot, Breaking New Ground
Permissions for the above quotes:
N. Scott Momaday, The Wiv ro'R/WW AIounti/n, 0 1969, The University 
of New Alcxico Press.
Nature /Walking by Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry David Thoreau, 
deacon Press, Boston.
Excerpt from Recollected Essays 1965-1980 by Wendell Bert}'. Copyright 
0 1971,1981 by Wendell Berry. Reprinted by permission of North Point 
Press, a division of Farrar, Straus ei Giroux, Inc.
Excerpt from The Pine Barkens by John AlePhce. Copyright © 196 7,
1968 by John AlePhce. Reprinted by permission of Farrar, Straus t£ 
Giroux, Ine..
Pilgrlu at Tinker Creek. Copyright 0 1974 by Annie Dillard. Reprinted 
by permission of Harper Collins Publishers, Inc.
It's amazing that trees can turn gravel and 
bitter salts into these soft-lipped lobes, as if I 
were to bite down on a granite stab and start 
to swell, bud, and flower. Trees seem to do their 
feats effortlessly. Every year a given tree creates 
from scratch 99 percent of its living parts. 
Water lifting in tree trunks can climb 150feet 
[46 metersl per hour in full summer and a tree 
can heave a ton of water every day. A big elm 
in a single season might make as many as six 
million leaves, each wholly intricate; without 
budging one inch, a tree stands there, 
accumulating dead wood, mutely rigid as an 
obelisk, but secretly it seethes, splits, sucks, 
and stretches.
Annie Dillard, Pilgrim at Tinker Creek
And, maddened with despair, so that he 
laughed loud and long, did Goodman Brown 
grasp his staff and set forth again, at such a 
rate that he seemed to fly along the forest path 
rather than to walk or run. The road grew 
wilder and drearier and more faintly traced, 
and vanished at length, leaving him in the 
heart of the dark wilderness, still rushing 
onward with the instinct that guides mortal 
man to evil. The whole forest was peopled with 
frightful sounds—the creaking of the trees, the 
howling of mid beasts and the yell of Indians; 
while sometimes the wind tolled like a distant 
church bell, and sometimes gave a broad run 
around the traveller, as if all Nature were 
laughing him to scorn.
Nathaniel Hawthorne, 
Young Goodman Brown
Yellowstone, it seemed to me, was the top of the 
world, a region of deep lakes and dark timber, 
canyons and waterfalls. But, beautiful as it is, 
one might have the sense of confinement there. 
The skyline in all directions is close at hand, 
the high wall of the woods and deep cleavages 
of shade. There is a perfect freedom in the 
mountains, but it belongs to the eagle and the 
elk, the badger and the bear. The Kiowas 
reckoned their stature by the distance they 
could see, and they were bent and blind in the 
wilderness.
N. Scott Momaday, 
The Way to Rainy Mountain
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APPENDIX E
ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS COURSE SYLLABUS
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Syllabus Philosophy 1400 James R. Roberts
Section 02 Moral Issues/ Office:Terrill Hall 324
MWF 12a.m.-12:50a.m._____________ EthiCS____________ Hours:MWF lla.m.-12
Cury 210 E-mail :jrr0004@jove.acs.unt.edu
Textbooks:
Ethics: A Pluralistic Approach To Moral Theory, 2nd Edition.
By, Lawrence M. Hinman
No Contest, by Alfie Kohn.
Other Reading Materials Will Be Required.
Optional: Applied Ethics: A Multicultural Approach, 
by Larry May and Shari Collins Sharratt.
What are Ethics? What is the difference between Ethics, and 
morals? What is Philosophy? Why should we be "ethical," "moral," in the 
first place?
Ethics is a part or division of philosophy. Philosophy is the art of 
reason, the art of wisdom, the art of thinking and critical analysis. Ethics 
is a reflection upon morals, the philosophy of morality. Ethics is the 
explicit philosophical reflection on moral beliefs and practices. Ethics is a 
conscious reflection or philosophy searching for wisdom in order to make 
sense of ones morality or the morality of others. Ethics are more nitpicky 
and concise about issues and concerns of morality. Morality refers to the 
actual real-world behaviors, beliefs and practices we see dayto-day. 
Morality refers to the good and bad in our world and uses realworld 
issues to guide our behavior. Ethics are secondhand analyses of 
morality, while morality is more generalized more tangible, and more 
about our first-hand experiences in life. Ethics in contrast to morals, are 
the second-order considerations of our moral beliefs and practices.
We will be exploring a wide variety of ethical systems formulated 
by philosophers. Furthermore, we will be exploring the multicultural 
diversity of morality in our ethical arguments and discussions. Many of 
the issues that we will be discussing will quite possibly not be centered 
upon an American (U.S.A) ontology of reality. We will be trying to take a 
multicultural approach that explores the practices and validity of otter 
cultural morals. This will require a tolerance and open mind to some of 
the more controversial issues. I will expect your behavior in class to
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reflect this ability to tolerate a diversity of ideals, beliefs, morals, and 
religions. More importantly, I wll expect to see your ability to think 
critically about these issues on an ethical level of discussion-1 expect a 
certain amount of exploration and argumentation during class time.
I will expect the class to be based upon interaction, peer 
discussion, and the ability to articulate your ideas into written form. 
Attendance is necessary. A high percentage of your grade will reflect this 
aspect of your ethical experience. The regular university rules apply to 
any unexcused absences. I will be only accepting tzvo unexcused 
absences for the whole semester. After that, you will lose points 
accordingly. A total of 1000 points will be the tabulation for your grade in 
this class.
JOURNALS: Journals will be due every week on Wednesdays. I 
will return them to you every Friday. Journals must either be bound by a 
notebook or placed in some type of folder for organization. I will tabulate 
your journal entries weekly, so if you omit pages, I will still have a 
tabulation of your efforts. I will be looking for at least 3 pages of entries 
per week. Please write 3 to five pages per week. Pace yourself. One page 
per class meeting is a good way to keep up with the entries without 
feeling overwhelmed over the semester. The journals will be a writing 
format that gives you the freedom to write / speak what you feel. It can 
also be used to vent out any of your frustrations with the discussions, 
texts, issues, and philosophy that we will go over. Feel free to interrelate 
your entries about ethics and morals with recent real-life experiences. I 
will be grading you on the quantitative completeness of your journal 
entries, not on the qualitative content of the entries. Drawings, artwork, 
poetry, etc., inspired by class discussions and readings are encouraged! 
The journals are a great wayfor introverted students to express 
themselves creatively without feeling exposed to everyone else. Take 
advantage of this option.
PRESENTATIONS: In-Class presentations on a particular moral 
issue will be required from each one of you. Groups on what yourmoral 
issue will be on shall be decided upon by the time of your first midterm. 
Presentation topics and specific dates will be announced later on in the 
course when the groups have been formed. Possible topics for group 
presentations may be feminism, animal rights, environmental issues, etc.
GRADING: Grading will be based upon one midterm and a set of 
essays for your final. The midterm will be in-class essays. The final will be 
a set of take-home essays. The final will be cumulative.
Here is the breakdown of the grading:
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Midterm #1
Final Exam
Journals
Attendance
In-Class Presentation ii ii 
ii ii 
ii 25%
25%
25%
15%
10%
Points
250
250
250
150
100
Total Possible Points = 1000
Extra-Credit Paper = 15% 150
An extra credit paper on a moral issue of your liking is an option I 
will offer to you. These must be formalized research papers. The papers 
need to be typewritten and double-spaced, and eight to nine pages long. 
The papers need to be assigned to and approved for me by Friday, March 
13th. I want to know the topic of your research before Spring Break 
begins. The extra credit paper gives you the option of exploring and 
researching your own topic of interest. Extra Credit projects will be due 
on Friday May 8, the last day of scheduled classes. They will be worth 
15% of your grade, and must be correctly written with good grammar 
and referenced with footnotes. See me about the possible topics. I am 
willing to let you explore a wide range of topics piovided that it relates 
somehow to ethical behavior and thought.
No late extra credit projects, journals, or finals will be accepted.
CLASS SCHEDULE:
* - In-Class Handouts
Wednesday, January 21st:
Assignment For Friday:
Friday, January 2?d: 
Assignment For Monday:
Monday, January 26th: 
Assignment For Wednesday:
Wednesday, January 2$h: 
Assignment For Friday:
Friday, January 3(F: 
Assignment For Monday:
Monday, February 2nd: 
Assignment For Wednesday:
Introduction.
Syllabus Project.
Discuss Syllabus.
Read Ethics Chapter 1„
Discuss Chapter 1
Read Ethics Chapter 2. Pps. 32-59.
Discuss Ethical Relativism.
Read Ethics Chapter 2. Pps. 59-69.
Discuss Ethical Absolutism/Pluralism. 
Read Ethics Chapter 4. Pps. 121-143.
Discuss Psychological Egoism.
Read Ethics Chapter 4. Pps. 143-156.
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Wednesday, February 4th: 
Assignment For Friday:
Discuss Ethical Egoism.
Read Ethics ChaDter 5. Pds. 162-183.
Friday, February 6th: 
Assignment For Monday:
Discuss Utilitarianism and Act Utilit. 
Read Ethics Chanter 5. Pds. 183-202.
Monday, February ^h: 
Assignment For Wednesday:
Discuss Rule Utilitarianism
Read Ethics ChaDter 6. Pds. 208-224.
Wednesday, February 11th: 
Assignment For Friday:
Discuss Kant's Categorical Imperative 
Read Ethics Chapter 6. Pps. 224-238.
Friday, February 13th: 
Assignment For Monday:
Discuss Kants'-Duty Ethics
Read Ethics ChaDter 7. Pds. 243-259.
Monday, February 16th: 
Assignment For Wednesday:
Discuss Locke's Contractarianism
Read Ethics Chanter 7. Pds. 259-272.
Wednesday, February 18th: 
Assignment For Monday:
Discuss Rights Language in Morality. 
Read Ethics ChaDter 7. Pds. 272-284.
Friday, February 2$h: Out For A Conference.Possible Speaker
Monday, February 2?d: 
Assignment For Wednesday:
Discuss Limits To Contractarianism. 
Read Ethics ChaDter 9. Pds. 321-336.
Wednesday, February 2^h: 
Assignment For Friday:
Discuss Aristotle's Virtue Ethics.
Read Ethics ChaDter 9. Pds. 33&-359.
Friday, February 27th: 
Assignment For Monday:
Discuss Elements of Virtues & Vices. 
Read Ethics ChaDter 3. Pds. 76-96.
Monday, March 2nd: 
Assignment For Wednesday:
Discuss. Religion. Navajo, Islam, etc. 
Read Ethics Chapter 10. Pps. 365-384.
Wednesday, March 4th: 
Assignment For Friday:
Discuss Feminism and Ethics of Care. 
Read Ethics ChaDter 10. Pds. 384-396.
Friday, March 6th: 
Assignment For Monday:
Discuss Feminist Moral Theories.
Read Ethics Chapter 11. Pps. 400-421.
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Monday, March 9th: 
Assignment For Wednesday:
Discuss Racism & Indigenous Rights. 
Read Ethics ChaDter 11. Pds. 422-430
Wednesday, March 11th: MIDTERM#!!
Friday, March 13th: Discuss Midterm, Extra Credit Topics,
Assignment For Monday:
Group Topics, & Presentations.
*Read Human Excellence Pds. 39-70.
March 14th - March 22nd: SPRING BREAK!
Monday, March 23Td: 
Assignment For Wednesday:
Lecture On a Special Topic. (Nihilism) 
*Read Environmental Ethics IL Pds. 
204-210.
Wednesday, March 25th: 
Assignment For Friday:
Discuss, Lynn: White Jr.
*Read Environmental Ethics II. Pds. 
221-228.
Friday, March 27th: 
Assignment For Monday:
Discuss Wendell Berry.
*Read Cullen and Newkirk. Pp.261-263
Monday, March 3Cfh: 
Assignment For Wednesday;
Discuss Bioce'ntric Ethics.
* Read Deval l & Sessions
Environmental Ethics Pds. 113-117.
Wednesday, April 1st: 
Assignment For Friday:
Discuss Deep Ecology.
♦Read Warren's "Power and Promise" 
Environmental Ethics II Pos. 471-478.
Friday, April 3rd: 
Assignment For Monday:
Discuss Ecofeminism.
♦Read Ramachandra Guha's, "Third 
World Critique" Pps. 210 215.
Monday, April 6th: 
Assignment For Wednesday:
Discuss Third World and Wilderness. 
♦Read Erhlich and Holdren 
"Population Increase." Pps. 310-315.
Wednesday, April $h: 
Assignment For Monday:
Discuss Population & Environment. 
♦Read Booth and Jacobs "Ties That 
Bind" Pps. 256-263.
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Friday, April 10th: EASTER BREAK... No Class.
Monday, April 13th: 
Assignment For Wednesday:
Discuss Native Americans / 4th World. 
*Read Nabhari's "Cultural Parallax" 
Pps. 264-270.
Wednesday, April l£h: 
Assignment For Friday:
Discuss 4th world Ecological knowledge 
*Read Hardin's "Lifeboat Ethics," and 
Howie's "World Hunger."
Friday, April 17th: 
Assignment For Monday:
Discuss World Hunger
* Read Bevond Beef. Parts 2. 7.14.17. 
26, 40.
Monday, April 2Cfh: 
Assignment For Wednesday:
Discuss Animal Rights.
*Read Nabhan. Endurinq Seeds.
Pps. 46-65
Wednesday, April 22nd: 
Assignment For Friday:
Discuss Nabhan and Agriculture.
Read No Contest Pos. 1-44.
Friday, April 24th: 
Assignment For Monday:
Discuss Competition. Presentations. 
Read No Contest. Pos. 45-78.
Monday, April 27th: 
Assignment For Wednesday:
Discuss Competition. Presentations. 
Read No Contest. Pos. 132-157.
Wednesday, April 29th: 
Assignment For Friday:
Discuss Competition. Presentations; 
Read No Contest. Pos. 169-196.
Friday, May 1st: Discuss Competition. Presentations. 
Give out Take-Home Final.
Assignment For Monday: Read No Contest. Pds. 197-245.
Monday, May 4th: 
Assignment For Wednesday:
Discuss Competition. Presentations. 
*Read Bertrand Russell. Pps. 31-37.
Wednesday, May 6th: 
Assignment For Friday:
Friday, May 8th:
Discuss Competition. Presentations. 
None.
REVIEW
Wednesday, May 13th: FINALS Meeting, 10:30 am-12:30 pm
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